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The following is going to be lengthy but I'm
sure it will be most interesting. The information in point is a n article taken from EIR,
March 19, 1993 entitled: ''Judicial Corruption: I t Didn't End With J. Edgar Hoovef, by
Jeffrey Steinberg.
A copy of that article was recently sent to
Ronn Jackson because of the subject matter
in point. Since it i s more important to be
accurate than to save space, Dharma, we will
first print the letter i n response from Jackson
to EIR [Executive Intelligence Review, by the
LaRouche group]. Then as we recopy the article we will make notations as to pointed
material. Placed in this sequence the reader
will be able to connect references. This will be
immediately relative to current information
being offered to you by Jackson as being
printed i n CONTACT [see the ongoing series,
beginning on p.2, and the latest update on our
favorite subject of 'lteasurygatevonp.34, called
'Jackson On 'Treasurygate' 7 Thank you.

[QUOTING:]

On page 32, paragraph #2, you make referApril 22, 1994 ence to the Inslaw Case. It was me who
EIR
'obtained" the source code to the PROMIS
software, for another party. The purpose of
333 l / 2 Pennsylvania Ave. S. E.
doing so was to enter, into that software, subWashington, D.C. 20003
routines to monitor the U.S. Attorney's activiWhile sitting in my prison cell and going ties as that party was doing at the time to
through my mail, I opened a manila envelope several computer systems including 'Big
that contained your March 19, 1993 issue. Floyd", the FBI computer system. Both sysThere was no return address on the envelope tems are being monitored to this dry d o n g
and the postmark was dated 4- 15-94 and sent with a11 other of the Government's many
from San Francisco. I have never seen your computer systems.
What was done to Mr. & Mrs. William
publication; however, I am familiar with some
of Mr. LaRouche's words and for the most part Hamilton, the owners of 'INSLAW", was done
agree with them. Because of the content of with criminal intent on the p u t of "my
one of the stories in that issue, I feel it neces- employer" and of the Government. The
sary to write you and correct a couple of items necessary evidence will be provided to the
and to fill-in some of the speculation con- Hamiltons in the near future.
In paragraph 3, after reading this article, I
tained in the story. The article ofwhich I make
reference i s by Jeffrey Steinberg and is en- called to a source and had Mr. LaRouche's
titled 'Judicial Corruption: It Didn't End With case checked out. There are several inconsisJ . Edgar Hoover." It runs through pages 32-36 tencies; however, not being a person with a
with a comment by author Anthony Summers legal background, I'm not sure what was given
on page 34.
(Please see J. Edgar Hoover, p.31 )
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THE DEATH OF CAMELOT
by Ronn Jackson
4/25/94 12

HATOAN

BACK TO
'CAMELOY
Well, I bow to Mr. Jackson whose information i s demanded so much more than mine as
to make me a bit chagrined
at interrupting
for
other d i s c ~ s sions. We are
most happy that
someone else i s
getting the book
into print so that
"they" canget all
t h a t p o s h and
impatience.
Mr. Jackson
also h a s much
information
which corrects
assumptions
and misinformation in writings by others such
as Rodney Stich, etc. This i s not ANYTHING
negative about information in the original
books-only that this i s what i s SUPPOSED
TO HAPPEN I N ORDER TO GET FULL TRUTH
OF EVENTS TO THE PUBLIC EYE AND MINDS.
We will be making sure that all such additions, corrections or observations are shared
with you readers AS THEY ARRIVE and i n
addition will make sure that any writers involved have integrated information, each one
with the others. I don't believe any author can
possibly imagine the all-but-impossible task
of ferreting out TRUTH in this web of LIES.
Much will be denied by ones who 'claim" they
"know.. No, you will find, as you seek, research and draw together the facts-THAT WE
OFFER TRUTH! We will soon, hopefully, be
prepared to allow it to grow as large as it needs
to be-until you-the-people can reclaim your
own presses and controlled media. You-thepeople may have to learn to read more quickly!
W i t h this notation behind u s let u s proceed to offer a segment or two from The Death
Of Camelot to appease your desires. And since
we have already written today on other matters, we will move right into the subject.
Dharma claims that any resemblance to the
order of the writings as presented by Mr. Jackson and as typed in these segments is purely
coincidental and she claims to not wish to
take responsibility; so when the question is
asked under oath, 'Who botched the order of
the writings?" she will 'take the 5th". She
already finds that 'new arrivals" of input
'should have" already been shared. Further,
it will be obvious that this very segment will
have its discussion in the future to great
extent but it is next in the order received in the
'box". May the 'publishef have a bit of forgiveness, please. We certainly are not efforting to
write the book, only share it in serialization of
some sort. [Part 6 was presented in the 4/26/
94 CONTACT, starting on p. 25.1

THE DEATH O F CAMELOT, Part 7 skiing in the process. But the problem reared
by Ronn Jackson (060220)
up at me-how to get them there. Well, twentyfour hours and six thousand dollars later,
[QUOTING:]
both cabinets were standing in my family room.
I was building a fire in the fireplace.
THE HOOVER FILES
Over the next several months, and in between projects, I catalogued the entire conLittle did 1 realize, when 1 met "Bill Casey" tents of both cabinets. A s I finished each
for dinner that evening, how significantly letter ofthe alphabet I recorded the dataon my
my life and that of others would be af- computer and sent the actual files off to a safefected. He gave me 'The Hoover Files". place. I made five copies of each disk and sent
The following day when I picked them them off also, for future back-up and safe
up I was surprised when I saw them. keeping.
There were two ordinary-looking green,
I made the following observations about
steelcase, four-drawer file cabinets. I'm Mr. Hoover while recording the data and they
not sure what I expected to see or find. are mine alone. In the future, when I make
Maybe I expected something exotic, per- available the records, others may well dishaps something with chains and pad- agree with my notes and comments; however,
locks all over them. I don't know but I know what I read and stand behind it.
When Mr. Hoover made entries to what I
perhaps I expected a fire-eating dragon
to be separating me and the files. That, refer to as his'cover sheet(s)*,it was as though
however, wouldn't have been any good he was conversing with the sheet of paper in
use. Following each entry there would be a
because I didn't so much a s own a sword.
I checked them very carefully as I walked comment which usually would show the conaround them. I didn't see any wires leading to clusion he reached. If there was no concluor from them so 1 did what comes naturally sion he would appear to be angry. There were
when you are facing a file cabinet-I opened a several statements entered about the subject
drawer. Ah, good, no lightning-bolt came from until that particular subject was brought to a
the heavens so I removed one of the folders. It level of conclusion that satisfied him. On
was an accordion-type folder with several small some of the papers i n point there was somenotes either stapled or attached with a paper times evidence that h e didn't like what he was
clip to the front. Inside were cover pages, writing on the papers and there might well be
memos, reports; all with the heading, "Federal a hole in the paper as though he had stabbed
Bureau of Investigation" and bearing the in- it with his pen.
One of the most obvious traits which really
signia of same.
Under it there were copies of charge slips stood out on paper was his dislike for women.
and phone bills; bank statements and photo- He referred to all of them as 'bitches". I do not
graphs; lined paper with notes on them. A s I recall him making even one flattering statewas reading one of the papers I noticed there ment about any woman and, as I mentioned,
was something else on those sheets of paper- there are over twenty-three hundred separate
answers. I carefully put the papers back into files and among those are some four hundred
the folder and put the folder back into the female entries.
Next on his "dislike list? were Blacks, foldrawer and closed it. This was not the time,
place, or area to be seeing what I was reading lowed by Jews, Politicians and people with
money. If there were any combinations of the
on those documents.
e
above the file would be much larger.
***
On many of the notes or reports he reI pulled the roll-up door down and re- ceived he would make comments. It was easy
placed the combination lock. I then walked up to see that he didn't trust all of his own people.
to the rental office and asked the manager how If the report didn't say what he thought it
long the place would be open. Finding it should reflect he would order someone else
would be open until five allowed me some onto that particular subject. Many gossip
seven hours to do something. I walked back to columns were in the files and he actually
the car while my mind was racing a mile a ordered a couple of offices broken into by his
minute. I wouldn't feellcomfortablestaying in agents in a n attempt to locate other sources.
This man was so powerful that he frightthe area and I wondered what I would do with
what I guessed to be ,about a half to three ened most people and was able to blackmail
quarters of a ton of paper. I had a place in just about everyone-including two former
mind in a Washington D.C. suburb that 1 presidents.
I have not seen Mr. Hoover's death
might be able to utilize. I figured I could work
out something as I headed the car in the certificate but I do 'know that his vascular
system at the time of his death contained
direction of McLefm.
By the time I arrived a t my place I had made more antibiotics than. blood. He died as a
a decision to take the files to a place of mine in result of syphilis AND by being one of the
Colorado Springs. It was out of the way and no meanest and most cruel S.0.B.s that ever
one knew about it. Majrbe I could get in a little walked on the Earth. (060220-728943)
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AUTHOR'S NOTE:
Because of the logistics involved I can only
give a n excerpt per month. The first will be on
Mr. Hoover's favorite subject: John Fitzgerald
Kennedy.
Subjects which will be excerpted will include, probably in book five:
Excerpts from Index:
L:

Landis, James
Lawford, Peter (li ~ a t r i c i a
Lemay, Curtis
Lincoln, Evelyn
Lippmann, Walter
Lodge, Henry C.
Luce, Claire B.
Luce, Henry

A:

Acheson, Dean
Adenauer, Konrad
Alphand, Herve
Alphand, Nicole
Alsop, Joseph
Auchincloss, Hugh D.
Auchincloss, Janet L.

M:

B:
Baldrige, Letitia
Ball, George
Bartleit, Charles
Berlin, David W.
Bernstein, Leonard
Bissell, Richard
Boggs, Hale
Bouvier, J o h n V., I11
Braden, J o h n
Bradlee, Benjamin
Bundy, ~ c ~ e o r ~ e

Kennedy, Joseph P.
Kennedy, Robert
Kennedy, Rose
Khrushchev, Nikita
King, Martin L. Jr.
Kissinger, Henry
Krock, Arthur
.

MacArthur, Douglas A.
McCarthy, Eugene
McNamara, Robert
Marshall, George
Meany, George
Meredith, James
Minow, Newton
Moyers, Bill
Murrow, Edward R.

N:
Nixon, Richard M.

0:

C:

O'Brian, Larry
Castro, Fidel
Churchill, Winston
CWord, Clark
Considine, Bob
Cronkite, Walter
Cushing, Richard

E:
Eisenhower, Dwight
Evers, Medgar
F:
Fitzgerald, John F.
Fortas, Abe
Fulbright, J. William
G:
Galbraith, J o h n Kenneth
Gavin, James
Giancana, Sam
Gilpatric, Roswell
Goldberg, Arthur
Goldwater, Barry
Gore, Thomas
Graham, Billy
Guevara, Che

H:
Haddad, Bill
Harriman, W. Averell
Hearst, William R.
Hoffa, Jimmy
Hull, Cordell
Humphrey, Hubert

I-J:
Johnson, Lady Bird
Johnson, Lyndon B.

K:
Katzenbach, Nicholas
Kefauver, Estes
Kennedy, Edward
Kennedy, Ethel
Kennedy, Eunice
Kennedy, Jaqueline B.
Kennedy, John

***
AUTHOR'S NOTE:
In the coming issues you will see references in 'Book One" to 'Hoover's" files. I am
going to be more specific now so that there will
be no confusion and/or misunderstandings as
we move along. The 'Hoover" that I refer to i s
'J. Edgar Hoover", former and now deceased
Director of The Federal Bureau of Investigation. Yes, the same one who you and I know as
a part of this country and is and was supposed
to 'be on our side". There h a s been speculation as to the existence of these files and this
is to inform you that all twenty-three-hundred
of them that remain are secure and in my
control. What prompted me to make this
known and to do so in this manner is that the
current Director 'William Sessions" i s under
investigation at this very time for 'improprietiesl and that Agency i s again seeking anonymity. If you don't make it clear to your
elected oflicials that you don't wish a n Agency
of our Government not to be accountable to
the electorate, the next time around will be
totally disastrous.

P:
Powers, Dave

R:
Reagan, Ronald
Reston, James
Rockefeller, Nelson
Roosevelt, Franklin
Rusk, Dean

D:
De Gaulle, Charles
Dickerson, Nancy
Dillon, Douglas
Douglas, William
Downey, Morton
Dulles, Allen
Dutton, Fred

starting NOW. I explained to her that once she
heard what I had to say we were going full
blast ahead. If all conditions were accepted
she was about to become a part of history.

S:

Salinger , Pierre
Sevareid, Eric
Sorenson, Theodore
Stevenson, Adlai
Symington, Stuart
[END QUOTING OF PART SEVEN]

Keep in mind here that there are some
2,309 numbered files so these above listed
parties are a very short listing of some pertinent ones which Mr. Jackson plans to expand
on later. 1 would note that some are surely
missing from this personal list-as we all know,
for instance, what a fear and hatred Hoover
had for one Eustace Mullins. The amusing
thing is that Eustace had no idea he even HAD
a "file" in FBI. It must be somewhat like
Dharma who says, 'Why in the world would
anyone have a file on me?" The things that
'miss" happening are stories in themselves as
we effort to simply keep you workers ALIVE. I
think it i s the pure innocence of the questions
which are endearing to me. I am sure that we
are going to find these openings of truth and
information quite interesting.

THE DEATH OF CAMELOT, Part 8
by Ronn Jackson (060220)
[QUOTING:]

I gave her a n overall view of my plan and
answered her questions as we moved along.
Several of my men came in and I introduced
them to her. I gave her some background
information regarding them each and stated
why they were chosen to assist me. She was
leaving shortly to return in a couple of days. I
explained that the work is begun in earnest-

REMEMBER: A s e l f - g o v e r n i n g a n d selfp o l i c i n g o r g a n i z a t i o n is self-serving a n d is
a l w a y s 'right".
A g o o d example, now, k
Internal Affairs. George Orwell w u a BRILLIANT MAN!

***

I was sitting in one of my favorite places,
the 'Iron Gate" in Belmont, California. The
three brothers who owned the place made the
best Steak Diane anywhere. The meat was
cooked rare and they took a n interest in YOU.
They always remembered your name and made
you feel that your business was really appreciated. One of the brothers cooked a t your
table and it was a production that 'made" your
meal. What more could you ask for?
I had finished my dinner and was relaxing
with a cup of coffee with a bit of 'Bailey's" in it.
This place added a bit of a n extra touch by
putting a bit of Kahlua in the coffee also and
after I first tried it I stopped having desserts i n
that place. I didn't pay much attention to the
calorie 'stun" as I seemed to get plenty of
exercise and there were many times when I
went days without eating. I always had far too
many other things on my agenda to waste
attention on calories.
I had completed a sanction in San Francisco. Normally I'm on my way out of the area
immediately but this time when I 'called in" I
was told to stay in the vicinity. My people
always played it close to the vest so I would wait.
The lounge wasn't crowded and I was sitting in a corner booth. The atmosphere was
quiet and peaceful and I had seen a sign
behind the bar stating that a piano player
would start at eight. I checked my watch and
it was now seven-thirty so there was half-anhour to wait. It was apparent the piano player
was alady as I overheard a couple seated close
by talking about her. It seemed they lived in
the area and it sounded as if they knew what
was going on. I was looking forward to a
pleasant evening.
I was staying in a motel down the street
and had walked to the restaurant. I don't have
that many evenings i n the [Sanfianciscio] Bay
Area that are free as was that one. I take
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advantage of such times when there i s a n made a living and had forgotten about being enough to where nothing would come back on
opportunity to do so. I wanted some quiet time 'discovered". She had bought a new car and anyone.
and I needed it every so often.
had started saving for a place of her own. I
I called one of my contacts, for I was sure
I note here that everything doesn't always wondered how many stories were like her's.
I could get more reliable information from
work out the way you plan. The entertainer
We went back to the hotel. I had a phone across the country than I was going to get
appeared and she was attractive. She also had message that spooked me a bit as no one knew locally. I began with, "How do I get in contact
a beautiful voice. She played many of my 'oldw where I was staying. I called the number and with this guy?" The "receiver" was away from
favorites and when she sang a song 'Wind found it was from the 'Iron Gatew. It seems I the line for several minutes. When he reBeneath my Wings" I thought it was about the had left my credit card and they remembered turned he gave me the man's phone number
nicest arrangement of the song that I had I had mentioned where I was staying. I was whichwas aot a p a r t of my information packet.
heard.
relieved.
The 'man" was a former Green Beret with a lot
I watched her and noted that she was
The information package came i n the fol- of promise a t one time, in the service, and then
looking myway so I decided to give her a n even lowing day, on schedule, airport to airport. I he killed a guy. He was thrown out of the
closer look. I moved to one of the lounge was at San Francisco International to pick it service and had free-lanced while building a
chairs next to the piano. I
u p by ten, then returned t e rf-.
W b s k b h i t %Be&ugs it was do-wn
put a couple of sLgles in
the hotel and carefully stud- hill all the way.
her glass and she asked if W e information package ied the package. The person
I was told of his dutiea while in the service
there was something I would
in point was a bad character and I wasn't going to underestimate this guy
like to hear? I wanted to say came in the following day, for sure. Since he was on in any way. He was a bad dude and he still
quite a few things but asked on schedule, airport to air- ' drugs, however, that made might be.
her to just continue what porn, The personin point him unpredictable and very
I rallPrlthe numhPr and there was no anshe was doh,&. The next
dangerous. I could see why swer. I called to make sure the phone and
thing I realized was that it was a bad character for the double money allowance. number were in service. It was. I had the
wasclosing time. It seems sure. Since he was on : H i s assistant was his girl addresses of a couple of places that the man
that it i s really so, time refriend and she was known to frequented. I thought that I might as well get
however, that made i be
ally moves when you're enon drugs as well. Two on with mv work; it seemed nothing was ever
him unpredictable a n d squirrels, I thought. H i s last easy any more, .. .
joying yourself.
When the place closed very dangerous. @ could known address was in East
The first address ended up to be a real dive.
she joined me &d we found
Palo Alto very near where we There were several people having 'Portm for
a n after-hours place in East see why the double #riahey had been-not the best of breakfast and they didn't care for my color
Palo Alto. She knew the aElowanceP
areas.
either. The second place was a little better,
Group there and we ended
I
The M a n ' s iob had been but mv beinn white wasn't reallv vovular.
u p staying until about six in
royally screwid u p and the checkad ou<several places in the general
the morning. I was a bit surprised a t the place police were onto him. I had been cautioned on neighborhood and the only thing that I accomitself as it was in a predominantly Black area many occasions that when I come into contact plished wasgetting tobacco juice on my shoes.
but had mostly white people as patrons. I with any law enforcement agency I was to
I also had an address for a pool hall and
noted the Police Chief of San Mateo was present abandon the project and take leave of the area. went there. One couple was playing and nothso that told me something .
The reasoning was that there would be other ing e k e was gcit~gwr.k P=list of the man's
When we left that place I asked the Lady times and other areas. It had never happened creditors and I stopped by a finance company
'where to?" She took my arm and said that she to me on a job and for me to be instructed to be where they too were looking for him. H i s car
was with me.
this close there was far more involved than I was financed by Bank of America and there
She lived in San Carlos and it was about was made aware. I started to make a call and was a 'pick-up" sheet out on him. I couldn't
four in the afternoon when I finally dropped find out the details a bit better. I needed to get any mere irrformatien mt of them. He was
her off. I also told her that I would be seeing know more. I figured, however, that my known to frequent a couple of card rooms in
her later.
employer's position was about the same and Palo Alto so I drove back down the peninsula
I made a call to my employer a t the ap- that there weren't any more details with them and that also turned out to be just a wasted
pointed time and, as I figured, I was told to than they had given to me. I thought probably trip.
I had in my file the name of a drug dealer
remain in the Bay area for a few additional the extra fee was coming from the other end. I
days. It seems that a free-lancer in my profes- wasn't into outright questioning my instruc- who was known to cooperate-for a price. I
sion had not fulfilled an obligation. He was tions, and had to be honest with myself about returned to the motel and tried to call him-no
black and on drugs and, though he didn't work that point. My employer's judgment i s usually luck. I called another contact in the state and
for the same people I did, someone had sought right and, even though I didn't always totally had him run a 'DMV". There was nothing
my people's assistance. My remuneration was follow them exactlv. I alwavs staved close there. There was nothing at the Credit Budoubled. That meant problems for not only did
I have to take care of him but I had to also do
away with an assistant. I wasn't sure what
that meant other than problems. The paperwork would be coming in the next day.
I was back a t the s a m e nightclub-around
eight. I hadn't eaten and didn't know what I
FOUR PHOENIX ~OURNALS
WHICH
YOU A GOOD
wanted as nothing sounded good. I snacked
IN ARE
on chips at the bar 'and *e 'singer" suggested BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF THE TIMES WE
that I ask one of the owners to fix something
NOW OFFERED AT A SPECIAL PRICE OF $20.00:
special. I did and it was a nice salad. I t tasted
good but probably the company had a lot to do
with it.
The lady played until closing and I then
suggested we go out somewhere and eat. Since
the only things open were hotel restaurants or
fast food places we walked into the first place
(#?)
we found open. I had had enough to drink. ...
We talked for quite a while &d I found out
that she was from Missouri, was my age and
divorced with no kids and the other 'usual"
stuff. She said that when she came West it
was her idea to just "get here" and the rest
would take care of itself. Things don't often
[For more information about these. JOURIYALS, please see
work out the way we want them to, she admit' .JOURNALS
he week-~ook ~ e ~ f e w
oi *Page I I.)
ted. The rest was the same old story. She
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reau. I figured I would have to start all over Mexico.
from the beginning the next day. I headed
The Pacific was calm and we had a slight
back to the 'Iron Gatew.
tail-wind. We landed in a little over three
The piano player was off and I realized I hours of travel time. The strip was in good
was a bit disappointed. I had a drink and shape. All in all it was a good flight.
decided to give her a call. She answered the
The strip was owned by a group of people
phone and invited me over to her place. I and in a small building at the end of the strip
offered food and liquor and she said to bring there were some keys hanging on the wall.
both. I love the inhibited women-well, I love They were for the car outside and the sign said
to give the keys to any bellman at any resort
them all....
The next day was a duplication of the first- with a five dollar bill and the car would be
nothing. The following three days were the returned to the strip. This was agood idea and
same, nothing. I was beginning to belieye it beat heck out of walking.
these people were out of town. I had driven by
About twenty minutes later I was checked
the man's place several times and saw nothing into a room. It was good to see the American
had changed. I had made another loop around influence with the paved roads and such. The
his neighborhood and was headed out of the area was clean and for a 'Baja California" type
area back towards my motel when I saw his area that was saying quite a lot. MOST of the
assistant. I made a U-turn and followed her. areas I had bein in in Baja looked like Tijuana.
I rented a car from a perShe went into the house and
son in a booth in the resort
came out with some clothes.
I thought, 'Thanks, lady".
"'For the remainder of lobby and after obtaining
I followed her to San that afternoon 1 did my directions set out to locate
Mateo. She stopped a t the
the dealer's home. It wasn't
homework, t: had the, difficult and was only about
jail. In about half an hour
they both came out. The guy
supplPer's home ad- : ten minutes or less from my
had been in jail. That was
location. Now the waiting
strange for my employers dressand the directions i started.
I left the car and walked
should have known that.
to reach his place in
to t h e beach which was
Maybe they hadn't run a Mexica There was
about a block away. It wasn't
'scopew on him. He could
have been using a n alias and private landing strip: full of people and most there
a scope would n o t have
his home and war were Americans. At least
they spoke English. The
turned u p correct information. A t any rate I followed forty-four hutrdrcd feet : shops for the most part were
them back again to East Palo of paved cortvcnienc~: owned by the resorts and
Alto. She remained in the Goad aid drug money!* : took U.S. currency. The temperature was somewhere in
car as he ran inside. A few
minutes later h e came out
the nineties and the humidity
carrying something. I was parked too far was low. I could really get used to this place,
distant to see exactly what it was. I followed I thought.
them as they headed toward the Bayshore
I stopped at a small sidewalk cafe and
Freeway.
ordered a Scotch and water. Yes, I made sure
She next pulled into a gas station. I waited he used bottled water. I was going over in my
on the street until they pulled out. I then mind, the house I had driven by. It was
pulled into the station and went inside-with
California style, aone story ranch. The grounds
a 'twenty". I' was able to find out that they were well groomed and I had to consider the
were heading towards Los Angeles and San possibility of live-in help. The grounds were
Diego, as well, had also been mentioned. I open and I doubted there were any pets. Beguessed it was actually going to be Mexico as cause of the climate being semi-tropical I asthe destination. I was sure he was planning to sumed it was well insulated for air-conditionskip.
ing purposes so 'soundw within the house,
I made some calls and returns ckne back when closed-up, would be limited. I knew it
shortly. There were a couple of cousins in Los would be better for me to check it out prior to
Angeles; his drug connection, or the person company arriving-for tonight, I knew, would
thought to be his supplier, lived in Chula be THE night.
Vista, right next door to Taco Land. The
I walked around the area for a couple of
supplier had a home i n 'Puerto Vallarta". I hours and talked with some nice people
- - from
wassure that I had him nailed.
Minnesota. I met another couple from Long
I was going to pass L.A. I didn't like the Island and we had a drink together.
he
town. After all, I rationalized, he was heading bartender was from Denver and I asked him
for south of the border and he would eventu- how he came to be 'herew. He said, 'In a beatally get there.
UP truck with a lawyer on my tail trying to
For the remainder of that afternoon I did serve divorce papers. The truck made it all the
my homework. I had the supplier's home way on five cylinders."
address and the directions to reach his place
Back a t the resort I picked up a n L.A. Times
in Mexico. There was a private landing strip and went into the lounge. I hadn't read a
near his home and was forty-four hundred feet newspaper in several days and wondered what
of paved convenience. Good old drug money1 the other halfwas doing. Nothing had changed:
I made arrangements for a charter plane for rapes, murders and political embarrassments
two days later. By the time these folks fin- were all there was. I wasn't greatly into sports
ished fooling around I would probably be there and my own interest was only the scores. The
well before they would arrive.
Financial page had the usual merger talks and
I showered and dressed after deciding on a take-over plans. Dow Jones had just hit fiftie. 1 noted it had been a while since I wore one teen hundred. I didn't see how i t could go any
but thought I might as well do it right-for one higher-but what did I know?! I put the paper
last fling i n the area.
on the bar and the bartender placed it on a
In two days my plane took off from San stack of others. He told me the managemept
Carlos at five A.M. I was going straight to recycled them and he didn't mean paper
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drives-what a cheap bunch of jerks1 I asked
him if the liquor was recycled and he said, 'Not
the first two or three." That management
needed a swift kick or two.
I went back to my room and watched the
end of a movie and was into a second when I
drifted off to sleep. I awoke about eight,
showered and put on my working clothes. I
opened the drapes, the s u n had set. I t was
time for me to have a sandwich and I noted
that it should be dark by the time I finished.
I hart one terrible cheeseburger, limp fries
and I immediately put this place on my list for
'not to return to. .." It was nine when I finished
and the shift was changing. I saw one of the
waitresses and thought that my just-priordecision might have been a bit hasty.
I went outside and looked toward the direction I planned on taking. The hills were
now black. I started walking in that direction.
It took me about thirty minutes and, when I
got there, there was no one at home. I found
a window a t the side of the house that wasn't
secure and was inside with very little effort.
The place had a musty odor and that was good
news. I had seen no lights in any direction
when I checked before entering so I wasn't
concerned about the pen-light I carried. The
furniture was of good quality and the house
was about twice the size I originally had estimated. Most of it had that new smell and none
of it showed any wear, the furniture or the
house.
In the main bedroom I found a safe in the
floor of the closet. I t wasn't locked and didn't
look like it had ever been used. The small
room held a few casual clothes and a few men's
items like belts and ties.
No supplies had been laid-in. The refrigerator was at the lowest setting. In the garage
an older Chevy wagon and a few tools were all
that were around. The place hadn't been used
much.
Everything was as it was. I closed the
window and let my eyes adjust to the darkness. I saw no traffic in the distance so I
started jogging back to the resort.
I was sweaty when I arrived in the room
and, as I walked in, the first thing that I
noticed was the phone book. I had purposely
opened it and laid part of it across the phone.
It was closedl I went down to the lobby and
asked to see the manager. When he came to
the desk, I asked to speak to him in private.
He motioned me to follow him and, as we
passed through his office door, I closed it. I
followed him to his desk aqd, as he started
to turn, I took his rinht
- arm and twisted
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it around and up, putting him i n a hammerlock. He didn't struggle too much as I had his
arm to the point of breaking. I told him the
next time someone came into my room without
my express invitation and authorization I
would come back and finish what I had just
started. I took a step back and booted him
where he sits. He went flying across his chair
and went face first into the wall.
For the next few days that I was aguest, my
service improved. What really had me upset
was this place was owned by Americans and
was r u n by them. I had in mind to teach them
what made their business prosper but I had a n
idea that they would find out soon enough.
I hated w4ting but that was part of what I
did. I accepted it as a responsibility and I
must admit that I found myself in many pleasurable circumstances a s a result of it. It was
those times when I was idle to which I am
referring.
I found myself back a t the small sidewalk
cafe. There was a slight breeze and the tables
had umbrellas over them. I took my drink and
sat down. I leaned back in the chair and the
breeze felt good. I relaxed and soon was
actually dozing. I hadn't touched my drink.
I'm not sure but that I was in a semi-comatose
state but something caught my attention. I
opened one eye and two members of the
oppostie sex were standing looking a t me and
whispering about something or other. I spoke
to them and invited them to ioin me if thev
didn't talk too loud. That brike the ice ank
they accepted. (060320) [This chapter will be
completed in the next writing.]
[END QUOTING OF PART EIGHT]
And we, too, shall finish it i n the next
writing.. .. Salu.
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CONTRADICTIONS

H a s anyone ever pointed out to you how
incredibly foolish you appear to the world-as
a matter of fact-to the universe?
RICHARD M. NIXON
Your U.S. former President, Nixon, was the
only President in history to have to resign
under fire of corruption. I will give you the
easy way out, however, by pointing that his
downfall was intentional by his enemies and
effectively he was "taken-out" without necessity of another public assassination.
The point I wish to make is that NOW,
TOMORROW, you are burying a dead body and
you would think this person i s being Beatified
as a Holy Saint in the Church of Historical
Truth and Integrity. What a bunch of loonies
you are! An old political thief, liar and scoundrel made transition and you treat it NOW as
if he walked on water in Christness.
Which was right, readers? W a s he a dastardly bastard of misbehavior OR was he a
blessed Saintlike statesman of great stature?
I hope you will get the point, dear friendsJUDGE NOT LEST YE BE JUDGED!! YOU ARE
ALL VICTIMS OF THE LIE-AND SO WAS HE!
Your job is to learn to JUDGE ACTIONS and
DISCERN PEOPLE AS TO INTENT. And, no, I
haven't seen him around..
Let us not get sidetracked or we are NEVER
going to make it through even the first quarter
of any of the books we are sharing. We will

..

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

take u p immediately where last segment left
off, please. And, Dharma, just please drop the
subject of Phoenix Projects and Montaukperhaps we will all fmd we are but ongoing
participants in BOTH Phoenix Projects-ours
and theirs .... That is not the job at hand,
scribe, so clear it away so that we can get our
own 'today's" work done.

other than the purest of thoughts, first about
one and then, the other. Well, actually, since
they seemed so close as friends-about both.
Ok, so I'm a dirty old man! I t seems, though,
that my thoughts were to be answered and
that would be through no effort of my own as
it turned out. One of the girls stopped and
simply took off her clothes and walked out into
the water. The other one looked at me and
THE DEATH OF CAMELOT, Part 9 shrugged. It suddenly seemed quite appropriby Ronn Jackson (060220)
ate so the other did likewise. So, what the
hell, what was I to do, sit and be a prude? As
[QUOTING:]
I was undressing I told them to take care about
the bottom as regards their bare feet.
Both were teachers [seePart 8)from northNaked as the proverbial Javbird I sloshed
ern California and this was
but to whereWtheywere both
their first trip south of the
standing in the water. When
border. They didn't know *Your US, former PresiI finally got there they both
anyone and were anxious : dent, Nixon, was the
put their arms around me. I
to talk to someone from the
told them that it was diffiStates. Both were on the .j only President in hiscult to breathe and boy, was
healthy side and talked a 1 tory to have ta resign
it! It wasn't that they were
mile a minute. I saw no I under fire af curtupholding onto me so tightly
rings on they left hand and
but rather that I had to adguessed they were around : tion..,, His dawnfall was
mit to this being a first for
my own age. They said they
intentional by his err* me: a threesome. It was also
had each saved for a long -emiesand effectively be
their first at s u c h daring
time to be able to take this
encounters so we agreed to
was ' t a k e n - ~ ~ t ' y i t h a , ~learn
g what we could-totrip and both admitted to
looking for Prince Charmgether
or should I say,
necessity af another
ing. I had no idea why they
'among us?".
wsre telling me this. I orNext morning when I
dered them a drink. Both
awakened I noted that I was
were pleasant and had very nice personalities. being held on each side. All thoughts of
I found it very pleasant to sit and talk without getting u p vanished and ifyou readers thought
hitting on someone-or two.
I would do such a foolish thing-you're the one
You could discern from their conversa- who's crazy. I just scrunched down in the
tions t h a t both were dedicated to and enjoyed sheet.
That afternoon, after making a couple of
their profession and I admit that I was really
enjoying myself and t h u s invited them to din- trips down to buy toothbrushes and combs,
ner. I set the time for nine because I wanted they left. We were planning to meet later and
to make a quick trip out by 'the" house.
they had to go do whatever girls have to do.
There were no lights on nor cars in the What a night.
This meant I was back at work and that
driveway. I thought, 'Good", as I had other
meant that I needed to take a drive out by the
things on my mind.
From the girls' reactions it appeared nei- house. I found no changes in the situation. I
ther had had much experience with men or had time so I drove around for a while and
with social outings. They were concerned with stopped into several of the other resorts. The
the cost and seemed a little embarrassed when last one was where the girls were staying. I
they finally ordered dinner. I did my best to was quite disappointed when they were not in
p u t their minds at ease and after a couple of
drinks we had become like family.
When we had finished our meal we went
out and walked to the beach. The girls on
either side of me with each holding an arm. I t
was nice to be liked. We walked through a n
amusement park and all of u s tried our luck at
knocking over milk bottles and shooting basketball hoops. We won a copple of stuffed
bears and a giraffe. We had cotton candy
which ended up spread all over u s a s well as in
our hair. We decided to walk down the beach
where we stopped by a couple of rocks to wash
the sticky mess off. We watched the ocean for
a while and then walked some more along the
beach at water's edge. A s we strolled we noted
the lights of the resort area were quite distant
and it was nice so we just kept walking. The
sand felt good on my feet and the night seemed
quite perfect. Perfect for
what? I didn't know
'
and it didn't matter.
Earlier, when I said the girls were *healthy
I meant that they were not skin and bones but
perhaps carried about 140 pounds or so. I
most certainly did NOT mean to infer they
were unattractive'. I guess I'm as guilty as any
at type-casting and I found that in the short
time that I had known them I really did like
both of them. I also have t6 admit to having

:
;
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their room so I had a seat in the lounge thinking I would just wait around for them.
After I had a couple of drinks I figured they
must be out shopping so'decided to go on back
to my own hotel. I left a message at the desk
and left.
When I arrived back at my place I found the
girls i n the lounge waiting for me. There were
two drinks sitting on the table for me and one
of the girls said they were paying me back for
the dinner to which the second agreed. 1
assured them that they had already done that
the night before. At that point I was informed
that that was only the first installment. I
reminded them that dinner was really only
seventy-five dollars but they
assured me that where they
came from a dollar bought
more quantity and better
quality. So, guess where we
went.. ..
I t was late that night
when I drove back up to the
hills to take a look at the
house and surroundings;
after all. this was a mission
I was serving. Ah, there was
a light on in the house and
the car from the landing strip
was setting in the driveway.
I could only wonder who was
there and how many there might be. I would
find out tomorrow.
After watching briefly I started my own car
and drove back to the resort and put the car in
the parking structure. I was on the fourth
level and decided to walk to the front as I had
thought it would be pleasant to take the stairs
down and just walk around a while.
I was just looking over the area when I
noted the car from the airport pulling into the
resort across the street from where I was. I
watched as it was parked and studied the
scene as aBlack man and woman got out of the
vehicle. A second or two later a third person
got out and it was the 'Dealer". I couldn't get
a good look at his face but it had to be 'my
folks*. I was going to request a triple billing
anyway so I might as well put another turkey
to roost. I t didn't bother me one bit. I didn't
like these people for their profession and as
for the one in my profession, 'he' didn't know
1was coming. I had the greater advantage and
it wouldn't make any difference but he was
definitely 'histo@.
I made a decision to get the car and wait
until they would come out again. I did so.and
sat for a couple of hours until finally the
Dealer came out of the building. Since 1
figured I knew where he was going I pulled out
in front of him as we left the parking lot. Later
I pulled off the road some quarter of a mile on
past his house. I had seen the car pull into his
driveway. I waited a minute then locked the
car and trotted back to his place. I was approaching from the west so was on the same
side as the one I had first used for entry on the
other night. I could see him through the
window and noted that he had raised it. He
was on the phone talking and there was no
question about the man after I heard parts of
this conversation. Yes indeed, I knew exactly
who he was. On his desk was a large briefcase
and I knew without peeking what it contained.
It would have money or drugs, OR BOTH.
It seemed a plane would be due-in shortly
and he was planning to meet it. I wanted to
see if anyone else was there but it was clear.
Maybe this customer was well established but

I don't trust drug people, ever, as, too many
things can go wrong. A s I waited I found that
the school teachers came into mind but I as
quickly put them out again. This current
escapade was not just for furl and games.
I checked out the airstrip again and noted
that there was a n 'apronw area very near the
shack. A plane could stop anywhere but the
easiest place with the path of least resistance
would be taken and it would be that 'apronw.
I was betting on it. I went inside the shack and
perched on a chair and waited. I had put the
car off in a ditch off the road quite a way
distant. Man, it was so dark in this area that
I didn't need to be concerned about being
seen. I lit a cigarette and
put the flame out quickly;
there was nothing to do except sit and wait.
About an hour passed
while I waited. Then a car
drove onto the landing strip
and went all the way to the
farthest end. It was the
Dealer. He was parked out
there for quite a while and
then I saw somelights flicker
on. I recognized the light as
being flares and also at the
same time the lights from
the parked car flashed on.
The car moved in m i direction and when I
heard it near the shack I looked through the
cracks. The Dealer turned the car around
facing the flares. He shut off the lights and left
the car engine running.
1 then moved outside. 1 went around the
building and stopped and waited where 1 was
out of his line of vision. I heard the sound of
an approaching plane a bit before I could see
it. The driver blinked his lights as a signal and
then s h u t them off. The lights on the plane
kept coming. I ran to the rear of the car and
again scrunched down and waited. Immediately as the plane touched down the pilot shut
off the lights a s the plane taxied towards us.
The plane was a beautiful twin engine job
and as it approached I realized it could well be
carrying three or four people. So be it, too late
to reconsider anything. There was only one on
board, a woman. She opened the door and got
out. The Dealer was now moving toward her
and I had him in my gun-sight as he reached
her. I fired, knocking him into her and both
into the plane.
I immediately moved toward them after I
had fired. When I arrived at the plane she was
crying and struggling to get the limp figure off
of her. I emptied the ammo clip into both of
them. I played this game on my own terms and
by my own rules.
There was a suitcase, two briefcases, and a
satchel aboard the plane. I gathered them up
and took them to the car the dealer had just
vacated. The car's interior light put out just
enough light for me to inspect the luggage in
point. The suitcase held drugs and the brief
cases held money. The satchel held more
money and several file folders with 'top secrets printed on several of them. 1checked the
Dealer's briefcase and it also held several files
and more money. What the hell was going on?
The fvst thing that came to mind was that this
was some kind of a two-way deal. I had a mess
of which to dispose so I wasn't going to stand
around i n that place and try to @re it out.
I next moved the four pieces of luggage to
the shack and then moved the car to the plane
and pulled it up to where it was touching the

plane. I got out of the car and located the fuel
cap on the plane wing. I had to work a t it a bit
before I finally got it open. 1 searched around
until I found arag which I shoved into the tank
opening. The rag almost immediately hit fuel
and I thought it strange for the plane must not
have traveled very far. I pulled the rag back
out and it was soaked with fuel. I put a match
to it and ran like scat back to the ahack. The
damned thing burned for about thirty seconds
before it finally blew. I then thought the small
shack was going to go too. When the car had
caught fire I grabbed up the luggage and tore
off toward my own car. There wasn't going to
be much left of anything when that fire burned
out.
A s I drove back I kept expecting to see
some kind of vehicles but strangely enough,
there were none. I had fabricated a good story
but I didn't get to use it. A s I parked the car
I looked around and then on out toward the
distant mountains and noted they were just as
dark as they had been the night before-the
job was half done1
When I got back into my room I saw the
phone light was flashing. It was acall from the
girls. 1 returned the call and excused my
absence by telling them I had been out gambling at one of the casinos and that time had
simply slipped away from me. I apologized and
said I was too tired and was going to shower
and get some sleep. I heard *em giggling and
knew they were on their way over anyway. I
knew I should be taking care of business but
the s u n was rising and I just kicked the luggage under the bed and decided I would just
'have to sufferin.
I smiled to myself as I pulled the satchel
out from under the bed. I opened it and took
out a couple of stacks of bills. I checked them
over and found the money was good. There
was ten thousand dollars in a stack. The
denominations were in hundred dollar bills. I
was going to give it to the girls, tell them they
had brought me good luck, tell them I hit a
jack-pot with a bet for them. They could use
it and I noted that it is funny how the mind
works.
It was only a few minutes later when they
both came through the door.. ..
They both wanted to go for another stroll
on the beach and I told them that they both
were over-sexed. They agreed, said Okay but
I'm not sure what that meant exactly but I was
worn out.
At sundown I again drove ove. to the house.
I had heard of the fatal fve and accident and 1
was sure not too many people would buy that
accident crap. The authorities were on their
way. At the house it was dark but I calculated
the other couple could be inside and that
would be a trap, it even smelled like a trap.
I drove on back to the resort and put the
car away. I checked at the front desk to see if
there was a way to Federal Express things to
the States. There wasn't. I would have liked
to send some of the goods that I had collected
back by that route. There did seem to be a
connection by private carrier to Los Angeles so
I thought I would take care of the items later
as I needed to take things in order.
The first order of business was to get rid of
the "junk" in the briefcase. I flushed the bags
and was lucky that the plumbing didn't get
stopped-up.
I had the money laying on the bed. There
was about two and a half million dollars minus
the money I had given the girls. I was pleased
that they accepted my story about the gam-
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bling for it probably was the most cash that my way of thinking: it is a naaty job, but
either had ever seen and it was time for them necessary and someone has to do if ..... I have
to return home and, in fact, were on their way. no feeling for it and one day I kqpw that I will
3 called the airlines at the municipal air- be "judged". I hope it will be of,hny choosing.
port and the flights left at ten, two, and four. Author's Mote:
I had heard those numbers before! I had quite T h e file folders proved ts be very interesta bit of cash on me and decided to go by the ing. Those marked "TOPSECRET" were from a
and
ticket counter and pick up a ticket. I made a government project at Law~.ea@eLivermore
res'ervation and left it open. I was assured Sandia National Laboratory. Severalunmarked
that there would be no problem in passage as ' folders came from the FBI ofticein Los Angeles
the flights were "only booked half way". I that pertained to the miBsiag top secret files
started to ask her if that was full or empty but- from the laboratories. 1 loliicluded from read.the agent looked like a tackle for the Green. ing the information that an agent within the
Bay Packers and she might not have appreci- Cranks of the Federal Inestigatory Agency was
'in concert with that p d c u l a r dealer.
ated my humor.
I l e m e d the identity of the dealer, in some
Back at the motel I decided to get some rest
but I found myself too restless to relax. I more, detail. Although his name was not fafinallyjust got up and undressed, stood under miliar, the agency of the Federal Government
the shower for quite a while, dressed and for whom he had worked previously was the
realized it was too late to catch a flight today. Justice Department. This reminded me of a
I would have to time my business so that I conversation I had had with an agent of the
could catch the next available flight if at all FBI in Las Vegas. He had told me that the U.S.
possible.
Attorney's office there could not be trusted.
I picked up the car and drove back out to They had too many political checks to cash. I
the house. There was a car parked in the wonder how many more are like it throughout
driveway but I didnrtrecognize it. The lights the country? That agent's name is Don Hale.
were on. I decided to go forth and play the p w
of a lost tourist. I pounded on the door but
[END QUOTING OF PART NINE]
there was no answer. I walked around the
***
house and found no one. I pounded on the
door a second time but heard or saw nothing.
I tried the doorknob and found that the lack
I think the next segment in appropriate
was open. I went in and right there in the sequence will be Jackson's notation about
living room was the 'Freelancer". He was further writings on the Hoover Files (also
known as the Alpha Files). We will treat it as
slouched on the couch totally out of it.
One shot in the eye and he was in the land an excerpt because the focus of this volume is
of Happy Drug Dealers forever out of business. not regarding those files as such and he plans
to cover them in Book V. We'll try to keep
H i s lady was in a bedroom. Same for her!
Don't think I say my business is great but, things interesting until we get there.
Please, allow us to move on to the bit about
sometimes, ifyou are patient, things work out
right. These drug people are like a malignant Kennedy as offered in connection with THE
growth and will be stopped eventually. A s to DEATH OF CAMELOT.
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THE DEATH O F CAMELOT, Part 10
by Ronn Jackson (060220)
[QUOTING:]

THE HOOVER FILES /BOOKlQ
Excerpt ICE 00 1-403

'

AUTHOR'S MOTE: Because of the skepticism and controversy that surrounds the
"Hoover Files", also referred to as the 'ALPHA
FILES", I have chosen the following format to
explain their contents. To my knowledge there
are two thousand, three hundred and nine
(2,309) files in existence. I suspect there are
others buried within the infra-structure of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation but I have no
proof. I also suspect that if others do exist,
they are primarily about people of wealth and
stature, both in the private as well as in Government sectors. I base this suspicion on the
contents of the files that are in my control.
Although J. Edgar Hoover presented a stoic
image to those around him, I believe he was an
insecure and pitiful excuse for a man who
usurped his position to the "Nth" degree. He
was like so many others of our leaders who are
placed within a level of authority and have no
idea how it should be handled. [ H t Itn cornmom words yon will recognieer &Farbeyond
their level of inc?ampetencsl"]Hoover, known
as astaunch anti-Communist, was NOT. That
perception was a facade utilized under the
guise of protecting our country. He used and
manipulated people. A classic example is
Senator McCarthy. Hoover pulled his strings
for years and it is all in the Senator's me.
Today such action in known as blackmail. It
is hard to realize that for several decades this
dastardly person was our SENIOR LAW EN-
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FORCEMENT OFFICIAL. I a m ashamed for our having an affair with Jackie in NewYork before
country.
'swinging" became fashionable. '
KEAAEDY. JOHN
There are eleven other women mentioned.
Hoover tried very hard to tie Joe's money to
&
F
JFK's election win but finally c o n ~ l u d e d
it was
The fvst several pages in the file cover the the 'Nixon debates" that put John over the top.
period of Kennedy's childhood through colThere were sever+ notations of news items
lege. What Hoover wanted with that informa- that he ordered to be followed-up. When the
tion is unknown. There are a couple of refer- 'wrong" answer would come back he would
ences to girls during the college portion of the then issue new insfdctions to be handled by
file but no names are given. There are many a H e r e n t agent. It will never be realized just
innuendos offered and all of
how many thousands of man
those are in 'JEH's* handh o u r s were wasted o n
. -.*Thcra ate hany innueados
writing. Thousands oi-&&
Hoover's witch-hunts.
~fferedand all af those are
e r s have been involved in
The wealth of JFK was
more provocative situations.
iaajEH's'handwriting. Thou7 reported in the $15-20 milThe Gal 'first? impropriety
sands of others have been lidn range and several docuwould appear to be JFK's
invotved in more provocative ments showed his assets and
election to the Senate. His
t ituationst, The teat nfirst* trusts. The figures are vague
father bouaht and paid for , .impropriety would appear
but he never had to concern
that election with CASH and
himself
with soup-lines.
ta ha! JFK's election re the i
POLITICAL PRESSURE.
Rose
or
Ethel would have
Senate. His father baught
There is no question about
written
him
for whatand pafd for that election ever amountacheck
t h a t fact as bank statewas needed. All
with CASH and POUTICAL
ments,
contributions,
the Kennedy family members
PRESSURE."
accommodations and so on
have their own separate file.
Several pages are deare presented. H i s father
was even more influential than was ever sus- voted to JFK's military records. On one page
pected or reported.
is scribbled, 'I got the S- of a 6."
(Hoover's
JFK's love-life had been allotted two full note.) This seemed to pertain to a venereal
pages. There was also a 'thirdw page attached disease called 'NSU". Why that information
to the prior two and it was a copy of a marriage would give him a hold over JFK i s beyond melicense issued t o Kennedy and a Durie Mal- this is grossly referred to as 'clap". I know of
colm. I had heard rumors about this but one Supreme Court Justice who was treated
didn't pay any attention to them. I later found for t h e clap a n d h e c a u g h t i t from a
the annulment papers in "JDe'a" file along Congressman's wife. This is in both of their
with payoffs exceeding five hundred thousand files. You must look further into the family
dollars.
regarding possibilities, for in JFK's younger
Another of his loves was Inga Anrad, a brother's file there is reference to penicillin
newspaper person who had met Hitler. (She shots being received while in and around the
h a s her own file. Hoover thought she was a Washington area.
bad person and she may well have been.)
One section of papers clearly showed
There was another listing, Mary Alsop but Hoover's hold over JFK because, whenever
there i s not much about her; it appears she Hoover beckoned, the President was there1
was married to a journalist. There i s also a There was a notation to this effect.
Janet des Rosiars who was his personal flight
There are laws on the books which repreattendant and masseuse and a Letitia Baldrige sent the large influence of Hoover. Some
who was Jackie's Social Secretary and filled in clarification is needed but the original intent
when no one else was available.
is the point herein.
Pamela Turnure: Jackie's Press Secretary.
M y discernment as 'Author" is to note that
Mary Meyer: Shewasconhrmedinanotherfileon because of space limitation and because most
Benjamin Bradlee of the Washington Post
of the file in point seems to be unsubstantiHicole Alphand: She and her husband, Heme, ated garbage that this will be the final referhave their own separate files. Herve was ence to this particular file until the book i s
printed. My memories of John Fitzgerald
Kennedy are good ones and even with this
SrPAPU ODYSSEY f dC1) inform2ion &d knowledge, that perception
h a s not been changed. He was guilty of what
By Domsbka Maerd
half our population is guilty-being a man.
Cdharm8")
(060220-728943)

This 30URNA4 which comes,in 'fanXasy'
format la,irs fact, Truth i i a ovary maasura,,,"
I t was decided that we would &at bbring
forth an *acceptabWstory line that wou1d
bear a particular mesaage:to the ones awaiting inatructions and €he knawledge that

the time of t31a.l in~ptnrctian*an8 'cauntdown' is at hand..+*
- .

-Hatonn
?%is JQURNALfsaiboutth aduentut.~
of

three people and their encounters with Nutive Ametfcatm of t& S ~ p dlZd
u their Spam
Brothers, YOUu
d
k
Z
s
e
w-nzuetatianskzge
a& $malt, from the andent pasd am$ the
Suture. A fantastic, fun 'fctntasy".
A special excerpt from this provocative
JOURNAL i s included on Page 40.
(For ordering, please s e e Back Page.)

present a resum6 of each. W e do not want
him in greater danger, but that information
h u dremdy become public so t o longer t q
for secrecy i. "too late" at m y rate. That
revelation is, however, up to hi. timing and
discretion.]
AUTHOR'S NOTE:
For years I wanted to see them. 1 didn't
need to speak to them, but rather to, physically, in their environment, observe them. If I
were to examine my motives about this I'm
quite sure i t i s that I wanted them to know that
I knew who they were. When I speak of these
as 'my employe? I a m making reference to 'A5" on the chart at the beginning of the series.
[H: l o t yet presented to us.] He i s the one
person that I talk with and it i s he who gives
me my instructions. It i s he who pays me and
he who is the Chairperson of the 'Committeew.
Prior to what I am going to tell you, it is my
belief that the Committee was not aware of my
extensive knowledge. Neither do I believe that
it y thought that I was capable of obtaining
such knowledge. A s you read you will find that
from nineteen-eighty-three (1983) to when I
made the decision to sever our association, all
was not easy with which to deal. I recognize
that I am to blame for the strained relationship and the reason for my behavior was indeed simple: Receiving instruction= and a
large sum of money was not enough. I
believe it can be summed up in one word:
CONSCIEACE!

Passing the Air Force Academy, I pulled off
of highway twenty-five. It was late afternoon
and the cadets were flying the gliders. 1 guess
it was part of their flight training and I enjoyed
watching. A Colorado highway patrolman
stopped to see if I was having problems and he
ended up watching them for a while with me.
After several minutes I thanked him for stopping and continued on with my northward
journey in progress.
A few miles ahead of me was a small town
by the name of Monument. A s I approached
the town I noted the speed limit was reduced
which indicated I would have to drive through
a business section or that there was a stoplight ahead. I saw a fast food sign and decided
I might as well pull in and have a sandwich as
it was time to eat and I was hungry. At the
intersection of the off-ramp I noticed, across
the road facing me, a huge sign advertising a
sale of some kind being held by the Resolution Trust Corporation. The sale involved
some condos. After looking at my watch I
[END QUOTING OF PART TEN]
realized the 'resident agent" for the RTC would
be on duty for another hour and, since I was
And we, too, shall finish it in the next curious and had several hundred thousands
of dollars in my travel bag-I decided to have
writing. Salu.
a stop-see. My curiosity was more for the part
played by the President's son and his involve4/27/94 i 3 HATONN
ment. I had also heard you could get some
THE D E A T H OF CAMELOT, Part 11 really good buys. I wasn't into dealing in other
people's misery and along those lines I noted
by Ronn Jackson (060220)
the sign stated: 'New and Unoccupied". I
[QUOTING:]
thought it wouldn't hurt to take a look.
The agent said the units had just been
I
believe
the
next
Author's
Notew
refurbished
and were released for sale the
[H:
refers to Ronn Jackson's "Employersn,that past week. Several speculators had been by
which he now refers to, with us, as "The and she (the agent) said she didn't expect the
Committeen. He will later give you informa- properties to be available for very long. I
tion as t o who are these people on this questioned that pronouncement a s the sign
Committee and in Vol. 2 I believe he will had indicated there were some fifteen hun-

'
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dred units of two and three bedrooms up for to 'try" to hide him at all and put him right in
sale. She further explained that the units had open view where he would least be expected.
sold for seventy-mne and eighty-four thou- That would be right here in this country worksand-new.
I asked, 'How much now?" She ing as a field laborer. I had a n eighth place in
responded, 'Fifteen or so ...' I bought ten after mind as well and that would be in the Imperial
seeing one.
Valley, the ninth was on the Central California
I gave her a depoqit and drove back to Coast, and the tenth would be somewhere
Colorado Springs s n d rented a room. I was around Salinas. In that way he would be able
going to close this deal as quickly as possible. to maintain his output. I was not overly
She'had told me that on a sale of this size that optimistic about the latter.
the government would pay the closing costs.
The last leg of the whole operation had just
No wonder the government was going broke, I been completed some two days before. That
thought.
part included a work area and home in a
The following day I signed my name at least remote area where it would take an army to get
a thousand times and the
him out because of its locaagent introduced me to her
tion. The place i s only ach u s b a n d who I'just h ~ p - "The finat part of the plan
cessible by air and yet it is
pened' to have a managerequired a tat of thought all but invisible from the air.
ment company which tpok
for he had ta have the ab91- My thoughts about a n army
care of renting out s u c h
very well come to pass.
ity to move freely and yet could
places as mine. For twe,lve
My stopping off in Cenhis pictured face had been tral Colorado had been one
percent he would take c@re
of everything and when 'he plastered ail oveP the
of those 'on the spur of the
gave me a copy of his bohd
damned world. I chose the ; moment' things for my desand I verified itf he had a mast IogDcat approach i tination had been north of
new client.
Denver. Therefore, when my
whkh was simply mat to I personal
I had just completed a
business was comproject for my employers. I t "try" to hide him at all and
pleted I was again heading
put h in right in ope# view : west to some skiing.
was not a job that I wo Id
where
he would least be:
normally do but then, I h e
With that intent I was
never received a written j b expected, That woutd be : later on my way u p a moundescription. I am purposqly
right here Itr this country tain where I stopped to eat
being vague at this time be- worklag as afield laborer."
and gas the car. While I was
cause i n order for you re(din the restaurant I picked
e r s to understand the whole
UD acoDv of the Rocku Mounof the situation you need $0 know a great deal tain N e w s . As you *willliier learn, on: of the
of information. Much ofwhat was transpiring methods of contact with me was through a
was leading u p to a n event which had not yet series of 'St. Jude' ads which would be placed
occurred.
in the 'Personals column in several newspaMy instructions for this task were to assist pers. When 1 would have been out of contact
another person who was also employed by my for a n extended period of time and yet not
people, The Committee, and to formulate a knowing in advance where my travels might
plan of escape. Once the plans were complete, lead, it was found that this was avery effective
only myself and the Principal involved were to way to summon me.
have knowledge of those plans. Once all of the
Prior to going on my previous assignment I
details and arrangements would be instituted, had quite a discussion with my Employer about
I was to walk away with the knowledge and the frequency of my assignments and he had
leave the Principal on his own-in the event it agreed to space them out a bit better and, on
was necessary to implement said plan.
parting, his words were that he would contact
The Principal was from another country me 'only in an emergency". However, it seemed
and is known to you. He i s aperson who, when to me that everything was a n emergency. I was
I met him, I did not like him. I met this person sitting now, drinking coffee and debating
once prior to this time and my opinion of him whether or not to call him or simply wait for a
had not changed from then until now and couple of days. I had some reservations at a
continues to be the same. He i s a violent resort in Vail but a t that time of the year it
person and h a s shown that he h a s total disre- wouldn't be too crowded. There had been a
couple of snowfalls at higher elevations and a
gard for life.
The plan was in the form of a safety valve. lot of people were starting to 'think" like me
I designed it as follows: His location, the gen- but there would not yet be a bQ rush of skiers.
eralvicinity, was known. I found alocation for So, maybe there might be a n emergency.
I called i n and the sanction was located
him for security in an adjacent country with
escape routes, transportation and so on. If north of Denver, which was less than a hunthe heat a t the second location was too great, dred miles from my location. Thatjob took two
I made a third i n Central America, a fourth in days and, i n the interim, the Rockies had
Southern Mexico, a fifth in Belize, a sixth in picked u p twelve inches of new powder.
Northern Mexico, a seventh i n Baja California.
I was enjoying completion of my second
Because of the identity of this person I had to full day of skiing and I saw the population of
calculate all the resources that would surely Vail increase by some ten thousand people. I t
be brought to bear in order to locate him. He appeared to be a very good starting of a good
would need to be totally hidden and yet he season. With pleasure I thought I would spend
would need freedom to move about so that he a great deal of my time there.
could continue his business. H i s main emWrongl I t seems I next found myself on the
ployer was also mine and this was the impor- way to France, some three hourslater. I ended
tant point.
up in England for nine days, also, while comThe final part of the plan required a lot of pleting this particular sanction. I was really
thought for he had to have the ability to move 'steame&' when I'finally went to the airport to
freely and yet his pictured face had been plas- return to the U.S. The only field I could get
tered all over the damned world. I chose the into was Dulles since there was such short
most logical approach, which was simply not notice. I thought to mjrself that I shouldgo see

t

my Employers and yell at them a little, letting
them know how I really felt1 I thought better
about doing that but did consider stopping by
and making a n appearance. I wasn't sure
what that would accomplish but somehow it
seemed that it might make me feel better. I
wasn't sure what, if anything, I was ready to
tell them but I was soon going to find out.
I checked into a hotel which was three
blocks from their location. All manners of
thoughts passed through my mind such as
whether or not they had separate offices, did
they meet in one big office, did they have
secretaries, who else knew of their existence,
were there rmards in the facilitv? I wondered
how much Gsistance was g o h i to be given to
my unannounced entrance. I had no idea but
I was going to find out and I was going to find
out NOW. I started walking....
I had no weapons on me and, after all, I was
in this country and going to meet, or see, those
who employed me. I wasn't looking for problems and from my viewpoint they were my
problem, or was it the other way around?
Perhaps there wasn't any problem. Maybe this
was all in my mind. When I reached the
building I pushed open the double doors and
entered.
There was no one in the entrance. There
was no guard. There were a few potted trees
and two large doors directly in front of me I
walked to them and opened one and strolled
in. In the center of the room was a table with
several chairs spaced around it. Most of the
chairs were occu~ied. There were two men
who stood a t a blickboard and until I walked
in all the attention from the table had been
directed towards them. I closed the door and
the two men standing walked over and sat
down. The room was large and along all the
walls were charts and graphs. Several other
blackboards were in various areas and some
two or three deep. There was a desk in the
right corner of the room and a n older man sat
a t a computer terminal. He started to get u p
and I saw a motion from the corner of my eye.
He sat back down. Not one word had been
spoken by anyone present.
I walked to the end of the table while not
taking my eyes off of the man at the opposite
end. I started to say 'A-5" but for some reason
did not. My gaze followed around the table to
the other members. I recognized ALL of them.
This was the first time I had seen any of them
other than in the newspapers or on television.
I was, however, certain that every one of them
knew me. Still, there was not a word spoken.
I moved around the table and walked
around the room looking at what was written
on the chalk boards and the graphs. I kept the
men in my vision at all times. No one had
made any effort to move. After I had made a
full circle I walked back to the table. I then
rptarted walking slowly around it until I came
to the head. 'A-5' had not moved and I don't
think his gaze had ever left me. I stood looking
a t him for a few seconds and then I looked a t
each of the other members seated at the table.
Still, not a word had been uttered by anyone.
I turned, then, back to the man at the head of
the table. I had not reported in on my last job.
I said, 'My last project is complete." He stared
a t me for a moment and then bent over to a
satchel. He hesitated briefly and then very
slowly reached inside of the bag and pulled
out a package. A s he did so I thought about
how many of those I had seen. He handed it to
me, saying nothing. I just stood looking a t
( Continued o n Page 12 )
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him. He then reached down and pulled out a
manila envelope and handed it to me also. I
hesitated for a minute and then took it. I
turned and walked out through the same doors,
closing them behind me and not looking back.
Not one word had been spoken by any one in
that room.
Back in the hotel I flopped down in a chair.
I still had the two packages in my hands. I
surely hadn't gotten much said, I thought, as
I pitched the one containing the money onto
the bed. I then opened the manila envelope,
assuming it contained another assignment.
WRONG! There was a deed to twenty more
condos at the complex in Colorado. (060220728943)
T H E D E A T H OF CAMELOT, Part 12
by Ronn Jackson (060220)
AUTHORS NOTE:
The following chapter contains portions of
a letter that I wrote several weeks ago. [H:
This segment was penned on 1-29-93 and
labeled 1 3 ) tll.] ~ e c a u s eof the contents I
decided to incorporate it into the book. Since
the original book was written over two years
ago, not much has changed. The publisher
was upset when I told him of my upcoming
plans. However, after he had read it, responded with, 'In the future please give u s
thirty days notice on any additions you are
planning on making.* [H: This i s now obsolete information as it is evident that person
no longer exists and the publishing is being
handled through other resources.]

A couple of weeks ago I sat down and wrote
the Attorney General of the United States. I
did it mostly out of frustration after watching
the "nightly news". The two top stories were of
the unemployment situation and the other
about the drug King-Pin from Colombia. The
latter I am most familiar with as I have more
information on him than have all the combined law enforcement agencies on the Earth.
A s I have stated before, I had contact with his
products. A s you may have noticed, I did my
job well and I always had the current information that was supplied by my Employer and
then, if needed, the rest of the background I
researched on my own. The combination of
the two was always adequate and on many
occasions it had saved 'Number One'smbackside.
The context of the letter was for venting my
outrage of the country's overall social and
economic level and my beliefs of why it i s in
the shape i n which it finds itself today. I
summed u p my beliefs in two words: WASHINGTON and DRUGS. I also supplied him with
the major drug distribution network in this
country and made him a n offer that couldgo a
long way in solving our country's problems.
Before I go into what I suggested I would
like you to know that I didn't expect an answer
to my letter. Washington's attitude in general
is, and h a s been for years, that the common
man means NOTHING except at the time of
voting in elections. One can be on the campaign trail and talk with you and try to show
interest in your problems and then when that
one goes to the next potential voter he h a s
already forgotten his promise of only a few
seconds prior. When he gets into office he has
made so many statements and promises that
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he tries to lump them all together and says MENTl IT IS THE BIGGEST AND GREATEST
that he is for the "common manm.So often it i s uBUSINESS" AROUND!] They continually
that he h a s never been in the position of a laugh at our efforts to circumvent what they
"common man" that he, himself, h a s to guess do and charge off what minor inconvenience
what it might be like to be such and every time we cause as a n expense of doing business. [H:
he is a long way off course.
The facts ARE that those of whom you speak
Most elected officials do not go into office are only PARTNERS of the very ones within
with any idea of distancing themselves from the Government for whom you worked.]
the electorate but, when they are confronted
Another problem I see is in the distribution
with the physical limitations and the vast network within this country. Am I the only
numbers involved, they quickly retreat to the one to see that every day people are arrested
position of self-preservation. They surround and sent to prison only to have two more take
themselves with people who are experts and in their place? Does it not strike you as being
the most part take the advisor's word on any odd that no matter how many people go out of
given subject. That supposed'expert" iswrong circulation-the supply never dries up? That
in the majority of instances almost all of the can only be because we are not seeking the
time. (Look a t Sununu who h a s a n I.Q. of over source. Well, I am going to tell you the source.
a hundred and sixty and yet is dumber than a n It is the system that prosecutes the drug people
armload of cow-dung.) The officials also take along with the support people with them. Prithe attitudes that someone who is not within marily they are the civil servants of one kind or
their own circle cannot possibly have any another. Several of these people work for the
knowledge such as is possessed by them- man to whom I wrote my letter, William Barr.
selves. Therefore, anything that is offered [H: l o w it isbeloved sweety-pie, Janet Reno!]
"cannot have substance".
Well, there i s arevolution of sorts in the works
In short. the electorate
and there are manv other
i s totally A d absolutely
people involved. T ~ isSnot
'Mort clencd offldats do some early stages of revoludisregarded. What I have
said h a s been proven over
t t ~go
t iota o f f i ~ a
with aoy tion but rather the beginning of this country's being
and over again. The circle : idea crf distancing themreverted
BACK to how it was
goes on and on. Perhaps it
seives f rom the electorate
is time for more women to
intended to be governed, by
enter the political arena. E but, when they are cone and for the people.
Men seem to have tried to ; frontled with the physical
There won't be any lobbyists involved nor will there
run things since the begin- ( Iimltations and t h e vast
ning of all time and history
numbers Involved, they be 'government" funds. The
but what h a s been recorded
quickty retreat to the posh ones involved will have used
historically i s failure upon I tion of jelf~preser~htion," their own time and have only
asked each other for one
failure. [H: A s Ronn would
thing-assistance.
Not one
look at todav's Billaries
and Hillary's hellcats, I wonder if he would single fact-finding co&nittee was formed and
repeat this observation?]
about half are Democrats and a couple, such
My offer to the Attorney General was quite as Perot and some remaining members, are
simple. It would involve drugs and the distri- still quite faithful to the Republicans and this
bution of them. I supplied him with a n orga- is in spite of what Bush and Reagan have
nizational chart in semi-detail and gave the done. All are heterosexual in orientation and
upper three levels of the network-minus the have children, shop a t Safeway and Penney's,
names. I even went a step further with greater and some even go to church on Sundays, not
information. The principal country of manu- to impress voters but because they WANT to
facture i s Colombia. Three separate families and you'll fmd them driving American cars
control the majority of it. The worldwide dis- and so forth. Each will have filed tax returns
tribution i s controlled by TWO men who are last year and each and every one paid their
both Heads of State. My offer, as I said, was property taxes as expected. Of the men consimple. I would deliver ali three to the United cerned, all served in the Armed Forces and the
States for prosecution. Moreover, I would women are guilty of baking cookies occasionagree to TESTIFY. This would be after certain ally. One of the things that all have in common
conditions would be met. If theywished, since is that none have participated in the burning
this was cocaine to which I was referring, I of the American flag, all know the 'Pledge of
would throw in a fourth party and include the Allegiance* as well as the 'Star Spangled Banchief heroin supplier as well. Since this one is neP and are sick and tired of the passing of
in the Far East and I won't have a bunch of the buck, rhetoric and pure and unmitigated
bumbling politicians looking over my shoul- B.S.
All of these people believe that a tax inder, there i s a n excellent chance of success.
The problem, as I view it, is that Govern- crease is probably going to be necessary and
ment cannot be all things to all people. They vould be happy to share responsibility by
are attempting to do something of which they contributing to our Government that which i s
have no knowledge. [H: Sorry, Ronn-they necessary and that is covered by sufficient
are simply criminals and stupidity or knowl- funds to insure that help. Each would conedge has very little to do with mything. tribute time in the helping of others. No one
You may well be sophisticated in some are- with whom I would work is seeking any kind of
nas of action-but quite naive in perception recognition; most enjoy apple and cherry pie,
of others.] In an effort to curtail drugs, with baseball, football and a little golf, perhaps,
the media's assistance, we have made the top and would drive Chevrolets if General Motors
people i n the drug business into folk heroes. would raise the QUALITY up to Ford's level.
We are just people here-Grass Roots.
They are the very worst kind of criminals and,
not only are they ruining the moral fiber of our Remember us, Washington? We are the ones
country, but they i r e killing ourchildrenwhile who made it possible- for you to vote yourperpetuating their evil way by addicting our selves a fifty percent pay raise. We are the
unborn as well. [H: But Ronn, the major ones who make it possible for you to maintain
players and dealers ARE IN YOUR GOVERN- ahigh standard of living while you force people

-

onto the streets with your inept, uncaring,
and thoughtless policies. This reminds me of
a saying my father used: 'People who play with
matches and bounce checks, get their fingers
burned and broken."
I volunteered to do something for this country because it i s doing that which I have been
doing for years. If I am not successful then my
life will go for something that, under the circumstances, i s for the right reasons at the
least. I have no special interests other than
those of this, my country.
AUTHOR'S NOTE:
This is the Second Part of three of a conversation I had in 1974. In Part One of this
particular conversation I made vague references as I relayed the story to you. The
conversation was with Earl Warren. The second party will be discussed later, a s he was a

sanction. This short piece is how it was told to the topics covered the norm for the area: trafme by Justice Warren, IN H I S WORDS.
fic on the Bayshore Freeway, the Giants baseball team and the weather in the Bay Area
**
From my vantage point I could see the stadium. I believe it's called 'Candlestick Park".
When I arrived at the lounge the time was While looking off in the direction of the stanearing the hour of five. The establishment dium I noticed that the lights came on. I
was just opening. There were no patrons overheard one of the patrons mention agame.
present and the room was very bright. I stood The traffic on the freeway below u s was in five
by the entrance thinking that someone would lines, bumper to bumper, and I remember
seat me. After a few minutes a gentleman thinking that it might delay 'our man", if
emerged from a rear entrance and lowered the indeed a game were being played.
lights. He saw me standing and told me to
When The Gentleman did arrive, I didn't
have a seat anywhere I wished. I chose the notice him a t first. In fact, if I recall the
bar. I ordered a cocktail and set in to wait for circumstances of the moment accurately, there
'the" Gentleman's appearance.
was a lull in the conversations and my feelings
I drank my drink slowly and observed sev- were that there was a 'presence" near me. It
era1 people coming into the lounge area. Most is difficult to describe my reason and feelings
of them were casually dressed and most ap- of the moment. I looked to my right where a
peared to be in the medium income category. man stood, dressed i n a suit and tie. He was
I listened to a number of conversations and of average height and weight and wore glasses.
1remember the glasses very well, as they were
the type that you associate with older people.
The half-lens style, yet he was a younger person. He spoke pleasantly and the person
behind the bar seemed to know him. 1 listened
to them speak and the subject laughed when
the person behind the bar said that he had
won a baseball pool which he had entered on
his last visit. Soon the Bartender brought me
a drink that I had not ordered. I t was the
custom of the winner of pools to purchase a
drink "for the house" with his winnings.
I listened to the conversation for several
minutes and even joined in a few times. I tried
to visualize the subject's character by his
voice and from the manner in which he spoke.
I found him knowledgeable about a number of
subjects and he dominated the conversation,
although he did this in a manner which was
not offensive.
My interest became more intense when I
heard the stock-market mentioned and soon
the subject was explaining 'putsm and 'calls".
I marveled a t his explanation and found it to
be remarkably accurate. The conversation
then moved to Government and then to the
State of California. I remember thinking that
if anyone wanted to really know something
about a subject that this would probably be
the place to get it. The conversation was most
substantive and I decided it was time to become involved. I motioned to the bartender to
give the bar a 'round". I thought that I would
purchase a round in order to start a conversation as t h e s u b j e c t would make
acknowledgement of the offer.
He did so and I stood and walked the
distance of the three intervening stools and
put out my hand. 'I remembered your comment about eye contact with the subject, Sir,
have you ever looked into his eyes?'
I had interrupted his telling of a story and
added, 'What about my eyes, Mr. Justice.
There i s nothing strange about them."
'I know that, but they do have some sex
appeal," he responded.
'Buffalo dung,' I retorted.
That waa the only occasion on which I
spoke with Justice Warren. The balance of the
conversation appears later. He died a few
months after we spoke. The reason he gave me
for having this conversation with me was that
he knew, and told me so, that h e was near
death. He also said that by him telling me
about this conversation, I might find it of
value one day. Also, he said that I had a right
to know. (060220)
[END QUOTING OF PART TWELVE]
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HIV, hopefully triggering [Hopefutly? Would uac
volunteerfor this one? They don? d it '@uddng
medicine'for nothing,] two different immune responses.
''The chief goal of the study is to see whether
the critical white blood cell response occurs,' Dr.
Robert B. Belahe. director of the school's Center for
Vaccine ~evelo&ent., said Wednesday.
'St. Louis University's vaccine center got a
standoffs W e , is gone-bulldoeed as a health
4/29/94 RICK MARTIN
hazard by Texas authorities. All that remains is federalgrant of $7 million for five years of study. I t
wreckage: a dozen scorched bathtubs stacked be- has tested 10 vaccines on 300 volunteers."
DAMAGE CONTROL?
side mounds of rubble, electrical wiring d a n g h g
MONEY LAUHDERIHO
In an article from the April 16 edition of THE from utility poles knocked askew and charred
BAKERSFIELD CALZFORNLAN, 'Even while the timbers strewn among spring wildflowers.
In an article appearing in the April 2 1edition of
Vendors did a bustling business: T-shirts,
Warren Commission was preparing its report on
the assadnation of President Kennedy,there were $15;tapes of Mr. Koresh's9 11emergencycall,$15; THE [LONDON]FINANCIAL TIMES, writtenbyAlison
dhgmzrnents over whether the same bullet had capswithaBranch Davidianlogo,$5; bookmarkers Smith, T h e number of reports to United Kingdom
struck Kennedy and John Connally. Among the and balloons, $1. Amateur photographs of last authorities about suspected money launderbe
activitieshas more thandoubled within twoyears,
year's events brought up to $10.
dissenters: Resident Johnson.
'But Waco residents said they were tired of all from 5000 in 1991 to total 12,700 in 1993.
*Johnson's conversation with Russell [ S m T h e United Kingdomagenciesexpectafurther
tor, M A , Warren Commission member]was in- the attention given to the events at the Branch
cluded among tapes released Friday by the Na- Davidian compound on the edge of town. Just sharp rise in the number of reports made thisyear,
tional Archives and the 1,yndon Baines Johnson down the road from Mount Carmel, Dolores Lopez, in the wake of further tough regulations about
Library in Austin.
who watched the compoundburn 6rom the porch of disclosure of suspicions about money laundering
'The tapes reviewed in Austin disclosed that her trailer, said she felt no need to attend the event which came into effect at the beginning of this
Connally called Johnson on March 2, 1967, to today. 'I think I get all the news about that I need month.
''They added, however, that there were siQ;as
discuss claims that Cuba was involved in the from the media,' she said. [Obviouslyshe doesn't
that some rtitty cash was being withdrawnfrom the
asmmination. In other phone conversations, read CONTACT.]
'Another Waco resident, Gene Luscher, resting United Kingdom because Britain had tightened up
Johnson told aides to keep up with New Orleans
prosecutor Jim Garrison's investigation into the with a beer in the shade of a live oak tree nearby, its response to money laundering."
was also uninterested. 'Heard all I want to about
DIRTY M O l E Y
'Johnson, however, said he didn't believe the it,' he said. Mr. Luscher, leadinn, a caravan of four
CIA-Cubatheory. InaFeb. 18,1967, conversation covered wagons, a buggy, and 25 horse enthusi& THE SWISS
with then-acting Attorney General Ramsey Clark, asts for a Sunday outing, said he never wanted to
In another article from THE [LONDON) FIJohnson said the Cuban theory was as preposter- hear another word about the Branch Davidians.
'' I just wish the whole thing would go away,' NANCIAL TIMES, dated April 24 and written by
ous as if he were told that his wife, Lady Bird
Ian Rodger, 'Switzerland's private bankers
he said."
Johnson, 'was taking dope.'
have long tended to have a smug attitude to
T h e senator noted some members of the commission headed by ;.hief Justice Earl Warren beSAT-ISM
IN
questions about accepting dirty money.
' ' We have always been extremely careful
SOUTH DAKOTA
lieved that 'the same bullet that hit Kennedy Gtst
about who we will accept,' one Geneva banker
is the one that hit Connally.'
In an article from the April 8 editionofER, 'The said recently. They say that even in the bad
''Well, I don't believe it,' Russell told Johnson.
March 20 Sioux Falls, South Dakota ARGUS car- old days, when the famous anonymous num' ' I don't either,' Johnson responded."
ried an explosive five-page feature on the state- bered accounts were permitted, they always
REMEMBER WAC0
wide spread of Satanism, especially involving the checked their clients' credentials thoroughly.
abuse of children. While much of the article is
'These claims ring rather hollow in the
In an article from the April 18 edition of THE devoted to various law enforcement satanic activ- light of the latest case of dirty money-a $150
NEW Y O R K TIMES NATIONAL, somewhat old news ity, the article by Steve Young is nevertheless a million account a t Union Bank of Switzerland
but certainly worthy of reprinting here, WACO, TX convincing report. Young detailed reports to au- in Zurich held openly in the name of Mrs.
(April 17)-Though most of Waco was otherwise thorities from therapists, doctors, and counselors Sheila Miriam Arana de Naser, wife and partoccupied, rock music blared from loudspeakers from institutions such as the Children's Home ner of suspected big-league Colombian drug
and venders hawked religious tracts under color- Society in Sioux Falls, the University of South dealers.
'Swiss bankers now admit lamely that their
ful tentabday asnearly 300 people gathered at the Dakota School of Medicine, and Charter Hospital
site of the Branch Davidian compound nearly one and Family Service in Sioux Falls of a steadily screening of clients was perhaps not quite as
increasing incidence of satanic activity involving rigorous in the 1970s-when this particular
year ,after the April 19 lire that destroyed it.
account was opened-and before as it is today.
'The grandmother of David Koresh, the sect's children."
'We were not as sensitive to money laundering
leader, came to contest the medical examiner's
AIDS VACCIRE
then,' Mr. Stephan Haeringer, a UBS director,
version of his death. A sect member, Woodrow
conceded last week.
Kendrick, recently cleared of murder charges, was
'But bankers were surprised that UBS was
In an article from the April 29 edition of the
there, he said, because he ' felt compelled by God
to speak out.' A conservative disk jockey named SPRINGFZELD NEWS-LEADER (MISSOURI), 'St. the one caught out. Switzerland's largest
Ron Engleman said he had come h m Dallas to Louis University's School of Medicine has begun bank is renowned for its careful scrutiny of
*sent
information the lap dog media doesn't testing an experimental vaccine designed to kill potential customers.
The Swiss Federal Banking Commission's
have the courage to report.' [Apparently he doesn't the AIDS virus.
read CONTACT.]
'Initial results should be known in seven 1992 guidelines to bankers provide no fewer
'The event, billed as a 'Day of Information', was months. If the vaccine works, it will be an impor- than 30 pointers to help them detect whether
an effort to 'bring people back together, to r e m e - tant step in developing a vaccine for use by the or not money i s being laundered. But all of
them have to do with transactions-withdrawber what happened, and to get out the real informa- public.
T h e new vaccine blends old and new a p als, purchase of drafts, transfers or excessive
tion about what the Government did here this time
last year,' said Dewey Millay, a self-described con- preaches. The old part is a live smallpox vaccine cash movements."
[ouchj that's been around for decades. It has been
s&utiondst who helped organize the event.
'Thaughorganizers promised new infoxmation given new life through genetic engineering techGLOBAL TRADE TREATY
and p d o u d y unseen video at the event today, niques.
T h e virus that causes AIDS is the human
In a n article from the April 16 edition of
little of that emerged despite a dozen speakers'
immunodeficiencyvinra-or HIV. Scientists have THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, MARRAKESH, MOefforts.
'The scene today at Mount Carmel is vastly taken HIV genes and spliced them into smallpox ROCCO-"After seven years of agonizing negotiations, the curtain finally came down Friday
dBerentfiom ayear ago. The saknon-coloredmain viruses.
"After they're injected into people, the altered on history's most ambitious effort to open
structure, which much of the nation saw burning
to the ground on live television coverage of the viruses will produce proteins found in the coat of world mark ,ts as representatives from more

&a.

than 100 nations signed a new global trade
treaty.
'But as delegates and diplomats from the
seven continents marched to the podium a t
the Palais de Congres to sign the 26,000 page
Final Act of the Uruguay Round, the celebratory
mood was tempered by anxiety that the world
i s entering a n ominous phase of tension between East and West, North and South.
'Economists predict the treaty will add
$235 billion a year to the world economy by
2005.
'It also will create a World Trade Organization that will succeed the 47-year General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and serve
along with the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank to monitor trade atld
resolve disputes before they can damage the
world economy."
THE SUN

what their purpose was,' said Wears."
,

IMF

In a n article from the April 22 edition of
THE [LONDON] FINANCIAL TIMES, written by
Peter Norman, T h e International Monetary
Fund, which this week provided a controversial $1.5 billion dollar loan to Russia, is preparing to discuss further financing later this
year.
'Mr. Michel Camdessus, I MF's managing
director, said yesterday the Fund expects to
begin negotiations to provide Russia with a
new stand-by credit after the government in
Moscow h a s put forward the main elements of
its 1995 budget."
FEMALE MUTILATIOlP

In another article h m the same edition of THE
[LONDON]FINANCIAL T m S , by George Graham,
I n an unusual broadening of their role into social
and cultural issues, the World Bank and International Monetary h n d have won a commitment
hmthegovernmentofBurkinaFaso [Idon'tknow
wherethat is either]to take stepsto combat female
genital mutilation.
'The practice of female genital mutilation,
sometimes referred to as female circumcision, is
widespread in many countries of sub-Saharan
M c a Besidesrituallyreinfo~cingthe
subordination of women, the mutilation brings severe risks
of infection and starkly increases health risks in
later life.
World Health Organization officids estimate
that genital mutilation doublesthe risk of death at
childbirth and increases the risk of still birth by
three or four times.
'Besides the WHO, donor countries such as
the United States and France have sought to
discourage the practice. The United Nations Human Rights Commission last month agreed to a
specialinvestigationintoviolence against women,
but referred only obliquelyto genital mutilation as
' the harmful effects of certain traditional or culturalpractices.'"

In a n article from the April 12 edition of
THE MODEST0 BEE, 'The sun's ultraviolet
light not only spawns skin cancer, it suppresses the immune system and can lead to
serious bacterial infections, researchers said
Monday.
T h a t suggests the development of the
ozone layer could have even more serious
implications than previously thought, scientists told a n American Association for Cancer
Research convention.
'Since a thinning ozone layer i s allowing
more ultraviolet light to reach the Earth's
surface, the study suggests infectious diseases also may be on the rise.
'Tests on mice show exposure to normal
amounts of sunlight can lead to tuberculosis,
Lyme disease, leprosy and other diseases their
bodies normally would fight off, said Margaret
L. Kripke of the University of Texas' M. D.
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston.
'The UV-B light first breaks down the skin's
genetic material, Yarosh said.
'Damaged cells then apparently send out
signals via chemicals-called
cytokineswhich tell the immune system to s h u t do,wn
until repairs are finished.
POPE CRITICAL
'Any disease the immune system i s fighting a t that moment can become permanently
In a n article from the April 18 edition of
invisible to the body's defenses."
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 'Pope John Paul I1
criticized Sunday a planned United Nations
conference on population growth as a n atBUBKERS
tempt to promote birth control and abortion.
In a n article from the April 18 edition of The pontiff said he h a s sent all world leaders
THE MODEST0 BEE, 'Seven men were in fed- a letter 'expressing painful surprise' that relieral custody Sunday accused of paramilitary gious points of view apparently will be exactivities after authorities found bunkers cluded from the meeting, planned for Septemstocked with weapons and military gear in the ber in Cairo, Egypt. Officials from about 170
three national parks and forests in California. nations are expected to attend. The pope said
'The men, whose names were not released, the gathering, which will be led by econowere arrested Saturday and expected to be mists, sociologists and political leaders, will
arraigned today, said Rita Wears, special U.S. reinforce the idea of abortion as a right. ' It is
Forest Service agent in charge of the Angeles today more urgent than ever to react against
models of behavior that are models for hedoNational Forest police unit.
T h e arrests cap a two-month investigation nism and permissiveness.' "
that started when aTulare County sheriffs deputy
came across a bunker the men are alleged to have
CRIMES A Q A I l S T
dug in Sequoia National Park.
HUMANITY
'Other bunkers, up to 8 feet deep and 40 feet
long, were later discovered in Los Padres National
In an article from the April 20 edition of THE
Forest in Santa Barbara County and in the Ange- ORLANDO SENTINEL, VERSAILLES, FRANCE'Paul Touvier, the first Frenchmantried for crimes
les National Forest, in Los Angeles County...
'All seven were booked for investigation of against humanity, was sentenced to life in prison
conspiracyto commit an offense against the United Tuesday for ordering the execution of seven Jews
States, impersonation of a U.S. officer and de- during World War 11.
'Touvier a former militia chief of the Nazistruction of federal property-all felonies.
' ' To this day, I still don't understand quite collaboratingVichy government, was convicted of

complicity in crimes against humanity.
'His conviction was a historic milestone for a
nation that has struggled to come to termswith its
wartime past."
THE DOOMSDAY
PROJECT

In an article from the April 18 edition of THE
MODESTO BEE, written by Tim Weiner of THE
NEW YORK TWS, 'After spending 11 years and
$8 billion w a d i n g for ways to keep the government runningafter asustained nuclear attack on
Washington, the Pentagon will shelve its project
as ahigh-tech antique of the Cold War, according
to military officials familiar with the program.
'The Doomsday Project, as it was known,
sought to create an unbreakable chain of command for military and civilian leaders that m u l d
withstand a six-month nuclear war, which was
regarded as a plausible length for a controlled
conflict.
'Like many other Cold War programs, its details remain top secret. And from accounts given
anonymously by Army officers and government
officials, it is clear that this secrecy itself was a
major stumbling block--in some ways as great a
challenge as the technological hurdles.
Pentagon agency, the Defense Mobilization
Systems Planning Activity, was given the task of
making plansto glue tngether a shatteredgovernment. But the planners found it impossible, even
in peacetime, to coordinate the White House, the
Pentagon, the CIA, the State Ilepartment and
other agencies.
T h e project was an amalgam of more than 20
black progmms-so highly classified that only a
handful of military and civilian personnel knew of
them.
'' That raised the bureaucratic nightmare to
the nth power,' Blair said. 'No one knew what
anyone else was doing. Itwas hardto findout even
the technical characteristics of some of the plans.
You had aJl the difliculties of creating commandand-control networkscutting across bureaucratic
lines, combined with the secrecy of black programa-even the bureaucrats running it were
handicapped.'
'According to Army officers and government
officials famitinr with the project, the Doomsday
Roject created elaborate new links in the nuclear
chain of command.
"The plan to keep the government running
after the White House and the Pentagon were
reduced to radioactive rubble included anetwork
called the Presidential Survivability Support System.
Two hundred special-operations commandos
were to secure survivingleadersinscoresofsecret
bunkers."

-

<)7 AlVD RUSSIA

In an article from the April 25 edition of THE
[LONDON] FINANCIA&TlMES, written by Peter
Norman,'Russia~yesterdaygivenaclearwaming from the world's leading industrial nations
that it must put into effect tough economic decisions following last week's approval of a $1.5
billion dollar credit from the International Mone t q F'und.
'At a meeting with finance ministers and central bank governors ikom the Group of Seven
leadingindustrialcountries,Russianofficialswere
told they must deliver on their promises to reduce
the budget deficit to 6.5 percent of gross domestic
product this year &om_8 percent in 1993 and
reduce the expansion of credit by the monetary
authorities."
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HATOIN

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Aswe write this morning our focus will be on a
presentation f h mRonn Jackson regarding a bit of
the 'Hower Files" as regards John Fitzgerald
Kennedy [see p.81. It is briefand it is taken out of
context as to the files but is necessary for notation
as Ronn writes on The Death Of C d o t .
Before we go into that subject, however, I ask
that you attend a bit of side-lesson in historical
'meanings*. This becomes important because
some 'received THINK they are giving accurate
information to certain very important participants
in this ongoing play and are most offended when I
correct perceptions. Why is it that ones feel aneed
to be offendedif errors are corrected? Wouldst it be
more worthy to be continuing in the distortions of
"how it was?? Dear ones, the 'enemy" will always
be so close to truth as to make discernment all but
impossible andif"Iacorrect suchmisinformationis

there came Odin and 1 don't wish to go into this
deeply, either. This is because it is the other clues
in the specific relationship, to which I focus this
message, that I wish to address.
The person in point told ME thathe is Atalon,
son of Odon. Well, he isn'tl That was information
offered by one close to himandveryhonestlygiven.
However, he went on to say that he came from
Obergon which he 'saidn was in Orionl Ah, nowwe
note the connection w i t h 'serpent" symbols and
wamor factions of entities. The 'son" of 'God" of
christed Light (Creator) does NOT COME FROM
ORION! So, in respect to straightening out the
misunderstandingit has to be understood that the
person (or soul expressing as person) has to go
farther back and realizethe relationship ofthe one,
ATONLON (or Atonlan), son of Dar or %dm.
Does this separate all others into other categories? No, it is simply a connection which must be
made with specific entities connected with THIS
MISSION.
Dar would be presented in physical'style" as a
predecessor of the Gothic expression so dress,
logos and 'seals" would reflect that influence as
was later more prevalently expressed.
The terms Odo, Odoin, Odin or Thor following 'Dar" are representative of the Goodly
presentation of God-respecting people. A s
time went on there was a Woden who became
totally confused but Wodan was a non-Goth
and also, non-Aryan.
If you people err and mix this all up with
'colorsm you are going to distract yourselves.
Why? Because 'Christness" or 'God-Law followers" HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH CURRENT RACE OR COLOR. The terms represent
'belief and status" within a 'spiritual" (soul)
structure (emotional expression and intent)

.

itnotworthyofbeing'spec~"insteadofoffensive3
We have one who has been in acceptance of
information brought forth by a iiiend who says,
T o u are Atalon, son of Odon." Close? Indeed, but
the energy 'Odon" as expressed is NOT the "Odin"
or prior 'Daf of God accepted label in the antediluvian period of your ancient history. The 'O" is
accurate as to its reference to the whole or 'sun"
and fits with the earliest of antediluvian Kings.
Ho-ver, thefactsare thatlabelor symbolic title of
Odo, OduI"n, Odo or Odoin represented the first
GOTHIC KING and was a carryover fkom the ancient 'first Sumerian King". OK so far-however,
theUGothic"Elitewerethehtrealdivertedpopulation FROM the original species. The first species
was indeed Aryan in "race" as to those which k t
came to the area of what you call the Middle-East , ,
in ancient S u e r (in1raq).
I do not wish to do a history leason here
because this is a very pointed bit of information
and I do not wish to u& current labels.
The first recognized "leadei" or %
' &her" (King)
of the Aryan-Sumerians was deified as the Sungod named 'Daf, which is actually in translation
Thor (or St. George of Cappadocia as later recognized). He was credited with the %mk&, or
civilizing, the 'Lionn tribes or the 'Christ''-oriented
Lighted Creator "GOD"tribes (flock,children,herd,
gaggle, covey, etc.) of human 'citized. Later in
your historical %me" this being in presentation of
'person" would be recognized asthe 'sun-God" OR
Aton.
Now, if one believes himself to be Atalon
the son of Odon-you may well consider this to
be a 'son of GO*.
you had best
STUDY CAREFULLY that which yoi1 perceive
is the Father and how that 'father" presents
himself. You will find that MOST OFTEN, in an
crttempt to deceive the 'believer" and "practit i o n e i , that ONE will present as a reptilian!
That is your FIRST CLUE THAT YOU HAVE
PICKED UPYOUR ENEMY-THEADVERSARY.
GOD CREATOR DOES NOT PRESENT AS A
SNAKE1 HE may well present as a 'Phoenix"
Eagle from time to time and sometimes as a
-Liona but the symbol of the 'lion" is connected with Christed relationship.
I do not wish to get into the 'DRAGON" representation AT ALL AT THIS TIME.
By the time of the Gothic era as to Kings, etc.,

/I
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and cannot be described by human physical
skin color or species.
The point I wish to make HERE i s that you
C-O~
simply take a name and decide who or
what you are--YOU MUST COMMIT TO UNDERSTANDING THE FACTS AND CATCH ALL
THE CLUES.
How do I REALLY feel about names? I
repeat, if YOU come to me and introduce yourself as Tommy Peanut, I will address you as
Mr. Peanut. It i s the 'being" in point-not a
label. However, IF you misinterpret your OWN
identity, it can actually reverse the direction
of your purpose and mission for you will study
the wrong courses as to 'intent". This is to
warn you multitudes who seem to think you
have to have cute little 'othef names. I t i s
sometimes foolish to accept such from the
mouth of another human speaker for YOU do
NOT know the source. If you are offered a
name of some kind-check out all the clues or
you will not be a Phoenix Eagle--you will be a
'sitting duclr'.
Then why does 'Dharma" have a label?
Because it i s simply a mark of identification
which has 'meaning". Translated from ancient identification it simply means 'presenter
of life truth". No big deal and that is why most
of the time, except when we use it as a 'name",
it is not capitalized. So be it. Along those
lines, when we identify 'Ranosm it is simply a
short term for 'Ranostros" which simply means
of the 'brotherhood of Ra" (brotherhood of
God). The same i s a n approximation of 'Rael"
which means 'Elder of Raw (an Elder in the
Brotherhood of R a [God]). If you are trying to
put a high level hierarchy status on yourself
as with a crown of gold and jewels-forget it IF
YOU ARE OF LIGHTED PRESENCE for you
otherwise err. If you wish to play i n OUR
game-EGO MUST=! IFYOU ARE TO SERVE
AND FUNCTION WITHIN GOD'S PLACES, YOU
MUST DESIRE HONOR AND REVERENCE I N
HUMBLE ACCEPTANCE-NOT EGO POWER
OVER OTHERS.
i
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By Nora Boyles
GOA $6.00 237 pages
History lives on in thisTreasure Chest of historicaljewels and gems which open
ones' eyes to how it really was and how so much inter-connects.
Discover the clues to early recognition of the ONE Cod--Aton--and the verification of His name. Earth histories, legends, languages and artifacts explained,
Immanuel/Esu/lssa's name and the name of Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn and more.
Learn about theTwelveTribes of Israel,and the historyof 'keynwords; Nostradamus'
predictions; The early rise of the Anti-Christ, and many, many more surprises.

Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to 1-800-800-5565(Mastercard,VISA, Discover);
Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box27353, LasVegas, Nevada 89 126. Please
send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping h handling; Nevada residents, please add 7% sales tax.
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Gunther Russbacher
Needs Your Help Again
HATOAI

Herr Dr. Kurt Waldheim
tacts and stature of family heritage having reIn Care oE
tumed so close to their domain of antics. Thus
RUSSBACHER
President Thomas Klestil
the need to keep some heat and LIGHT on the
The Federal President of the
matter with your letters of support. Such a
There i s a great misperception which h a s Republic of Austria
spotLIGHT lets the crooks know you are watcharisen that somehow Commander Hatonn and- A- 1014 Wien, Austria
ing and thus makes all the difference in stopor his people in the immediate circle are no Postfach 10
ping whatever shenanigans these crooks in high
longer interested in Gunther or Rayelan
places would otherwise feel comfortable in exRussbacher. How could such perception be- President Thomas Klestil
ecuting.]
come presented? There is great concern and The Federal President
* * t
attention to the circumstances and we are of the Republic of Austria
most happy to ask that CONTACT r u n the A-1014 Wien, Austria
information and petitions of Rayelan regard- Fax: 0 11-43- 1-53-56-512 [This would also
RAYELAN RUSSBACHER 408-475-7336
ing Gunther. However, not always are things suffice for Herr Waldheim.]
Telephone and Fax
as they 'appear to bew. Am I going to have my
people panic and frantically get involved in Mrs. Dr. Oltnar
March 28, 1994
something that can only HURT the person Justizanstaltv
involved, in Austria? Gunther was taken into Josafstadt
President Thomas U s t i t
custody by his own doing-he announced on Wiccanburgwassa
The Federal President
debarking h i s flight into Austria that he was a 1082 Wien, Austria
of the Republic of Austria
'Federal Agent". That immediately set into
[This apparently is the 'Judgew in point.] A- 1014 Wien
motion a lot of things among which were that
the parties traveling with him were HELD I N
Ifyou also wish to follow-up with Rayelan's Fax 011-43- 1-53-56-512
THE INTERNATIONAL STAGING AREA UNTIL contact with Amnesty International and the
URGENT
THEY WERE ESCORTED BACK O N A RETURN Red Cross--we only have FAX information:
FLIGHT TO THE U.S. AFTER m I a a DIPLOYOUR IMMEDIATE
MATIC PASSPORTS DESTROYED!
American Red Cross
INTERVENTION I S REOUIRED TO
Gunther was in need of medical atten- 202-783-3432
SAVE MY HUSBAND'S LIFE
tion and was immediately taken into custody and then transferred to r hospital set- Amnesty International, London office
President Klestil,
ting--.till in custody.
c/o Mr. Butler: 01 1-44-956- 1157
I believe the problem stems, a t the immeMy husband, Gunther Russbacher v.
diate time, from the inability of our people to
Any mailing needs to go by AIR MAIL or Esterhasy, was just arrested at the airport in
assist, in a financial manner, the family left in it will not get to Austria for WEEKS. Check Wien. I don't know the reasons, other than
the U.S., i.e., Rayelan specifically. The lack of with the Post Office for postage will be traveling without documents. If he is detained
forwarding to her Gunther's 'actives status somewhere between 4 9 cents and SO+ cents without medical care, I fear he will DIE. He
fled the United States to Austria to GET mediNavy pay and support is unthinkable and irn- per 112 o t . for air mail service.
noying b u t not terribly unexpected under curI t would be thoughtful and supportive to cal carel!! It is our belief that if he stayed in the
rent circumstances. I am not going to divulge also remind Rayelan that you remember:
United States he would be killed.
information which will be harmful to the perTwo weeks ago, the Mossad dispatched six
sons in point in various locations. Further, we Rayelan Russbacher
agents from Tel Aviv to kill him. I watched
hope that within a couple of weeks or so there 60 16 Soquel Dr.
them burn to death in front of me. They were
killed by agents within the CIA. One week ago,
will be some assistance for her in order that Aptos, CA 95003
she can maintain self for a bit longer and/or Tel. and FAX: 408-475-7336
Tel Aviv dispatched seven more agents. My
husband, m y mother and I went into Mding.
travel, at the least, to Austria to visit--even if
it be only for fifteen minutes twice weekly.
Gunther is a citizen of BOTH Austria AND On Friday, the 25th of March, we were told by
So, why am I concerning myself with this? THE UNITED STATES. We must not let it be friends within U.S. Government agencies that
Because Gunther was 'reactivatedw and 'pro- 'out of sight--out of mindm.He h a s his greater it was safe for my mother and I to return home,
moted to the rank of Vice Admiralwand it is work before him and it will be in behalf of but that Gunther was still in danger. He went
mcult to believe that Naval Intelligence would yourselves so let u s let him know that he i s into hiding with several friends.
not be somehow overseeing his status. He loved and remembered EVERY MINUTE and
I received a call from my husband several
needed a lot of help physically and for his own that nothing has changed in our support. hours ago. He told me that he was in Austria
I sighed with relief because I felt that he would
protection he needed to obtain such-in a Thank you.
be safe there. Now I find out that he has been
custodial and protected environment.
Does this mean that he h a s no other prob[Editor's note: Thefollowing are retypings of arrested.
President Klestil, for the last four-and-alems? No, he DOES, in fact, have other 'politi- the latest avalanche of faxes w e have received
calwproblems and, in that arena, you caring from Rayelan Russbacherpertaining to Gunther halfyears, my husband and I both have fought
writers can AGAIN MAKE A MAJOR IMPACT! and his current situation. Paraphrasing what to stay alive. The Kissingerf Rockefeller branch
Commander Hatonn said during a meeting on of the United States Government h a s tried
WRITE, WRITE AND WRITE SOME MORE.
You can send the cards to him and requests this past Sunday afiemoon, May 1: while there numerous times to kill us. Their last attempt
regarding him through (in care of): Social Worker, are those of the Good Guys in Austria who are on Gunther was i n November of last year when
Mrs. Kirschlag, at Justizanstaltv Josafstadt,
happy to see him back there, there are still he was forced to undergo emergency open
Wiccanbqymssa, 1082Wien,Austria. Also,read- OTHERS, shall w e just s a y the u s u d 'crooks in heart surgery surgery that wasn't needed. I t
ers, you may well wish to contact and petition high places', who are not at all happy about a is a miracle that he survived the surgery.
A t the moment he is suffering from a kidothers as has Mrs. Russbecher, ie.:
man of his tremendous capabilities and con4127194 #2

...
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ney infection, possible pneumonia or bronchitis, liver d i s e a s e , h e a r t d i s e a s e a n d
unfortunately.. .he is dependent on alcohol.
He became dependent on alcohol because he
ha8 been using it as a pain reliever. He was
forced to do this because he is violently allergic to the pain pills that have been prescribed
for him.
We have tried to 'wean' him away from
alcohol, but the strain on his heart was so
great that his cardiologist recommended not
doing anything until we could get him into a
treatment center.
And here lies the reason for his entry into
Austria. Gunther and the men that were
advising him, felt that he would be killed if he
entered atreatment center in the United States.
And we all felt that he would die if he didn't get
help immediately.
I still feel he will die if YOU don't intercede
and dispatch someone to the airport and take
him to a hospital. He requires alcohol every
two hours or he will go into withdrawals. The
withdrawals are so destructive to his heart
that I fear they will trigger another heart attack. With one third of his heart 'dead* from
the 'botched' surgery, I feel that rapid withdrawal of alcohol from his system would kill
him.
Two-and-a-half years ago, when I made a n
urgent plea to President Kurt Waldheim to
intervene and save his life, Resident Waldheim
dispatched the Consul General from Chicago
down to Missouri to talk with the Governor.
That action saved my husband's life. He was
in prison in Missouri and had just been beaten,
with nightsticks, by three guards. My husband is a hero in the eyes of many Americans.
He was brave enough to try to tell the Americ a n people t h e t r u t h a b o u t t h e i r
government.. .and our government has tried
repeatedly to kill him and me. Austria, and
President Waldheim, are heroes i n the eyes of
these people because they stood up to the
corrupt part of our government and saved
Gunther's life.
Please ...if you don't intervene IMMEDIATELY, I fear my husband will die while in
custody i n Austria. After four years of fighting
the evil United States Government to free him
and keep him alive, it would be a tragedy if he
died while trying to come home I N ORDER TO
STAY ALIVE!
Please ...p lease help him. The United States
Government arrested him two days after we
married and for four-and-a-half years I have
worked to free him. He was freed in December
and sent home to die.
We have only been together for three
months of our five year marriage. If you send
him back to the United States, I know we will
be killed or thrown back into prison and then
killed. He is a n Austrian citizen; please give
him protection, and please get him into a
hospital before he dies. H i s life i s in your
hands. The eyes ofthe world are on you. Don't
let him die. After all he h a s endured trying to
get home to Austria, please don't let him die in
the hands of Vienna security police.
My husband h a s not been well since his
surgery in November, this combined with the
alcohol has caused him to say and do things of
which he is not aware. He i s Very ill, please
remember that.
May God bless you for coming to our aid
once again.
Sincerely,
Rayelan Russbacher
408-475-7336

CONTACT:
+**
RAYELAN RUSSBACHER
60 16 Soquel Drive, Aptos, CA 95003
408-475-7336 Telephone and Fax
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see the Governor. At the time, Gunther was
being held in the oldest prison in the country,
just two blocks from the Governor's mansion.
A s a result of Resident Waldheim's intervention, Gunther was moved to a secure section of
April 18, 1994
the prison.
It still took another three years to get him
Mrs. Dr. Oltnar
released and during this time there were so
Justizanstaltv
many attempts to murder him that I lost count.
Josafstadt
During that same time, my own government
Wiccanburgwassa
tried to murder me seven different times. They
1082 Wien, Austria
tried to kidnap me twice. At one point, the
same group who surrounded and burned the
Mrs. Dr. Oltnar,
compound in Waco, surrounded the house
where I was staying. I was warned that I was
My husband, Gunther Karl Russbacher, is about to be attacked, and I was able to escape.
currently in a prison hospital in Vienna. I I have seen cars riddled with bullets and then
have been told by his social worker, Mrs. exploded in front of me. I have seen assassins
Kirschlag, that you are his judge, and if I beaten, shot, run off cliffs and burned to death
wanted any information regarding him or his in front of me. I am not, nor ever have been, a n
case that I would have to sp-ak with you.
employee of the United States Government.
I have tried many times to reach you a t the Unlike his fust wife, I am not used to seeing
telephone number Mrs. Kirschlag gave me, people murdered. For most of my adult life I
but I have not been successful. Mrs. Kirschlag was a wife, married to a senior government
informed me that my husband's ex-wife, Peggy official. My former husband, the late Dr. John
Neel, was successful in getting through to her, Dyer, was the nuclear physicist who designed
and that M s . Neel represented herself to be his the nuclear warfare program for the United
present wife. If you think that you have spo- States Navy. A s his wife, I lived a very proken with me, the present wife, let me assure tected and sheltered life.
you, that you have not. Ms. Neel is a n FBI
After the first attempts on our lives,
agent who i s quite successful in getting people Gunther and I were advised by friends who
to talk to her and reveal things about my had been in the same position, that the only
husband that an ex-wife has no business know- way we could hope to stay alive was to begin
ing.
releasing information on government crimes
Several years ago she pretended to be and corruption. Even after we went public
Gunther's current wife and obtained an Aus- with our story, the attempts continued, but
trian passport at the Chicago Consulate. She they became more sophisticated. Instead of
h a s also emptied Gunther's bank accounts trying to kill my husband i n obvious ways,
and lied about it to authorities, causing him to government officials or their lackeys, tried to
be arrested for passing bad checks. This cause him to have a heart attack by withholdoccurred on the day Gunther and I married ing his heart medicine. God only knows how
and he was arrested two days later. For four- he survived.
and-a-half years I have fought the United
The last attempt to murder him occurred
States Government, and his ex-wife, trying to on November 15th, 1993 when he was forced
prove that the charges were'manufactured' (a to undergo 'emergency* o p e n h e a r t
government term for phony charges which surgery... This surgery was not needed!!! After
were created to incarcerate and thereby si- the surgery, the doctors drained five pints of
lence him).
blood and sent him back to the jail to die. He
She h a s also beaten his children so se- was placed, just days after open heart surgery,
verely that she was arrested for child abuse, in a cell covered with feces and urine, and
but because of her status with the FBI, the forced to clean the cell himselfll! You have no
charges were never pressed in court. The idea what he h a s endured at the hands of this
physical and mental abuse that Gunther's government.
sons have suffered at her hands is enormous.
The only reason that he was released was
If she were not a n FBI agent, she would be in because our personal horror story had grown
jail. The abuse goes far beyond physical beat- so large, and so many people around the world
ings and mental abuse. I don't know if the knew about us, that the government of the
boys will ever recover fully from what she has State of Missouri was being embarrassed. They
done to them. I tell you this, because I believe wanted him out of their state, so they released
the only hope the boys have i s to leave the him from the county jail where he had been
United States and live in Austria with their sent after his 2 1-year sentence was revoked.
father. Both boys are Austrian citizens and But they still wanted to control him, so they
both want to be with their father.
held new charges over his head.
On March 13, 1994 there was another atGunther and I were successful in getting
his 2 1-year sentence overturned on appeal, tempt to murder him. We were told by friends
but only after he had spent four-and-a-half within the United States Government that the
years in prison. During that time, he suffered Mosaad had ditspatched six agents to kill Us.
hombly at the hands of his jailers. Once he We were warned to get out of our apartment.
was beaten with night sticks while he was We were also told that the CIA had sent its own
showering. This occurred barely six hours assassins to kill the Mossad agents.
after getting out of the hospital. He was in the
Within an hour of the telephone call, we
hospital because he had suffered a heart at- were contacted and told to return home betack. During the beating, his leg was broken cause the problem had been 'neutralizeds. On
in three places, and he received a concussion. the way home, we saw the cars containing the
I t was at this time that I first called President Mossad agents. The cars were on fire, with the
Kurt Waldheim and begged him to intervene agents still inside. The very day that Tel Aviv
with the state government in Missouri to save dispatched these agents, the controlled media
Gunther's life. President Waldheim sent the in this country dragged up unfounded and
Consul General from Chicago to Missouri to totally unsubstantiated chrrrges against Kurt
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Waldheim. For two days our newspapers and ducing millions of dollars worth of counterfeit ever get to know him? How long will he have
televisions ran lead stories about Herr Dr. bearer bonds into the country. The operation to stay i n prison in Austria? I worry that I will
Waldheim being a Nazi war criminal. It was went ahead without him,but he went to prison. be held hostage in this country to insure that
not a mere coincidence that these two events It was a t this time that he was ordered to Gunther never comes back and never tells the
happened on the same day!
marry Peggy and his controllers within the CIA truth. Even now I worry that 'so-called"
After a second attempt by the MGL:=~ to arranged his escape and sent him to Vienna. friends, who I know are government employmurder Gunther, three friends took him to
After his sons were born, our government ees, have set me u p in order to have me thrown
Vienna to put him in a hospital. By that time, used them to keep Gunther in line. During the in prison.
Gunther had been fed agovernment 'enhance- years that we were trying to stay alive by
I have been told by the Counsul General in
ment drug" used in mind control and program- releasing information about government Chicago that Austriawill not extradite its own
ming called trichtomine. I was told that this crimes, his boys sometimes paid the price. citizens. I pray that this is true. If Gunther
drug brought on 'immediate" alcohol addic- They were setup, just like their father, and put comes back to this country he will be thrown
tion, which in turn caused his liver to swell in jail. We were told that they would be raped back in prison, and in his present condition,
and his kidneys to become infected. I have no and murdered if we continued to tell the truth. he would not live one day in a n American
idea what else my government said and did to We stopped until we could be assured that we prison.
him while he was under the effect of this drug. could protect them. But we couldn't protect
Thank you for your time. I hope you will
I have no idea what he was led to believe or them all the time. They have been beaten, and take the time to answer the questions I have
what he was told to do after this drug was kidnapped, bones have been broken, jaws and asked. Since it takes over a week to mail a
administered to him. All I know now and knew shoulders dislocated, and their wills all but letter, could you fax your reply to the Austrian
then, was that he needed medical care, but he broken.
Consul General and ask Consul General
was afraid that ifhe went into a hospital in the
Gunther is now in your prison. I do not Kreishbaum to fax your letter to me? Their
United States, he would be murdered. 1 did know why. I do not know how he is being cared number is: 3 12-222-4 113 fax; 3 12-222- 1515
not know that the three men who left with him for. In the last four-and-a-halfyears, my own telephone.
were taking him to Austria. I had been told government h a s tried to murder me, commit
My telephone and fax number are the same,
that he needed to go into hiding before the me to a mental hospital, arrest me and put me 408-475-7336. I will not have a telephone for
Mossad killed him. I had no idea that he was in prison. They have accused me of trying to many more weeks, because I cannot pay the
going to Vienna
assassinate President George Bush, they have bill. Gunther made many calls to Vienna while
When he left me, he was so sick that I knew murdered my friend and lawyer, Paul Wilcher, he was here with me. The bill is very high, and
he would die if he didn't get immediate medi- they have bankrupted me and my mother, they since I cannot pay it, it will be disconnected
cal help. I t h a s now been over three weeks have cut off all our funds until we had to rely around the first of May. I tell you this because
since I have seen or talked with him. A s you on our Catholic charities for food. Even today, I am hoping you will fax a reply before it is
can imagine, I am very worried about him. I I don't know where the money is coming from disconnected.
have been told that he is in the hospital, but I to pay the rent which is due in ten days. I have
Respectfully,
haven't been told how he is and what has been lived like this for four years while I struggled
Rayelan Russbacher
done to him. I know my government placed to free my husband and keep all of us alive.
***
devices inside him when he had open heart And now that he and I have been successful in
surgery. I don't know if your doctors have freeing him from an American prison, he ends
found the 'micro dots" which were placed up in a n Austrian prison. I am close to losing
RAYELAN RUSSBACHER
inside of him to track him and to trigger heart all hope that he and I will ever be able to live
6016 Soquel Drive, Aptos, CA 95003
attacks. Ordinary doctors would have no idea together as husband and wife.
408-475-7336 Telephone and Fax
what to look for, because ordinary people have
After giving you this background informanever even heard of the devices available to tion, I am asking that you review my husband's April 26, 1994
the United States Government. Only a doctor history and discover how he came to work for
who is familiar with how the intelligence com- my government. He had no choice111 If he had Herr Dr. Kurt Waldheim
munities work would be able to help him. I not gone to work for my government, members In Care of
pray that you have access to such a doctor.
of his family would have been turned over to President Thomas Klestil
My husband h a s tried to escape this coun- the Jews to be tried as Nazi war criminals. The Federal President of the
try and return to Austria ever since he es- J u s t look a t what they tried to do to Dr. Republic of Austria
caped from a prison camp in Laos in the early Waldheiml The members of my husband's A- 1014 Wien, Austria
seventies. He was sent into Laos by our gov- family, who were used as the pawns to control Postfach 10
ernment to free American prisoners of war. him, were not aslucky as Dr. Waldheim. These
His mission was betrayed by Henry Kissinger people had been forced, by my government, to Dear Dr. Waldheim,
who was hoping to win a Nobel peace prize for come to this country and go to work for various
Once more I find that I must write to you
negotiating an end to the Viet Nam war. agencies. If they ever tried to leave, their
Gunther's mission would have interfered with loved ones were killed or incarcerated, or the and request your help.
It was February of 1992 when I first conhis negotiations.
threat of this was held over their heads. This
During his confinement in Laos he was was part of the price that Austria paid in 1955 tacted you. At that time my husband had just
tortured so horribly that it was only by God's in order to become one country again. Many of been beaten by prison guards and thrown in
grace that he survived. H i s fingernails were its leading citizens and their children were the 'hole", otherwise known as solitary conpulled out repeatedly until they never grew forced into exile. This i s a part of history that finement. In American prisons it iswellknown
that men in the 'hole" sometimes commit 'suiback. (I have enclosed a color photograph of Americans aren't told.
My husband has been controlled by threats, cide", and when I contacted you I was afraid
what his fingernails looked like when he was
forced to work in the prison kitchen. After the coercion, incarceration and blackmail for over that if someone of your stature did not intervene my husband would be found 'suicided",
heart surgery, Gunther was given a shot of thirty years.
I am sorry that this letter h a s been so a new term in the American language for a
interluken to speed u p the healing of his rib
cage and broken ribs; the interluken caused lengthy. I hope you will respond to this letter political murder victim.
I am sure that you know that my husband
his fingernails to grow.) During his repeated by telling me what charges my husband is
eighteen months of continual torture i n Laos, being held on, and what treatment he has has been in the United States Navy for over 30
his abdomen was sliced open and bamboo been receiving. I would also hope that you can years, and that his only crime was knowing too
shoots were planted in his intestines. After tell me what the length of his sentence will be much about the illegal activities of the United
if he is found guilty. I also pray that Austrian States Government, specifically the Iran/
they had taken root, they were ripped out.
I give you this information so that you justice is swift and tempered with compas- Contra scandal.
Shortly after I called you at home and
understand what Gunther h a s undergone 6; sion. In the four-and-a-half years that we
the hands of my government. He tried to leave have been married, we have only been to- asked for your help, the Consul General from
the United States after he recovered from his gether since December of 1993 a short pe- Chicago paid avisit to my husband and to the
torture. But he was immediately setup by the riod of three-and-a-half months. During that Governor of Missouri. I know that it was his
CIA and charged with securities fraud. He was time he was so ill that all my time was spent physical presence which saved my husband's
life. You will always have my undying gratiactually involved in a CIA operation to desta- trying to keep him alive.
Will my husband live long enough for me to tude for w t a t you have already done to save
bilize the Yugoslavian government by intro-
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him.
done,
April 27, 1994
Gunther a n d I were successful in getting
Rayelan Russbacher
his 21-year prison sentence in the State of
To: Dr. Hansak, Vienna Red Cross
••*
Missouri overturned on appeal. He was released from incarceration December 15,1993. Apirl27, 1994
From: Rayelan Russbacher, Mrs. Gunther Karl
While in custody he was forced to undergo
Russbacher
open heart surgery (11-15-93). He never re- To: Mr. Butler 01 1-44-71-956-1 157
ally recovered from the surgery; indeed, I am
On Monday, March 28, 1994 my husband
Amnesty International, London Office
Gunther Karl Russbacher was arrested a t the
sure that was the purpose for the surgery. H i s From: Rayelan Russbacher
condition continued to worsen, and no matter
Vienna International Airport. I was advised of
what we tried to do for him, it only succeeded
My friend Dominick, called you today and this by the three men who accompanied him to
in making him worse.
asked your advice about what can be done Austria
On March 13th of this year, we were warned regarding my husband who is currently in a
I called the President's office to verify that
by the CIA that Tel Aviv had dispatched six Vienna prison hospital.
this was true. President Klestil's secretary
agents to kill Gunther. We were told to get out
I have received no word from my husband informed me that my husband had been arof the house while the CIA took care of the i n over five weeks now. I am very worried.
rested and taken to a hospital.
problem. About a half-hour later, while we
While he was incarcerated and abused in
I called the Consul General who told me
were on the road, we were contacted and told the Missouri (USA) prison system, I kept your that he believed the charges were passport
it was safe to go home. On the way home, we office and the Chicago office fully briefed. I related. He said he would get back to me when
passed the three cars which we were told know that the phone calls that were made by he knew more.
For one week I heard nothing. Then a
belonged to the Mossad agents. They were on Amnesty International to the governor of Misfire, with the agents still inside. The same day souri helped u s in obtaining his freedom.
social worker named Mrs. Kirschlag called to
the Israelis attacked us, with intent to kill all
His twenty-one-year prison sentence was say that my husband was in a prison named
of us, they also let loose a new attack on you, reversed on appeal and he was released from Justizanstaltz Josafstadt, Wiccanburgwassa.
as I am sure you are aware. You understand, incarceration December 15,1993. In case you He wasin the prison hospital and he Wa8 doing
better than I, what the timing of the two events are not familiar with his case, I have enclosed fine. Her telephone number is: 222-4040i s about.
the recent letters which were written to the 33601.
Mrs. Kirschlag also told me that his judge
One week later another Mossad team was Vienna Judge and to the President and former
dispatched. Gunther, my mother and I were President of Austria.
i s .Mrs. Dr. Oltnar. Telephone number 222taken by U.S. Government agents and put
I am trying to find out how he is and why he 40127-1593 or 1670.
I was told that prisoners at this jail cannot
under guard in hiding. The following Friday I i s in prison. I also wonder why I have received
was told that my mother and I could return no letter from him.
make telephone calls. I was told that my
I have also faxed you the letter which I sent husband h a s written a letter to me, but I have
home, but it wasn't safe for Gunther to go with
us. I said good-bye to him thinking that I to Dr. Hansak from the Vienna Red Cross. I do not received it. I was also told that if I go to
would see him in a few days, but in a few days not believe that Dr. Hansak will ever receive Austria to visit him I can only visit for fifteen
the news I heard was very distressing.
this information because it first had to be minutes on Monday and Wednesday.
I wish to hear from my husband. I need to
I was told t h a t the three men who left with approved by the American Red Cross. In other
him had decided to take him to Vienna to words, unless the American Red Cross allows know how he is. He was near death when he
check him into a l ~spital.However, Gunther the Vienna Red Cross to intervene in this entered Austria. He had just undergone open
was arrested at the airport and taken into matter, Dr. Hansak can do nothing. I s that heart surgery and was suffering many complicustody.
really their policy? I s there any way you can cations.
I am asking the Red Cross to visit him and
For one week I h e a r d nothing from fax the information to the Red Cross in Vienna?
Do you have a n officein Vienna? If you do, make sure that he i s alive and well. I would
anyone ...no matter how hard I tried. Then a
woman, identifying herself as Mrs. Kirschlag, can you fax this information to them? Thank also like to know if he i s receiving my letters,
if he has written, if he needs any money, and
a prison social worker, called to tell me that you very much.
-- Rayelan Russbacher why he is in prison.
Gunther was i n the prison hospital. She gave
The pertinent facts from his United States
me the name of the prison: Justizanstaltv
***
records show that he was born:
Josafstadt, Wiccanburgwassa. She also gave
me her telephone number 222-40040 33601.
07-0 1-1944 in Kirchen
URGENT
She told me that the judge in the case is Mrs.
Dr. Oltnar and her telephone number is: 222IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
Mother: Elizabeth Weissel
Father: Karl Russbacher
40127 1593 or 1670.
I have tried to reach the Judge, but I do not April 27, 1994
His Austrian birth certificate will show
speak German and no one in her office speaks
that he was born 07-0 1- 1942.
English. I am afraid that in frustration, her To: American Red Cross
Thank you for your kelp. It will ease my
staff h a s hung u p on me. I cannot blame them. 202-783-3432
mind greatly to hear from him or to hear that
It h a s now been five weeks since I have
someone h a s seen and talked with him.
heard from my husband. All I know is that he From: Rayelan Russbacher 408-475-7336
is in the hospital recovering from a n earlier
* *
surgery. He certainly needed medical help.
Dr. Hansak, from the Vienna Red Cross
I'm sure he would have died here in America. advised me that I needed to go through you
To: CONTACT
I have heard nothing from my husband, i n order to obtain help from him for a n
from the Consul General in Chicago, or from Austrian problem.
He is awaiting the following information. From: Rayelan Russbacher
the American Embassy i n Vienna. All I want is
Please fax to Dr. Hansak as soon as
to hear from my husband. I want to know how
April 28, 1994
he is feeling and what his health prognosis is. possible. A s you know they are six hours
I also want to know what charges he i s being later than you. 9:00 AM EST i s 3:00 PM in
Dear CONTACT,
held on and how serious these charges are. I Vienna I would very much appreciate it if
have discovered that the court should have Dr. Hanaak received the documents today so
Thank you for your message on the CONappointed a lawyer for him, but I do not know that I can call him tomorrow.
, TACT Telephone Hotline. Your readers have
who this person is.
already started calling and their loving mesI pray that you can do one more favor for
Thank you,
Rayelan Russbachei sages of understanding and support have lifted
me and find a way to have my husband contact
my spirits more than you can imagine.
me. After everything he and I have been
*L
I am afraid that my human emotions are
through in our short marriage, I cannot bear
getting in the way, and I find myself caught in
the thought of him dying so far away, without
RAYELAN RUSSBACHER
a continuous loop of worry and fear. Your
me by his side. Please, can you help one more
callers, who felt moved to reach out and 'Con60 16 Soquel Drive, Aptos, .CA 95003
time?
tacV me t2.i~ morning, were successful in
408-475-7336 Telephone and Fax
Thank you for everything you have already

--
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short-circuiting the loop for today. Thank
you, and thankyour ~ e a d e r s .
I have also enclosed the reply from the
American Red Cross. I am not surprised a t
their 'diplomatic" refusal to get involved. The
American Red Cross has consistently stated to
me that my problems with Gunther's incarceration and abusive treatment a t the hands
of the Missouri prison authorities, did not fall
under their 'mission's directive".
I have often wondered if I would have gotten the same reply if someone other than
Elizabeth Dole were the Director of the American Red Cross. Gunther h a s repeatedly told
me of her involvement, through a 'blind trust",
in a series of real estate and Savings and Loan
scams and failures, which, if exposed, could
make Whitewater look a s serious as #jaywalking."
Thank you, Rayelan

* * *
AMERICAN RED CROSS
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
WASHINGTON, D.C.
FAX: (202) 347-4486
IFYOU DO NOT RECEIVE ALL PAGES, PLEASE
CONTACT EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION AT
(202) 639-3428.
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES: 1
TO:
Mrs. Ray Allan Russbacher
ORGANIZATION: 6016 Soquel Drive, '.ptos,
CA 95003
TELEFAX:
1-408-475-7336
TELEPHONE:
DATE:April 28, 1994
Dear Mrs. Russbacher:

Your fax of April 27th was referred by Mrs.
Dole's office to the Office of International Services for action.
I have consulted with my colleague at the
International Committee of the Red Cross concerning your husband's arrest and hospitalization. Regrettably the protections of the
Geneva Conventions do not apply to this situation as it i s not involving a conflict; ICRC
would conduct a visit if your husband was
detained due to war. National Red Cross
societies, such as the Austrian Red Cross do
not conduct this type of visit.
My alternate suggestions to you to secure
the information you want concerning your
husband's medical condition and his legal
status are the following:
1)You may want to consider contacting the
Overseas Citizens Service, U.S. Department of
State a t 202-736-7430. This office is responsible for securing information on the arrests of
American citizens as well as medical reports.
You may want to contact the U.S. Consulate in
Vienna directly by phone: 0 11-43- 1-31339 or
fax: 0 11-43-1-5134351. The consulate usually receives reports on arrested Americans
but your husband may have been too ill to
advise the Austrian authorities of his American citizenship.
2) If you do not wish to use this channel
you may want to consider contacting Amnesty
International at 2 12-807-8400.
I regret I cannot offer more.
Sincerely,
/ s/ Ms. Mary-Lou McCutcheon
Director, International
Social Services

@
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In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander. Hatonn and written transcriptions of
some taped topics, ME WORD also offers other tapes and videos on selected topics.
Donations t o cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 56.00 for two tapes and $2.50 per
tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are 53.00 each. (Mexico
or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is
included i n tape and transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: ME WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, C-• 93582 or
call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a $50
donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches
zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by and are not automatically sent since this material is
usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a partiallist of older items but including all of the most current meeting dates,
tapes i n bold, in parentheses,and mentioning i f the meeting has a special focus:
with the numbe~of
4/13/92(1) # What Is A Semite?;
4/17/92(1) # W h o Were The First Christians?";
4/25/92(2) # T h e Photon Beltw;
4/26/92(3), 5/1/92(1) 'L.A. Riots andTtre - Bigger Plan";
5/1 1/92(3) 'Silent Weapons For Quiet Warsw;
5/30/92(3) T h e Divine Plan and places In
Between", tapes 1-3;
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake
City, UT;
6/30/92(3) T h e Divine Plan and places In
Betweenw,tapes 4-6;
8/3 1/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
12/3 1/92(1) Constitutional Law Center;
1 /2/93(2);
1/14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired Police
Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2); 1/23/93(3); 1/30/93(2);
2/6/93(1); 2/13/93(2); 2/18/93(2);
VISA, DISCOVER AND
M A S T E R C A R D ACCEPT~D

-

2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK featuring
Soltec with Hatonn;
4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sahanda:
4/10/93(2) radio program KTKK;
4/24/93(3); 5/2/93(2); 5/16/93(2);
5/23/93(3;, 6/20/93(2);
6/20/93(1)*Mystery Virus in New Mexico
7/2/93(2)* Rayelan Russbacher on KTKK;
7/11 /93(3); 7/18/93(2); 7/30/93(3);
7/3 1/93(1) KTKK Little Crow;
8/8/93(2); 8/2 1/93(2);
8/22/93(3) Gunther Russbacher interview;
8/29/93(2);
9/5/93(3); 9/14/93(2); 9/19/93(3);
10/9/93(3); 10/16/93(3); 10/30/93(2);
11/13/93(2); 11/21/93 ); 11/27/93(2&
12/5/93(2); 12/12/93( ); 12/18/93(1);
1/8/94(2); 1/16/94(2); 1/23/94(2);
2/7/94(2); 2/13/94(4); 3/6/94(2);4/3/94(1);
4/17/94 (2); 5/1/94 (2).
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#I -#5 Corporation Lectures ($5 each tape
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More From Stichss

Defrauding America
4128194 l i l

HATOAA

KEEP STIRRING THE POT
NIXON'S FUNERAL
COMMENTS?? About the only comment I
can find to express i s 'Oh my!" What a n
interesting list of farewell speakers were chosen! How s a d and depressing that the beauty
of the nation's top songs and 'meanings" were
expressed with such beauty and so 'nothing
in content. Did I actually hear Kissinger at the
point of tears? This is one of THE major
players in the destruction of Nixon. Well,
perhaps it was a dirty job but 'somebody had
to do it."
And the rest? Have you ever witnessed so
many politicians together in their old age,
perhaps wondering what their own transition
celebration would be like? No, I have no
comments and neither do I JUDGE; it is not for
me and it is not for you-to JUDGE A MAN. IT
IS YOUR RESPOASIBILITY TO JUDGE EVERY ACTIOA BY THOSE YOU SET INTO SUCH
HIGH OFFICE AND ALLOW THEM TO DESTROY AND COMMITTREASON AGAINST THE
VERY MOTHER THAT BIRTHED YOU.
We will move away from Jackson's story for
this day [Jackson's episodes start on p. 21 and
return to Rodney Stich's Defrauding America
[Stich's story continues below from where we
left off in the 4 / 2 6 / 9 4 CONTACT, p. 131. We
are going to take u p in the ending portions of
his updated printing so that you who have the
original will be able to catch u p and also
because it becomes more pertinent to this
day. We are noting that our various authors
are finding discrepancies in each other's material-EXCELLENT!
They are also finding
interactions appropriate and eye-opening. I
am not going to correct much as we move
along-that i s better coming forth from the
authors themselves as they reach unitied 'conelusions". When we get around to the 'old"
Phoenix Project and its relationship to our
current project, then we will have a team
worthy of recognition of TRUTH of presence
and circumstance. I t is always so much more
interesting when you have ones of your own
expression who HAVE BEEN THERE.
A s we write this day I am choosing to again
turn to the subject of Israel. I know that you
think, 'Oh dear, more blasting and assaults
and everybody better duck." No, we are simply
presenting more of the SAME material as already offered but with more and greater CONFIRMATION. Remember that we have a'battle"

but WE ARE NOT AT WAR! MAN WILL HAVE
HIS WARS-IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY THAT
WE DO SO.
My hopes are, however, that you are awakening to your circumstances and considering
a revolvement and reclamation of your nation
and LAWS and regaining of FREEDOM. I know
that most people refer to that action as 'revolution". I choose not to define areversal BACK
into truth to be what today is defined as 'revolution" for inmost instances'revolution" represents WAR. You need no 'wars", but rather,
you must define your actions and move into
winning one battle at a time until you have
retaken your property and freedom. Evil will
ultimately devour itself. 'I" pick no quarrel as
my mission is to offer you readers FACTS and
TRUTH that YOU MIGHT CHOOSE YOUR OWN
ACTIONS FOR IT I S YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
AND NOT MINE. BUT, DEARONES, I AM HERE
IF YOU WANT ME!
DEFRAUDING AMERICA, Part 20
by Rodney Stich
[QUOTING:]
(Chapter 28, Page 507)

ISRAEL, THE MOSSAD
AND AMERICA
Israeli officials and agencies, and particularlyits intelligence agency, the Mossad, aided
and abetted many of the criminal activities
described within these pages, inflicting great
harm upon the American people. Without the
assistance of the Israelis, some of the treasonous and subversive acts against the United
States would not have been possible, especially the October Surprise operation. Israel
was needed to transship the arms to Iran and
to act as end-users on the bill-of-lading.

KILLING PEOPLE WHO
DISAGREE WITH
ISRAELI POLICIES
Similar to CIA activities, andpossiblyworse
in some respects, the Mossad doesn't hesitate
to assassinate people whose lawful conduct
irritates the Israelis. Gerald Bull, a Canadian
scientist who developed the Super Gun used
by Iraq, was killed by the Mossad at his Brussels apartment in March 1990 (Profits of War,
Ari Ben-Menashe). Israeli assassination
squads killed Bull to halt his development of
the Supergun project for the Iraqis.

During that same time frame, Israeli agents
were assassinating others, as reported by former Mossad officers Ari Ben-Menashe and
Victor Ostrovsky in their books (Profits of War,
by Ari Ben-Menashe; By Way of Deception, by
Victor Ostrovsky and Claire Hoy). Nineteen
people were killed by Israeli agents within
several weeks in 1990, including eight German scientists hired by a company in Miami
and who were traveling back and forth to Iraq;
a German scientist, Hans Mayers, in a car
'accidenl? in Munich; four Iraqi businessmen,
and two Pakistani scientists in Britain. A
television production aired on J u n e 17, 1993,
focused on the many killings by the Mossad,
including the botched killing in Sweden of the
wrong person by Mossad operative Michael
(Freddy) Harari. One of the favorite stunts
was to put a pressure sensitive plastic-explosive bomb in the victim's bed. When the
intended victim lay on the bed tbe bomb went
off. Another tactic was to place plastic explosives in a telephone handset, and when the
person answered, and the caller identified him
as the intended victim, the bomb would be set
off by a signal carried over the telephone wire.
Although the plastic explosive was small in
size, it usually caused fatal injuries. [H: Remember, readen: The Herr York Trade Center was bombed with use of what is d e d
“AH ISRAELI BRIEFCASE BOMB".]
Victor Ostrovsky detailed the specifics of
several ofthe killings by Israeli agents, describing the composition of the Israeli assassination department inside the Mossad as a small
internalunit called kidon, dividedintothree teams
consisting of approximately twelve men each
Ostrovsky described the shooting down of
a Boeing 727 operated by Libyan Arab Airlines
by two Israeli jets, killing over a hundred
people. He told how two Israeli agents killed
Arab scientist Yahia El Meshad, by slipping
into his apartment with a passkey and then
cutting his throat while he slept. He also told
how the Mossad killed a PLO official in Paris
who was preparing to meet with the French
Secret Service.
[H: I will interrupt here t o point out that
part of the rrrrsoning behind offering the
sordid experie,nces of Ronn Jackson in ahis
field of semi*" is s o that you can catch
onto some reality that these are actually
things that happen-and happen constantly
and easily. . .:
I also ask that you all turn t o the letten
of Rayelan Russbacher in this edition of the
paper and redly read them. {Editor's note:
Rayelan's story starts on p. 17.) I will reprint
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portions herein because I ask that you think ing assassins." The article described the pracback to the incident with Dharma on "that" tice of Israel's military-security establishments
Sunday a while back when we had t o move carrying out assassinations on a global basis,
into action t o protect our people. Bo Gritz many of them specifically authorized by Israel's
ridiculed our interaction and made great prime ministers, including Golda Meir. The
sport of the events to cause total discount- article admitted the mistaken assassination of
ing of the incident. Mo, it was very real awaiter in the Norwegian town of Lillehammer,
indeed and it was also entangled with Mossad thinking the victim was a PLO terrorist, Ali
agents. I reported that Ekkers (and an Hasan Salameh. Israeli officials admitted the
accompanying Special Forces officer) were disclosures by retired Major General Aharon
enroute in the area of S m Luis Obispo County Yariv on state-controlled Israeli Television,
t o meet "Robert Walker", e t al. Well, read- but felt that the information should have reers, Robert Walker is Qunther Russbacher mained secret.
and Qunther Russbacher is from a very, very
high-level ruling family of Austria. If you
SPREADING O P P R E S S I O N
think these encounters by death squads do
not happen or are as "silly" as Qritr made it
UN official Lt. Col. Tren Lagerkrantz said
appear-forget it, go back and read Jackson's that the U.S.-funded operation carried out by
presentations--and THOSE ifrvolved were the Mossad h a s brought "nothing but oppresonly drug dealers and filthy politicians. The sion, cruelty, bloodshed, corruption and ultiElite will not back off until they have t o do mately turmoil' to the backward regions where
s o and our desire is to have that happen it operated. (The same, of course, applies to
without encounters of hostility by beings U.S. Intelligence Agencies.) The SPOTLIGHT
out of your time frame and space warp. The article quoted Lagerkrantz:
Elite are just waiting t o find the proper
moment t o dump the LIE of space alien
Since Congress has decided to grant
invasion upon you-what will be your attithe most aid to governments who agree
tade? Well, s o be it, for that is the reason we
to let Israel train and equip their security
are s o careful in this offering--.o that you
troops, it has been precisely those Afriwill KHOW differences and that TRUTH shall
can nations where the Mossad has been
prevail even in the midst of the false stories
most active-Sudan, Zaire, Somalia,
and lies. Technology on your place is pheLiberia-that have suffered the worst
nomenal, so almost anything that you THIHK
outbreaks of famine, violence and disorder.
is science fiction-is reality of experience
these days. W e will get back to thi- a bit
AMERICAN VICTIMS
later.]
A December 14, 1992, issue of SPOTLIGHT
Israel didn't limit their assassinations to
carried a story about Israeli assassination Arabs. Israeli forces deliberately machinesquads operating in foreign countries under gunned and bombed a virtually unarmed U.S.
the title, 'Foreign Killers Run Loose in U.S." Navy communication ship, the U.S.S. Liberty,
The article related how Israeli-trained assas- off the coast of Lebanon on June 8, 1967. The
sins, funded by U.S. taxpayers, are entering Liberty carried clear markings indicating it to
the United States, often with the help of the be a n American ship, and Israel knew that. A s
CIA, leaving a trail of unthe Israeli aircraft approached
solved and unreported
the Liberty, the fighter pilots
killings. The report ex- ''For damage control, to p tavent radioed and protested to their
plained how the United the Amerfcanplrbllcfrom learn- base, 'It's a n American shipl'
S t a t e s is funding t h e ing the truth, the powerful U.S.- Tel Aviv disregarded the piMossad's criminal opera- funded Israel lobby In the Unite4 lots' protests, and ordered the
t i o n s i n Third World States sprang intla action with fighters to attack. The brutal
countries.
blsinformaq/arr ta the media, and bloody assault continued
Ben-Menashe's book and pressure on members of for almost half a n hour, durportrays the Mossad's
ing which time missiles, nahiring of Arabs who un- Cungvegs whu were recipients palm, and torpedoes were used
knowingly carried out of theif politkaf tonsribu tiorts to kill thirty-four U.S. Navy
terrorist attacks against (kd, USqtaxpayer~W@mey)*It men and injuring 171 others.
Americans, inflaming the ~ o r k t d . ~
The U.S. sailors had interAmerican public against
c e ~ t e Israeli
d
radio communithe Arabs; who didn't know the attacks were cations relating
a planned attack on Syria
planned and directed by the Mossad. He also which occurred the following day, and Israel
tells how Mossad agents paid Palestinians to felt the Americans would expose the sneak
seize the Mediterranean .cruise ship, Achille attack.
Lauro i n 1985, which ended in the killing of
For damage control, to prevent the Amerione of the passengers. Ironically, the passen- can public from learning the truth, the powerger was Jewish. Ari Ben-Menashe wrote in his ful U.S.-funded Israel lobby in the United
book, Profits of War, that the attack upon the States sprang into action with disinformation
cruise ship was fmanced by Israel and its to the media, and pressure on members of
intent was 'to show what a deadly, cutthroat Congress who were recipients of their political
bunch the Palestinians were." The American contributions (i.e., U.S. taxpayers' money). It
public was told that the attack upon the Achille worked. The American public never learned
Lauro was a Palestinian operation when, in the truth. Even White House officials acted to
fact, it was engineered and financed by Israel. protect Israel, publicly accepting Israel's apology that the attack was a n accident. The
ISRAEL'S ADMISSION O F
American service men were expendable, as
WORLDWIDE ASSASSINATIONS
they were in Vietnam and other CIA operations.
A London Observer article carried in the
Seeking to evade blame, Israel asserted
San Francisco Examiner on November 24,1993 that they thought the Liberty w a s ,another
was headlined, 'Israeli official admits unleash- ship, the El Quseir. They were lying. But that

-
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Egyptian supply ship was in Alexandria, a fact
known to Israel. The ugly truth of the deliberate killing of U.S. military personnel by Israel
was shown through radio messages intercepted
by the American embassy in Beirut, which
were slowly and belatedly leaked out. In 1991,
former U.S. Ambassador Dwight Porter revealed the radio communications intercepted
by his office in Lebanon on that fateful day in
1967, revealing that Israeli commanders knew
the ship was a n American ship and that they
were killing American sailors.
Porter's revelations are supported by Seth
Mintz, a Major in Israel's IDF (Israeli Defense
Forces). (Residing in Houlton, Maine. He was
a U.S. citizen who went to Israel in 1962,
joining the Israeli Army in 1965, and assigned
to the IDF war room during the Six-Day War
with Syria.) Mintz was present in IDF headquarters for several hours before starting the
attack on the U.S. communication ship.
Shortly after Mintz made these statements he
was threatened by Mossad agents; causing
him to recant his earlier statements. In a
dispatch in Ha'aretz on November 7 , 199 1,
Mintz expressed 'grave anxiety over the media
interest in him" relating to the Liberty &air.
He told Ha'aretz, 'Everyone is after me now
and that is what I'm afraid of. I don't need the
Mossad (Mossad i s the Israeli highly secret
intelligence service and worldwide network of
agents; much of it i s funded by the United
States) and Shin Bet (acts in a similar manner
as the Mossad, performing for the military),
knocking on my door." His knowledge of
Mossad's assassination squads and their practice of assassinations certainly justified his
anxiety.
The orders to attack the U.S. Navy communication ship came from a high Israeli official,
reportedly General Yitzhak Rabin, who later
became Israel's Laborite Prime Minister. President George Bush's White House st& tried to
portray Israel's Rabin as a peacemaker, despite his long history of terrorist activities.
STEALING U.S. MILITARY
SECRETS
Secret weapon technology sent to Israel
has been repeatedly copied, stolen, and sold
to foreign countries, violating agreements with
the United States. In Dangerous Liaison-The
Inside Story of the U.S.-Israeli Covert Relationship, authors Andrew and Leslie Cockburn
describe the symbiotic relationship between
the United States and Israeli intelligence networks. the stealina of nuclear fuel bv Israel
from the Nuclear k a t e r i a l s and ~ ~ G i ~ m e
Corporation plant a t Apollo, Pennsylvania, in
1968; Israeli and CIA involvement with the
Medellin drug cartel and Guatemalan death
squads; and other treasonous activities. Dangerous Liaison describes the cover-up of the
nuclear fuel theft by U.S. and Israeli officials,
abdicating the loyalty to the United States and
protecting those inflicting harm. Their book
portrays the role played by the CIA and Mossad
in drug trafficking, including relations with
the Medellin drug cartel, and their role in the
Guatemalan death squads.
Reports in the March 15, 1992, New York
Times and Wall Street Journal related the long
pattern of illegal sales by Israel of U.S. weapon
technology. The articles revealed that Israel
does this by either installing the U.S. components in an Israeli weapon system, or disassembling the weapon to discover how it works, and
then constructing its own, selling the secret
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technology to foreign countries who may be
hostile to the U.S. interests.
Israel received Patriot missiles worth hundreds of millions of dollars from the United
States, and was required to keep the technolo w secret. Instead, Israel sold the patriot
missiles and their technology to other countries, including China, in clear violation of
U.S. law. A State Department report (New
York Rmes, April 4, 1992), accused Israel of
engaging for nearly ten years in a 'systematic"
pattern of reselling cutting-edge U.S. military
technology to Third World countries, some of
whom were adversaries to the United States.
The report described how Washington officials protected this unlawful transfer of U.S.
technology by ordering U.S. investigators in
Israel not to check on the destination of U.S.
technology sent to Israel, as i s required of all
other countries. Israel, using money supplied
by U.S. taxpayers, retains powerful Washington law f m s and bribes U.S. officials to carry
out their dirty work against the United States.
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money-diversion had been known to be standard and unlawful practice for years to members of Congress, its investigative arm, the
General Accounting Office, and White House
officials.
Congressman and House Energy and ComJohn Dingell stated
merce Committee C? '
that Congress has been reluctant to embarrass
Israel politically. This attitude exists because of
past retaliatory measures inflicted upon members
of Congress by the Israeli lobby when Israel's
activities were questioned.

dents Ronald Reagan and then George Bush.
Besides, any member of Congress who dared
to investigate and retaliate against Israel faced
the prospect of being defeated at the polls as
the Zionist lobby routinely funds opposition
candidates.
Former Mossad agent Ben-Menashe described Israel's involvement in the October
Surprise operations, which conformed with
statements made to me by several CIA people
with whom I had been in frequent contact for
several years, including Russbacher and
Riconosciuto. Israeli agents were at the
POLLARD AFFAIR
Madrid, Barcelona, and Paris meetings, as
related to me by Russbacher and Ari BenIsraeli agents paid a U.S. Navy intelligence Menashe. Israel knew the October Surprise
analyst, Jonathan Jay Pollard, to steal mili- operation was a n act of treason, and they
tary secrets, using a Washington apartment aided and abetted it.
owned by attorney Harold Katz. Israel paid
Pollard for his treasonous activities from the
E N O R M O U S POWER O F
money given to Israel by the U.S. The seriousT H E ISRAEL LOBBY
ness of the spying operation was reflected by
the life sentence given to Pollard on J u n e 4,
One of the most powerful forces in the
1986, by ChiefDistrict Judge Aubrey Robinson United States is the Anti-Defamation League,
DOTAN AFFAIR
in Washington. But Israel's Zionist lobby in whose parent is B'nai B'rith. Much of the
the United States protected Israel from any money used to bribe members of Congress and
Another example of Israeli attacks upon fallout.
other federal officials is sent to the United
U.S. interests was the Dotan affair, in which
States by Israel, which obtains the money
f r o p U.S. loans and grants that are rarely
U.S. corporations paid bribes to Israeli offiISRAEL. T H E MOSSAD. AND
cials, the bribes coming from U.S. taxpayers.
D R U G TRAFFICKING
repaid. Through its powerful Zionist group it
Over $11 million in bribe money was diverted
can fund campaigns to defeat politicians not
fiom General Electric Company through a small
Several of my CIA informants, some of whom adhering to Zionist wishes.
ADL blocks any exposure of wrongful acNew Jersey front company to European bank were pilots with me in the Middle East, deaccounts controlled by Israel Brigadier Gen- scribed to me in minute detail the role they tivities by Israel and its Mossad. I t spends
era1 R a m i Dotan, who was convicted by an observed which the Mossad played in drug huge sums of money to oppose members of
Israeli military court of theft and fiaud. The trafficking into the United States. These CIA Congress whose interests are not aligned with
case involved bribery, money-laundering, vio- people described their direct personal and Israel. Much of all of this money comes from
lations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, business contracts with the Mossad, relating the U.S. taxpayera who provide loans or grants
insider trading, ar :espionage.
to the drug trafficking from South and Central that are not repaid. One tactic used to silence
A G e n e r a l Electric official, Herbert America into the United States.
those who report or criticize the Mossad or
Steindler. was considered a partner in the
They described how Mossad merits, in- Israel's conduct is to label them an anti-Semite.
illicit schemes. Both General Electric and cluding Michael Harari and David Kimche, for It is risky business for a public official to
h a t t and Whitney knew the United States was instance, were present at many of the drug defend U.S. interests when it means confronbeing defrauded, but it was profitable for them transshipment points a n d especially i n tation with the Zionists. Apparently anyone
to remain quiet, to become co-conspirators. Panama. They described to me the joint ship- who disagrees with Israel is anti-Semitic, and
Falsified Bills of Lading and shipment of ficti- ment of CIA and Mossad drugs in CIA and DEA the vast control by Israel over the U.S. media
tious equipment were all part of the scheme aircraft, with the Mossad drugs identified by will be sure the American people hear this
that was paid by U.S. taxpayers. Shell compa- triangles on the drug packages, resulting from version.
ADL h a s been able to defuse any attention
nies were used for facilitating the payoffs.
dissembling of the Star of David on the bags.
focused upon unlawful activities of people
General Electric agreed to pay $69 million
in fines, penalties and damages, and pleaded
CIA AND T H E MOSSAD
connected with Israel or the Mossad. The ADL
lauded a major Jewish crime figure, Morris
guilty to defrauding the United States in the
The CIA and Mossad have a symbiotic rela- Barney Dalitz of L a s Vegas, who regularly
sale of military equipment to Israel. Israeli
officials impeded the investigation by U.S. tionship, jointly inflicting great harm upon donated heavily to the ADL. Dalitz was called
officials, despite the fact that U.S. funds were the United States, from the treasonous activi- Chairman of the Board to such crime figures
involved.
ties of October Surprise to the devastating as Meyer Lansky and BenjaminUBugsy' Siegel.
Duplicating its denial of involvement in drug epidemic destroying America. Together, Lansky and Siege1were members of the origithe October Surprise affair,the Israeli govern- they have inflicted unmeasurable financial nal 'Murder Incorporated", also known as the
ment claimed itself innocent in the Dotan and other harm upon the American people. Meyer and Bugsy Gang. An ADL chairman, Irv
matter. But the facts speak otherwise. It is Both engaged in assassinations and, while the Rubin, was accused in 1992 of plotting a murbelieved that the millions of dollars diverted CIA h a s by far the record in mass assassina- der-for-hue operation.
In American Jewish Organizations and ISfrom engine orders of UnitedTechnologies and tions going into the tens of thousands, the
General Electric through fiont companies were Mossad h a s the record for individual assassi- rael, author Lee O'Brien states of the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL):
for the purpose of Israeli covert operations. nations in Europe and the United States.
[H: P l e a s e note that anywhere a market is
Several of my CIA contacts have warned me
In later years, ADL has turned to
o p e n e d up in "othern countries, even Rum- against saying anything unfavorable about
aggressive measures outright surveils i u , General E l e c t r i c I 8 ONE OF THE FIRST the Mossad or Israel in my book, making referlance of individuds and groups, the reCORPORATIONS TO MOVE IN!! THIS FACT ence to the pattern of assassinations by the
sults of which are fed into both the ISHELP8 NEGATE ACCU8ATION8 OF TECH- Mossad when they believe their interests are
MOLOGY FLOWING "FROMn THE U.8.-IN
adversely d e c t e d .
raeli intelligence-gathering apparatus,
OTHER WORDS, THERE I S LEGITIMATE
The treasonous and subversive CIA Octovia their consulates and embassy, and
MAIN-LINE OPERATION NOT EVEN NOTED ber Surprise operation could not have ocAmerican domestic intelligence, via the
FBI. Top ADL officials have admitted the
BY THE U.8. T h i s is the same for m a n y o t h e r curred without the cooperation of the Mossad
use of clandestine surveillance techo p e r a t i o n s , like K i s s i n g e r A s s o d a t e s , et al., and other Israeli officials. They knew the
niques.
b u t it is a cute r a y to divert attention m d October Surprise operation was defrauding
not l o n g e r b e l o c k e d hito U.S. rules a n d the United States and became co-conspiraregulations.]
tors. I t was profitable for Israel. Israel was
The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Most of the diverted money came from U.S. then able to blackmail officials in the govern- h a s been functioning as the action arm of the
foreign-aid programs destined for Israel. This ment of the United States, including Presi- Israeli Mosc.~din the United States. In 1993
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a n ADL spy scandal erupted in San ~r&cisco, interrogations." The report stated that a t least
after which it was discovered that the ADL had 5.000 of the 25,000 Palestinian~risohersiailed
been acting as proxy for the Mossad. The & the
year had been tortured, 'while
scandal surfaced after it was discovered that Palestinians stated the percentage was much
San Francisco police inspector Tom Gerard higher. A n April 3, 1993, N&
York Times
was stealing police intelligence files and sell- article was entitled, 'Israeli Studv Finds Toring them t o t h e ADL. anFr Francisco Chronicle, ture Common".
May 8, 1993)
1 t was learned during the investigation
AMERICAN TAXPAYERS FUND
that Roy Bullock was a n ADL operative spying
T H E S E ACTIVITIES
on numerous individuals and groups in the
United States. According to a n April 9, 1993
Israel depends upon the largesse of the
Los Angeles n m e s article the ADL disguised United statis ~overnment,a n d i t s powerful
payments made to Bullock by funnelling the Israel lobby, a s well as other Zionist groups, to
money through Beverly Hills attorney Bruce fund these activities, including paying U.S.
Hochman, who in turn paid Bullock. Hochman lobbyists, public relations firms, and memwas a prominent ADL figure,
bers of Congress. Billions
and a member of a panel apof dollars in loans have been
"Israel depends upon the given to Israel that will
pointed by Governor Pete
Wilson to recommend the
largesse of the Untted never be repaid, the cost of
names of attorneys for fedmust be borne bv the
Stater Government, and which
eral judgeships. This helps
American taxpayer, pl&i the
Ztr powerful lrraal lobby, interest on the money. In
explain why the inordinately
high percentage of federd
as well as other ZIonEst 1991 Israel literally dejudges are Jewish.
groups,t:ofurtdthese acq manded t h a t t h e U.S.
During a t h r e e - h o u r
$1 0 billion in loans
tivlrles, including paying guarantee
press interview in the Philto build housing for Jews in
US. !otrbylsts, public re* land taken from Jordan.
ippines Gerard revealed that
he was a former CIA operaDespite the enormous
tatOans firms, and memc
tive and had evidence that
amount of gifts to Israel,
bets
of
Congress?
the CIA trained, supported,
their appreciation was rea n d encouraged death
flected in the 1991 statesquads operating in El Salvador, Honduras ment by Israel's Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir,
and Guatemala during the 1980s. The sheer as he attempted to lay a guilt-trip on the
brutality ofthe carnage was too much for him, and United States, claiming it had a n obligation to
he left the CIA in 1985. 'This was not good guys help settle Soviet Jews in Israel through the
versus bad guys," Gerard said. 'This was evil, evil. guarantee of a $10 million loan.
This was something the devil himself was inIn 1991, the United States taxpavers paid
volved in. And I wanted no part of it."
over $4.3 billion in aid to Israel. -1Gael ihen
Gerard described how the CIA supported invested these funds in U.S. savings bonds for
the death squads that tortured and murdered which the United States paid Israel over $34
thousands of people in Central America, in- million i n interest (on the money that the
cluding politic-al opponents, union members, United States gave to Israel in the first place).
peasants, clergy, throughout Central America.
From 1974 to 1989, Israel received $16.4
Gerard stated that the San Francisco police billion in loans that would never be repaid.
and the FBI have joined forces to discredit The loans were secretly converted to
him. Following its standard practice of lying, which did not have to be repaid. The reason
a CIA spokesman denied that Gerard had any the White House officials referred to the money
relationship with the Agency.
transfer as loans in the first place was to avoid
U.S. oversight, which is required only of money
CIVIL R I G H T S UNDER
grants. B? this time the money had already
ISRAEL'S GOVERNMENT
been used, and there was no control over how
it was used.
If Israel defaults on the $10 billion loan
Civil rights are largely ignored in Israel.
Only those with ~ e w i s hmothers
have full and the American taxpayer is forced to make
stature in Israel, a form of apartheid. Chris- the payments, interest and principle have been
tians a n d Moslem Palestinians are deprived of reported to total $1 16 billion over a 30-year
their basic human rights in Israel, and United repayment period.
States h a s been subsidizing this Israeli socialism, or Israel's form ofwapartheid. The
ISRAELI CITIZENS HAVE
Israeli government regulates and controls alSIMILAR PROBLEMS WITH
most every facet of personal and business
C O R R U P T GOVERNMENT AND
INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES
endeavors.
In late 1992, Israeli officials deported 4 15
Government officials in control of Israel's
Palestinians from their homes, fo;cing them
into the mountains, and barring relief sup- foreign relations and its intelligence agency,
plies that the Red Cross tried to deliver to the Mossad, have engaged in a pattern of
them. Those deported included doctors, ac- criminal acts inflictinnmeat harm upon Americountants, lawyers, lecturers, and engineers, can citizens, including those of ~e-wishfaith.
some ofwhom were elderly, and some of whom This indictment of those operating under the
had heart problems or were crippled. They flag of Israel does not indict the average citiwere driven into a no-man's land in the moun- zen of Israel any more than the criminal activitains as winter approached.
ties by U.S. o ~ c i a lindict
s
the average AmeriAn Israeli human rights group (Betselem, can.
More inside and secret information on the
the Israeli Center of Hum& Rights in the
Occupied Temtories) charaed their govern- activities of the Mossad has been described in
ment-with routinely iorturiGg ~ a l e s t i z a n
po- earlier pages, and more follows.
litical prisoners, reporting that 'Violence and
ill-treatment have become a n expected part of
[END QUOTING OF PART TWENTY]
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CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT

Spotlight Is Safety
For Jim Vassilos
To: Bob.Harrell
c / / o Tell If Like It I s
1329 Clay St.
Henderson, Kentucky
42420- 1329

Date: 4; 14
Subject: 'Jim Vassilosm

From: Michael Maholy

(Editor's note: CONTACT is proud to
offer more information on Jim Vassilos
a s w e believe the more the 'crooks" are
exposed the safer the 'good guys' will
be. Here presented is a letter to Tell It
Like I t I s from Michael Maholy.)

# 19365-009

P.M.B. 1000
Tallahassee, FL
32301

Dear Mr. Harrell;

I am contacting you, at the request of a close friend of mine named Jim Vassilos, who is a resident of Chicago, Ill., and is also a n American
Patriot that h a s tried to make a difference in this world that is most often ruled by the powers of lust and greed.
Let me first give you a short background of myself, so that you may decide for yourself, what I am about to tell you is truly the facts as
I have come to know them.
I was i n the military for almost seventeen years, and was in the branch of the U.S. Navy Office Of Intelligence, (O.N.I.) since the late 708,
on into the late 80s. Also, I had been what they call a 'contract" agent, for the C.I.A., for nearly eight of those years. My duties for O.N.I.
started i n the 'Cryptography", the encoding, and decoding of highly sensitive cable, intercepted from various countries. I started training
at the very young age of nineteen, when I was stationed in Greenland, at what i s known as the D.E.W. Line, (Distant Early Warning) a tracking
station located near the 80th parallel, that identifies incoming I.C.B.M. missiles, into the U.S. After doing a tour of duty at the top of the world,
I was sent to special training schools throughout the U.S. to prepare me to become a front-line player in the war on drugs that were being
smuggled into the U.S. from several South and Central American countries.
I was to work as a 'Deep Covei" agent aboard one of, a t that time, the largest "Off-shore Oil Drilling Rigs" i n the world, whose sole primary
purpose, was to enter coastal waters of that region, not only to drill for gas and oil, but to spy on the countries throughout both Central and
South America. This was a master plan, devised by then President Reagan, and passed on to President Bush, while under strict supervision
of other members of high-ranking government officials. I also worked very closely with members of the D.E.A. and Customs.
To make a very long story short, while I was monitoring all these drugs coming into the states, I found out that it really was our own
government that was responsible for the vast majority of the poisons that we either traded weapons or cash for. Ultimately, I and several
others, had got caught u p in this lust of easy money, and the power that comes along with it. A s a result of my greed, I was arrested in Little
Rock, Arkansas and charged with smuggling drugs, and weapons. I was arrested so that I would be placed in a Federal Prison, so that I could
be under guard and not reveal my former role that would expose the high-ranking government figures, that were responsible for these ongoing smuggling operations that fund many people in high places. You may have heard of the "Mena, Arkansas" incident; well I was very much
a part of this operation. I had first hand knowledge, and worked with pilots like Barry Seal, Basil Abbott, and Gunther Russbacher.
Anyway, this gives you just a taste of my adventures, but keep in mind, that I have kept close contacts with several agents out there, and
there are truly some honest, hard-core men trying to protect us from these bastards that run our nation.
Are you familiar with a book titled *Defrauding America*, by author Rodney Stich, from Alamo, CA? If you get this book, you can read more
in-depth, highly detailed highlights abut my missions, and misfortunes.
Now, let's get to Jim Vassilos. I first remember hearing about Jim back in the late 808, through what we called the 'scramble-linem,which
different agents would follow leads that were either told them, intercepted, or a general topic of gossip, that the government in most cases
takes very seriously, especially when different 'Cults", organizations, or groups of people conspire to do other than our government rules.
Groups such as the Waco, Texas bunch ('Branch Davidiansm),or several 'Satanic Cult Churches" that fester our nation, and deploy tactics
that are meant to overthrow, and tear our land apart.
These type of things often stay out of the media, but anyone who h a s any knowledge of such matters knows that they very well exist, and
many high-ranking government officials are known to control these "covens* that are spread nation-wide and world-wide.
Well, when Jim's name first popped up, he was associated with investigating these accusations, and hit a nerve within these groups. At
first, I had paid little attention to talk of 'Devils and Witches*, thinking, 'No, this can't be truem. But how I was wrong. After another agent
who was appointed to investigate these doings came to me and confessed that they did indeed pose a most very deadly threat to anyone who
would tend to disrupt, or expose the members to other people; they had a high probability of.disappearing, often the subjects of "Human
Sacrifices" a t the order of high officials. Sad to say, that our good friend who h a s detected this very evil factor h a s gotten himself into much
turmoil with members of powerful forces, who have him targeted for death!
I tell you these things out of several different contacts, agents who are currently on-duty for the government, investigating these matters,
as we speak. Take my word for it, that these forces do exist, with powers in the government that have a way of being covered up.
Please do not think that I am some sort of goof-ball. My record of fact and merit speaks for itself, and a s I have stated, I tend to keep in
touch on a regular basis, with agents who are loyal to me, and who know that I was a pawn in a much bigger game than meets the eye.
I don't know if you will receive this letter, a s much of my mail, if not all of it, is photographed, numbered, stored, then ciphered to check
if I receive or leak vital information about our nation's defrauding tactics which they deploy all the time. Ifyou do receive this letter, and decide
that it h a s any weight, or value, write to me a t the address on top of the heading, and I can tell you things that may open your eyes to a world
of much cover-up; a world that can only be described as bizarre, and deadly.
I can tell you that Jim Vassilos i s i n much current danger, and is very likely going to be terminated within the very near future, if we don't
help him fast!
Thank you for reading this, and please let me hear from you. God bless you, and yours.
Sincerely yours,
/ s/ Michael Maholy
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Americans Take
On The I.R.S.
Editor's note: In follow-up to the Ronn Jackson Nevada lawsuit and the effortsput forth by
the independent organization of A.I. R., the following was received i n the CONTACT office via
Fax from A.Z. R. and is a description of the class
action lawsuit against the 1.R.S.first mentioned
in the 3 / 2 9 / 9 4 CONTACT article ' 1 6thAmendment Court Ruling?'. W e would, therefore, like
to share this infortnation. BUT-we are not
automatically suggesting you provide your support in t e r n of disclosing your name or sending
money, a s you will read below. That decision is
a matter for m r individual choice and action.

April 20, (994
Dear fellow American:
On April 2 1, 1994, over 400 concerned
Americans nationwide with the assistance of
American Institute for the Republic (A.I.R.),
and attorney Paul Young, filed a Class Action
law suit against the procedures, conduct, and
behavior of the Internal Revenue Service and
its agents. The objective of this class action is
to put the IRS out of business and to arm the
American public with enough information, they

can use, to sue IRS agents who have usurped
the law, by using illegal procedures and fraud.
We expect that the IRS will be replaced with a
more equitable and constitutional program of
taxes.
We will proceed in the courts to obtain
partial declaratory judgements on 20 or more
various issues. Our Brief and further details
on the Class Action will be available by the
time you receive this notice. We are allowing
all Americans who want to share their disapproval of IRS proceedings, to add their names
to the Class Action Suit. Further details on
how you can participate are on a separate
flyer.
We will deal with the IRS on a three-prong
approach.
1.) In the Courts: Our approach to the
fraud and deception of the IRS is dynamite.
2.) Through the Strength of the Peovle:
Americans all over the country are rising up
and joining the Class Action Suit. Such a
force can not be ignored.

3.) Politicallv: The activity of this' case is
sending a strong message to our politicians.

We believe we will win on all three fronts.
Our case h a s already reached substantial
attention on Capital Hill. Over a dozen BRAVE
Congressmen have already called for further
details on our action and our alternative to the
IRS. The real thrust i s in the hands of the
American people. We are counting on enlightened Americans all over the country to climb
on board. With enough support from you, our
class action case will not only be a legal issue,
but will become a political hot potato. Your
name has been given to u s as a possible Center of Influence (C.O.I.) We have divided the
country into ten zones. We are looking to fill
eachzone with acompetent group (C.O.I.) who
will be responsible for the following:
Each one of the original 10 Centers of
Influence should have a mailing or FAX list of
several thousand active members. Each member will be responsible for networking with 10
additional sub-C.0.1'~. Each of these subgroups should be competent, having several
hundred of their own active members. Each of
those 10 groups will be responsible for others.
The result will provide a way that we can
literally wake this country up to the pressing
problems that face u s and to the knowledge
and resources available to the public.
Here's how it will work:
A s our class action proceeds, we will disseminate information to each of our 10 groups.
A s a C.O.I., you will maintain a priority posi-
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such terms and have such powers and'duties
as may be prescribed by the Bylaws or be
determined by the Board of Directors. In other
words, all decisions and actions of the corporation must be documented. For every official
position that your corporation creates, paperwork i s essential. You want to bury your
corporation with paperwork. Every time that
the IRS or anyone else comes to check on it,
make the trail just as confusing as possible,
but have everything there and in place. It may
be a little bit of work, but when they see that
you have done that, theyll soon give up the
chase. If you've covered yourself by making a
paper trail, they are not going to stick around
to give you much trouble.
T h e A u t h o r i t y Of Directom: Any Contract conveyance otherwise lawful made in
the name of the corporation which is authorized to ratify by the Directors or is done
within the scope of the authority actual or
apparent given by the Directors, binds the
corporation and the corporation acquires the
rights thereunder. So remember, anything
you sign i s binding. You are locked in; there
i s no way to get out of it if there is no clause
that allows you to back out of something.
The next section, 78 138: Directors 8a Officers. Exercise of powers and performance of
duties.
1. Directors, Off~cersshall exercise their
powers of good faith with a view to the interest
of the corporation. In performing their responsive duties, Directors and Officers are
entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports, books of accounts or statements in-

cluding financial statements ahd other financial data that are prepared or presented by one
or more of the Directors, Counsels, Public
Accountants, or any committee appointed by
the Directors to represent them.
2. Directors and Officers in exercising
their respective powers with the view to the
interest to the corporation may consider the
interests of the corporation, the employees,
suppliers, creditors and customers, the
economy of the state and of the nation, the
interests of the community and society, the
long-term and short-term interests of the corporation. Remember your responsibility is to
preserve the life and longevity of that corporation in any manner that you may think is in
the best interest of the corporation. You have
to look at how it will affect the corporation and if
you are actingaresponsiblyfor the corporation.
3. Directors may resist a change or potential change in the controls of corporations if
the Directors by a majority vote are quorumed
and determine that a change or a potential
change i s opposed or not in the best interest of
the corporation. What this gets into is in
section B on the next page: 'because of the
amount or nature of the indebtedness or other
obligations to which the corporation is in successor to the party of either may become subject to in connection with the change or the
potential change in the control, provides reasonable grounds to believe that within a reasonable time the assets of the corporation or
any successor would be or become less then
its liabilities." This section describes the Directors' and Officers' responsibilities with re-

Always More Attacks On
Getting; Out THETRUTH
A PRIVATE WORD T O

EKKERS:

I ask that this be left i n the writing, please.
I know that the realizations of the morning
and yesterday are heavy upon you-please
release it to me for there is nothing that you
can do about these situations which have
been set forth against you. Yes indeed, the
plans to incarcerate you both and also bring
down the 31sthb? a r REAL
~
in the p l a n i n g .
However, you will note that you were warned
and now you KNOW your enemies as well as
those claimed to have helped set-you-up.
The major thrust i s to close the voice of
myself and the speakers in CONTACT and the
stupid assumption is that to imprison my
scribe will accomplish that fact.
No it won't-it
will only strengthen the
desire of the speakers of truth and citizens
efforting to move back into freedom to make it
a flaming torch as a voice for freedom.
I have worse news for you ones and that i s
that documentation will be arriving which will
PROVE the association of Gary Anderson with
the Treasury Department and Gritz e t al.'s
association as inside troopers FOR THE GOVERNMENT AND IRS. SPIKE SESSIONS ARE
NOW SET UP TO MAKE SURE THAT ALL
TRUSTS ARE REVEALED AND PARTICIPANTS
NAILED. Ones are also involved, in Idaho,

where the heavy Grite et al. thrust will be
made, to have citizens attending to be arrested i n mass. Yes, indeed you citizens will
be incredibly bashed in facing the realizations
involved herein-FOR YOU WILL KNOW THE
NAMES!
Dharma, just put your hand in the hand of
THE MAN, precious, for in HIM is thy deliverancel You ones have served diligently in the
face of the ultimate price-and it will not be
unrewarded. Let u s attend our work and this
too shall pass--and, dear ones, the heart
wounds WILL heal. The path is strewn with
thorns, chelas, but it matters not whether it
be strewn with rose petals OR thorns-if ye
wear your heavy shields and boots. Remember it. If it would seem childish to pay attention to the warnings-ye shall be caught in the
foolishness of such decisions. Watch for ALL
clues and then wisdom shall be your passage
markers. So be it.
I am confident that some of the following
information will also be covered by staff at the
paper for they too have the packet of documents. However, I wish to highlight the information which i s important enough to merit
duplication if it should occur.
A s the 'big boyswtear their hair and rent
their robes in efforts to silence truth-it will,
instead, flourish if you ones will hold the
line-for the offensive plays, including the
winning of the game, is a t hand if you can

spect to a corporation that i s failing. The
Directors and Officers must act only in the
best interest of the corporation based on intelligent decision-making which may involve unsavory decisions such as bankruptcy.
This now should give you a better understanding of the responsibilities and roles of a
corporation's representatives.
Call Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc.,
directly at 1-800-398- 1077 for more information. Or write: NCH, Inc., P. 0. Box 27740,
L a s Vegas, NV 89 126.
*ORDER OUR COMPLETE IiEVADA CORPORATION MANUALTODAY FOR$27.95; CALL
1-800-398- 1077. .

GENERALBACKGROUNDINFORMATIONABOWP.ACY, T m VALlB
OF NEVADA C
O
~
~ W ~E
M A S S m DECEPTION OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND ~ T n
Ss EXTORTION R A C m , A m ?HE GENERAL
?'??UrnBEHIND Om MODERN BCONOMIC m L A f = , SEE Tf3gPHOENIX
JOURNALS: (#4) M R A L . TO ECO

-

BOMIC . .DISA$TERt (#lo)
FISH00wz, Isr16I.wAND 1*1?j r'r(E
BAKED PH0ENX)r.. See BWPugefor
ordetr'ng infomtion*
gather and hold the team. There are some
excellent patriot voices out there but you need
a focus and we are noina to make CONTACT
that focus. I t matters nG, as we move along,
how BIG it gets in order to contain the massive
amounts of information-but it shall meet the
needs as ones gather to form understanding
and presentation.
Information from CONTACTis reaching the
intelligence groups, government committees,
etc., before it comes off the machine--AND
THEY ARE DOING EVERYTHING THEY CAN
THINK OF TO STOP THE FLOW OF INFORMATION-FROM BRIBES TO THREATS AGAINST
THE "TELLERS'. [Editor's note: See 4 / 2 6 / 9 4
CONTACT, Front Page Story, *Ronn Jackson
Exposes House Banking Committee's HUSH
Offer' a s a n example.] REMEMBER, HOWEVER, THAT THESE PLAYERS ARE ROW 011
Y Y TEAM AND THAT GIVES A WHOLE
NEW SET OF CIRCUMSTANCES TO THE
ASSAULTING ADVERSARY.
6/1/94#1

HATOH11

TRANSCRIPTION
The following is a transcription of a taped
telephone call received yesterday, April 30, in
the CONTACT office.
It was requested by the calling party that
the conversation be recorded with witnesses
due to the inability to get 'faxed" hard copy
sent from his location-which is in prison in
Carson City, Nevada. The calling party is
Ronn Jackson with whom we are now all familiar and we believe him to have credible information in a DIRECT conduit.
Since there are now other warnings of the
same information coming all the way from the
West Coast (Northwest), I believe this should

T
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be the focus of our attention. I had already
warned you of the intention contained within
the message-two days ago-and was all but
ignored by you in efforting to please your socalled 'defense" attorney.
I will tell you, further, that the 'enemy
camp" was already privy to the intention of Mr.
Dickey to 'dump you" as clients. By this I
mean the ongoing cases regarding the Phoenix
Institute. I believe that point can also be
verified by witnesses.
These acts of "unconditional love" as being
expressed against the Ekkers and the Institute are a bit overwhelming. Especially since
it seems the unconditional love part of this
B. S. is given to the adversary and to the very
one who h a s received funds FOR Leon Fort
and now claims he DID NOT. The endorsed
and deposited checks seem to make no impact
on our 'unconditional love" status.
Does this all mean that 'our" attorney, Mr.
Dickey, is playing with the very enemy he
claims to be serving you against? I won't
answer that one FOR you-but the results are
the same under any circumstances. I find that
what i s actually happening i s that Mr. Dickey
is terrified on two counts-one, because the
cards are stacked against you by the thugs,
court and opposing federal criminals, the other
t h a t he h a s been convinced you will not HAVE
FUNDSTO PAY HIM ADEQUATELY. For what?
So far there h a s not been even ONE evidence
of anything positive from him. Now, with all
the time and money expended he says he
wants "OUT" prior to the next hearing scheduled for next Thursday because Ekkers prefer
to not go to Carson City?? And, that somehow
'communications" have broken down and you
don't fully 'trust" him.
It becomes evident that Mr. Dickey was not
a good reader of CONTACT or he would have
noted that there will be available several million dollars JUST FOR THESE LAW SUITS1
Why all the focus on the destruction of the
Ekkers? Because the ASSUMPTION is that it
is through their being 'taken out" that the
CONTACT can be silenced. i t is assumed that
no further information will be coming forth
about the turncoat ("Judasgoat"-Mr. Gritz's
favorite term for me) activities of Sir Gritz and
his legions of immediate cohorts, Gary Anderson e t al. A s the revelations pour in from our
writers WHO KNOW THE WHO'S WHO AND
WHAT'S WHAT-THE STUFF IS IN THE FANAND IT IS GETTING I N THE FAN THROUGH
THE NOW WORLD-RENOW NED CONTACT.
CALLS FROM VERY HIGH-LEVEL 'SUBJECTS"
HAVE BEEN MADE TO THREATEN, DEAL,
BRIBE, ETC., TH E PARTIES INVOLVED IN
THESE 'REVELATIONS".
A t any rate the.following i s a transcription
from the tape as received by Mr. Rick Martin a t
CONTACT yesterday, from Mr. Ronn Jackson.
This i s being transcribed to facilitate having
'hard copy". Mr. Jackson will put the information to signed documentation as well, but time
being of the utmost importance, he handled
the warning in this manner [quoting tape]:
RM: Today is April 30, 1993. [Error in
date of year in point. It was actually April
30, 1994.1
RM: Ok, Ronn, go ahead.
RJ: Hey, ah, you better record this, Rick, if
you would.
RM: Ok, hang on one second.
RJ: Alright.
RM: Ok, we're ready.
RJ: Ok-I understand you, with some of
your legal problems-E.J. i s having a court

CONTACT:
appearance in the State [of Nevada], next
week. The word is that they are gonna arrest
him when he comes into the State.
RM: Oh, is that right?
RJ: I don't know how accurate it is, but
usually my source is pretty good! So, I would
certainly look a t it, and there might be a little
conspiracy going on. Some people might be
wanting to, you know, get a little heat off
themselves and they might 'roll over" on you if
you're not careful.
RM: I appreciate the warning.
RJ: Ok, I thought you should know that.
What's going on over there? Anything?
RM: Let me turn the recorder off-hang on
one second.. .[end of taped message].
Alright now, nice people, in view of the
above information from someone who i s about
a s high in the "know" a s anyone, coupled with
at least two other warnings from entirely different locations-WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF
YOU WERE EKKERS AND-OR THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS OF THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE?
How would YOU feel if your attorney was resigning if you didn't show u p in Nevada? What
would YOU do if he did, in fact, already have
his withdrawal papers ready to file on Monday? What would YOU do under these circumstances when the 'opposition" is indicating that Dickey, Dixon AND Tips were 'working" with your enemy? Well, if 'God be with
you, who can stand against YOU?" That is a
nice 'saying" but it is valid only if you ACT
appropriately!
The case in point was a n Order to Show
Cause as to why these notes of Green's should
not be enforced and the books, which he holds
hostage, returned. The trial itself is not set
until January, 1995. The books, as such,
because of the now outdated material (magazine-type of dating) and all of the books would
have to be rebound to remove America West's
authority and property rights statements-could these certain RISKS be taken? There is
so much valid and solid evidence available
that the entire confrontation i s totally absurd.
The intent would be, you see, to arrest
Ekkers BEFORE ABILITY TO TESTIFY! ALSO,
TO SERVE PAPERS WHICH REPRESENT FEDERAL RICO AND MANDATORY RECEIVERSHIP
PAPERS ON ANY AND-OR ALL MEMBERS OF
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE INSTITUTE.
How many of you STILL THINK you ate in a
?licewworld~edwithlovingpeoplewith'unconditional love'? These individuals will cost everyone every cent they have-including themselvesto destroy others (any and all others) to maintain
their own lies, deceit and greed.
You are told that, 'Well, we need Ekker to
testify as to 'exactly' the circumstances of
Green's notes, etc.* Oh? Why? There ARE the
valid NOTES all nicely dated and signed and to
prove further the intent of the notes--check
drafts made out to America West(s), Green,
and t h u s and so-endorsed and DEPOSITED
OR CASHED. What in the world would attorneys need? Unless, of course, they are in
cahoots with the enemy camp? And then to
cry, 'No trust in me!" is the epitome of the
oxymoronic assumption that there are attorneys who would not lie or deceive. And WHY
would this demand for attendance be forthcoming under threat less than a Week prior to
court hearing? There was never any intent of
the Ekkers going to Nevada for this hearingand the attorney in point-KNEW IT.
I'm reminding all of you who have pakticipated in the Institute that ifyou fail to demand
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of the authorities in the State of Nevada to
cause them to cease and desist with this garbage-perhaps we have to assume you wish to
'losew. Ekkers have kept you covered safely
within the laws and further steps are under
way to INSURE security. This is one reason
the opposition needs to act this week-so that
the Ekkers will be 'away" and unable to finalize the documents. Well, I believe with this
warning under way-we will make some arrangements for some kind of coverage by third
parties--JUST I N CASE. Thank you, E.J.
What will you do for an attorney? Well, I
think that there will be at least one other who
can see the case from, if nothing else, the
possible bank account. I would even suggest
that Mr. Tips may well want to finally answer
the incredible position in which he is bound
by his own moral ethics. There i s NO REASON
he can't represent all of you and actually be
In-House Counselfor the Institute. Mr. Green,
through devious deceit, got Mr. Tips to attempt some actions in his behalf which were
both unethical and actually enough to cost a
lawyer his Bar Club ticket.
The point it that a 'corporation' is REQUIRED by the courts to have authorized legal
counsel in good Bar standing. So, what ifyou
can't get a lawyer? Well, my, isn't that a n
interesting question? Indeed, I believe that if
you ever FIND your original 13TH AMENDMENT and hang all the lawyers, j-udges and
legal politicians-it will be a real interesting
circumstance.
So, who are involvedin the action AGAINST
Ekkers and the Institute? Luke Perry, George
Green, Rod McBroom (Eleanor Schroepfer),
George Abbott, Esq., David Horton, Esq. and
Leon Fort. Of course George Green claims he
h a s NOTHING to do with anything!
Luke Perry's efforts have been thrown out
of court for trying to get his stepmother's
retirement money for himself. Rod McBroom
is Eleanor's son who HAS NO CONNECTION
TO ANYTHING but was proclaimed John's Conservator (unlawfully) and I will speak to this
issue later, and, of course, Leon Fort who was
supposed to be receiving his money as returned THROUGH HIS ATTORNEY, ABBOTT.
Abbott certainly cashed, somehow, the checks
from the Institute. Mr. Abbott h a s been disciplined by the NevadaCourt AND the Bar Association for past indiscretions and an addiction
to alcohol which brought disciplinary action.
I s THIS the 'unconditional LOVEw that requires total love and allegiance to the adversary and persecution to the truth-bearers?
The Institute will make all loans 'good" and
was doing so in the case of Leon Fort-until
THEY broke all the agreements and George
Green scattered some information around
which would be "criminal" in nature regarding
the Institute-in his little 'deceit packageswsent to EVERYBODY. The 'Wilmington Trust"
statements COULD ONLY HAVE COME FROM
ABBOTT OR FORT-DIRECTLY TO GREEN.
Whether George wishes to admit to same,
and has in fact denied any relationship with
the Institute-HE WAS AN OFFICER AND DIRECTOR!! HE TOOK $350,000 IN GOLD SENT
TO THE INSTITUTE, KEPT IT HIDDEN AND
THEN TOOK IT SECRETLY TO NEVADA AND
BURIED IT. STILL, WITH ALL THIS-IT HAS
GONE ON NOW INTOTWOYEARS-AND NOTHING IS DONE. WHY? BECAUSE GEORGE
GREEN CLAIMS TO BE IN SERVICE OF ONE
OF THE INTELLIGENCE GROUPS-ALONG
WITH OTHER TREASONISTS.
What else is the 'scuttlebutt"? Who else,
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then? Well, the facts are now comkn forth
that ~ a r Anherson,
y
f6r instance, made ;dealp
with the Government Treasury Dept., and
[GntzJs]SPIKEcourses are set up to get lists of
names-and
when trustsare set UP, etc., they
are watched and then the IRS swoops down
like arresting buzzards. He was entangled
with a bunch in an operation which might be
referred as 'Wolfgang', etc., and it seems that
over $60 million (or billion, who knows?) was
stolen somehow. Now, as to nice Mr. Gritz?
The word out is that Gritz is in coalition with
the IRS and other Government strong-arms.*It
is told to u s by others-we have no way to
check on validity as of yet-but we are assured
that validation i s available that, for instance,
it i s planned that soon there will be special
SPIKE training sessions in Idaho. These would
handle bunches of a hundred participants or
so, we are told-and all will be arrested at the
ending of the sessions so word won't leak
out-but arrested none the less and then another 100 will be run through, etc. I s this
true? Well, I won't comment on that aspect of
this story-because, after all, Gritz claims I
am just a 9- 1/ 2 foot lizard who looks like Doris
Ekker. I certainly, then, would not wish to
cause Doris Ekker any further problems. I t is
certainly insulting enough to be labeled as
looking like a lizard-and as was already said
by him (Gritz) to not be as easy on the eyes or
as entertaining as J.Z. Knight of Ramthal I t is
also said it (Gritz e t al.'s operation) is all
working through aWhite Supremist bookstore
which i s somehow tangled up w i t h a Mr. Flowers or some similar name. I believe there are
other names which you would recognize, such
as Gillespie, Anderson and so forth.
I am reminded of my friend from out of
state who used to share with you readers her
Nostradamus information. Her initials were
D.J. E. and she was 'right on" every time. She
did, in fact, write warnings to both Green and
Gritz-at least two YEARS ago-that what they
were doing would be 'jail- time" activities.
Those warnings were sent DIRECTLY from here
to them. They both thought them to be 'funny".
I believe that my own attempt a t "prophecy" in these particular instances is that "jailtime" i s a foolish assumption as long as the
serpents are in power. HOWEVER, when the
citizens of this nation ACTUALLY get the drift
of what is going on and WHO IS ACTUALLY
DOING YOU IN-they may well WISH for simply 'jail-time". To me, citizens, there is no
greater traitor than he who claims GOD and
NATION in FREEDOM at all costs-while having sold out to the demons themselves; the
very brothers who trusted them. I s there no
honor even among thieves? I guess not. M a n
h a s generally allowed himself to become unworthy of trust. GOD ALONE BEARS RIGHT
OF TRUST AND FAITH-AND IT IS UP TO YOU
TO DISCERNTHE BRINGERS OFTRUTH. YOU
HAD BEST TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THE
REAL 'LAWS OF GOD AND CREATION".
Let u s leave this. At the meeting this
afternoon we will discuss with the other Board
members, and businesses which might be involved, this circumstance. I would appreciate
any and all questions from those present regarding this writing while I am present to
respond. Decisions, however, as to actions
are going to be left, ultimately, up to YOU. I
will offer any information which is AVAILABLE
for your consideration-but I shall not nowor ever-act as a fortune-teller unless it involves the direct safety and security of my
immediate workers! So be it.
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J. Edgar Hoover
,

(Continuedfrom Front Page)

to me but I will say tliis, with my knowledge of system are growing by the day, from many
the seamiersideofthisflakyandunconsti~tionaldifferent parts of the political spectrum. L a s t
government, the chances are that your Youndei autumn, the Washington Post ran a six-part
stepped on the wrong toes. If a print-out of the series cataloguing a horrifying pattern of
Justice Department files on his case will help, prosecutorial abuses by the Department of
please let me know. I had t h e entire filestrpn.- Justice (DOJ) and its chief investigative arm,
ferred to mother location that i. .rta and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The
Post was joined shortly after the Clinton inausecure.
Paragraph #4 mentions the former FBI Direc- guration by 7Yme magazine, which ran a fourtor, William S'essions. AS a Judge in Texas he page story warning the new President that his
administered a couple of loyalty oaths on some greatest challenge would be reform of the Justice Department and FBI. Such ideologically
projects in which I was involved (to me).
While the media reported that his removal was diverse publications as Forbes and Mother
due to his--inwithWWBarrandhisabuses Jones magazines have joined the drumbeat
of his business expenditures, the real reason for with recent cover stories; and Rep. Jack Brooks
his removal was a statement made to my former (D-Tex.), chairman of the powerful House Ju'employer" about his plans for accessing Social diciary Committee, has mooted the creation of
Security and other files. While government is acongressional select committee to probe corplanning to make d those fles available to d of ruption in the federal judicial system.
government and others, Mr. Sessions had the aA n ongoing pro be of t h e J u s t i c e
typical Government Big-Mouth Syndrome which Department's handling of the Inslaw case,
is not in vogue with the leftist philosophies of the involving DOJ trickery, fraud, and deceit leadcurrentadministration. (Thatis,unlessyou are in ing to the bankrupting of a small Washington
the inner-circle of the 'Clinton$. Number 2, Mr. computer firm, could lead to the appointment
Talbott and #3, Ms. Acheson of Justice who are of a n independent counsel to look into that
scandal further.
students of Lenin and Hegel.)
I do not know Mr. Anthony Summersnor have
And, most important, Congress and the
I read his book on J. Edgar Hooveynor did I ever Executive branch are being inundated with
speak to Mr. Hoover or Mr. Tolson; however, on calls and letters from the United States and
page 34, 3rd paragraph, there were not 2 men. abroad, demanding a reversal of the judicial
There were four and they worked for Bill Casey. railroading of political economist Lyndon
There were two (2) N e cpbinetr, and they con- LaRouche, carried out on orders of the Bush
tained 2.3 19A l ~ h Files.
a
Caseygave them t o me White House over four years ago. LaRouche is
and the contents of those Gles will be the basis for now in his fifth year of a 15-year federal prison
abook, TheDeathofCdot, Books, THEHOOVER sentence, on totally invented conspiracy
FILES. Both Susan Rosensteil, Joe McCarthy, and charges.
Over a t the J. Edgar Hoover Building in
the restofthegarbageat thetime are inthose Ees.
Washington, D.C., FBI director William SesThe book will be on the market in 1995.
The last 4 paragraphs on page 36, Column 2, sions i s facing a n internal revolt, led by oldstate: We told you so." I have to apologize for not time Hooverites, who are reportedly furious
seeing or hearing your words. In the next few about-among other things-his support for
months I shall rectify several injustices perpe- Black and Hispanic agents battling against
trated on the citizens of our Great Country and Bureau discrimination. On the eve of the
p e r w s I can assist Mr. LaRouche. Please con- presidential elections, Sessions earned the
tinue with your excellent magazine and, with the wrath of President Bush and Attorney General
spirit of the Constitution on our side, we will bury William Barr, for probing a DOJ cover-up of
the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL)banking
all forms of tyranny-I do so solemnly swear.
/s/ Ronn Jackson scandal, to conceal U.S. and Italian government high-level collusion in the secret arming
P.S.: 'The Death of Cametot is a dbook series. of Iraq. Barr counterattacked against SesBook # 1 will be released shortly. [Forthose of you sions by dredging u p a string of petty allegawho wish to oorrespond &th Ron% you m a y do so tions about personal corruption by the FBI
% CONTACT.] Your magazine m i a t find it inter- boss and his senior aides, biised largely on
esting. I also suggest you checkinto Case #CV-N- leaks from Bureau 'old boys" out to regain
93-401-DWH, U.S. District Court, Reno, NV. It control over T h e House That Hoover Buile.
President Clinton is now faced with the decimight be of interest.
d o n whether or not to fire Sessions, who i s
[END QUOTING OF RONN JACKSON LET- midway through a 10-year appointment. [H:
TER TO EIR AND BEGIN QUOTING OF EIR Of course we all HOW know what happened
u t h a t w u done.]
ARTICLE ITSELF:]
In the midst of this swirl of corruption
EIR FEATURE
charges, new revelations about the FBIs legendary former director, John Edgar Hoover,
March 19, 1993
have surfaced, providing a crucial framework
J U D I C I A L CORRUPTION:
for understanding how it was possible that the
IT DIDN'T END WITH
federal government's judicial and police funcJ. EDGAR HOOVER
tions could fall into such a state of malaise.
Twenty-one years after Hoover's death, a small
by Jeffrey Steinberg
army of eyewitness has at long last come forCalls for a cleanout of the U.S. judiciary ward to recount horror stories about the FBI
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under Hoover. Thousands of pages of previously classified documents have been released
under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
corroborating much of the eyewitness reporting.
The Boston Globe, in an editorial published
on Feb. 9 (the day that the Public Broadcasting Service televised a n hour-long documentary about the Hoover era), appropriately
warned its readers against thinking that the
Hoover expos6 was a matter of history: 'The
demystifying of Hoover should not be classified as a n academic history lesson. I t also
offers a political moral. The better Americans
understand how this crime fighter of legend
was really a pawn of organized crime, the
devoted civil servant a blackmailer of elected
Presidents, the chief defender against subversion the ultimate subversive, the better they
will know how to guard themselves against the
Hoovers of the future."
'OFFICIAL AND CONFIDENTIAL'
The source of many of the revelations is a
just-published biography of J. Edgar Hoover
by British investigative journalist Anthony
Summers. Summers spent over four years
gathering the material of Official and Confidentia1:'The Secret Life of J. Edgar Hoover(New
York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1993). The book i s
a damning indictment of Hoover and the entire
FBI. I t reveals that the federal agency responsible for combatting organized crime was led
for 48 years by a man deeply tied to Meyer
Lansky, the chairman of the board of the National Crime Syndicate. Hoover's marriage to
the mob afforded him access to blackmail
material on every top elected official in Washington, material he used frequently and ruthlessly. Yet Hoover himself was addicted to
gambling and was a notorious homosexual.
Photographs and other evidence of Hoover's
sexual escapades were in the files of Meyer
Lansky, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS),
and its postwar successor, the CIA.
Although Summers does not provide any
direct documentation, it is impossible to conceive that the Soviet intelligence services were
not equally aware of Hoover's obscene sexual
and gambling appetites. The implications of
such Soviet access to the 'Hoover File" should
force a reassessment of some of the .most
significant events of the Cold War.
The picture that emerges from the Hoover
story i s a tragedy. Presidents, senators, and
congressmen were ruled for decades by fear
and extortion. Some of the most profound
decisions affecting the future of the United
States were made, not on the basis of principles or the merits of argument, but were
based upon secret poliCe methods of coercion.
[Seethe box on Page 33 for more comments on the
appalling antics of J. Edgar Hoover.]
There is a strong implication in the Summers book that, when the traditional blackmail and extortion methods did not work,
Hoover had no qualms about resorting to murder. Hoover's power struggle with the Kennedy
brothers, John and Robert, were resolved only
by assassins' bullets. An even stronger case is
made by Summers that Hoover was in some
way'involved in the assassination of civil rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. While it
would be foolish, in light of all the evidence
now publicly available, to presume that Hoover
was solely responsible for those three tragic
murders, the vital role of the Hoover FBI in
covering up the assassinations was so important that it is hard to conceive that he was not
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a least a major player in setting up the execu- FBI. H i s personal role in the 1919-20 Palmer
tions i n the first place. [H: Bear with us, Raids positioned him to win the directorship
readers, as we unfold the "CAMELOF story in May 1924.
as offered by Ronn Jackson s o that we are
Forty-eight years later, Hoover was still
not side-tracked by these particular obser- the FBI director, despite widespread belief
vations. W e can only do s o much in a day throughout official Washington that he had
and present even less in a paper--so please become completely senile. Nearly deranged
allow us continued focus without interrup- and prone to rambling diatribes about the
tions for interrupting side-details. Thank 'commie menace" and the sex lives of promiyou. I t is all going t o get told!]
nent Washingtonians, Hoover nevertheless
Hoover's personal attitude toward the remained in office. The key to his power was
Kennedy brothers and Martin Luther King was the private blackmail files he maintained on
demonstrated by the director's itinerary the the nation's most powerful figures.
days after John Kennedy and Martin Luther
The night that Hoover died, his closest
King were shot: he went to the race track, arm- aides showed up at his home and a t his office
in-arm with his sometime homosexual lover, and carted off truckloads of those secret smut
FBI Deputy Director Clyde Tolson. [H: I t is files. Their continued existence assured that
important t o go back NOW and refer to the the Hoover legacy would survive, even after
line of power within Clinton's inner-circle the director himself was laid in the ground.
as refers to TOLSON and Ms. ACHESOA &of
Through scores of interviews with longtime
Justice". You are going to really get an- friends and enemies of the director, Summers
noyed and nauseated as you read on....I
established beyond a doubt that J. Edgar
Hoover was a very particular brand of homoTHE ANAL-SADISTIC PERSONALITY sexual; the kind that in public maintained a
fanatically puritanical code of morality and
The strongest feature of Summer's biogra- conducted brutal purges of suspected homophy of Hoover i s the deep insight it provides sexuals in the government, while i n private
into the director's personality, largely through engaging i n the most degrading and obscene
the eyewitness accounts of people who were acts.
integral to Hoover's career and private life.
One principal source of this information
Born in 1895 and raised in Washington, used by Summers was Susan Rosensteil, the
D.C., Hoover was the youngest offour children wife of Lansky syndicate operative Louis
of Anna and Dickerson Hoover. H i s mother Rosensteil. A Prohibition-era bootlegger,
was from a well-to-do Swiss Calvinist family. Rosensteil used his ill-gotten gains to found
H i s father was a government print-maker who Schenley's Liquor Company. Despite his nomihad a mental breakdown during World War I nallylegitimate businessventures, Rosensteil
and spent much of the rest of his life in and out remained a front-man for the Lansky Syndiof mental institutions. He died of his mental cate, laundering black market money and hanillness in 1921, and Hoover never discussed dling the illegal bookmaking for some of
his father, not even with his most intimate America's power elite. According to his widow,
associates.
Rosensteil was J. Edgar Hoover's bookie. He,
Hoover got his first job at the Department along with former Joe McCarthy aide and mob
of Justice through family connections (his lawyer Roy Cohn, was also Hoover's pimp.
mother's cousin was a top DOJ attorney, soon
In a televisedinterviewwith PBSs Frontline
to be appointed to a federal judgeship). and in a sworn statement to Anthony SumHoover's first substantive work involved the mers, Susan Rosensteil described two sepapursuit of aliens, particularly German aliens. rate instances in which she was present at
I t was the eve of the Red Scares and the Palmer parties a t the Plaza Hotel in New York City,
Raids of the early 1920s. Hoover's zealous where Hoover dressed in women's clothes and
pursuit of aliens earned him a job with the engaged in homosexual acts with young men.
The second incident described by Mrs.
Rosensteil was particularly noteworthy: 'A year
later, according to Susan, Rosensteil asked
her to accompany him to the Plaza again. She
agreed, in return for a n expensive pair of
earrings from Harry Winston's, and the procedure was the same as on the previous occasion. Cohn ushered them into a suite to find
Edgar, again attired in female finery. His
clothing this time was even more outlandish.
'He had a red dress on,' Susan recalled, 'and a
black feather boa around his neck. He was
dressed like a n old flapper, like you see on old
tin-types.
"After about half a n hour, some boys came,
like before. This time they're dressed in leather.
And Hoover had a Bible. He wanted one of the
boys to read from the Bible. And he read, I
forget which passage, and the other boy played
with him, wearing rubber gloves. And then
Hoover grabbed the Bible, threw it down and
told the second boy to join in the sex."
The incident described by Susan Rosensteil
FBI man "FearlessFuzzdick" was the star of a 1970s cartoon
took place in 1959; a t the very height of
~ e r i e ~ ~ ~ b l i ~New
h e dSolidarity
in
newspaper. The paper was shut Hoover's power. Just a few years earlier,
down by the fuderal government in an "involun@rybankruptcy"
Hoover had been initiated into the 33rd
action
. in 1987-later ruled illegal.
degree of the Southern Jurisdiction Scottish Rite Freemasonic Lodge. Hoover had
been a Mason since the early 1920s, and many

lic relations. Rosensteil also set u p the J.
Edgar Hoover Foundation, and it was the foundation that financed the building of a memorial room to honor Hoover at the Scottish Rite
Temple a few blocks from the White House.

WHAT S U M M E R S OVERLOOKS

'

On many occasions during Hoover's 48
years at the helm of the FBI, victims of his
wrath drew the parallel between Hoover's FBI,
Hitler's Gestapo, and Stalin's NKVD. H i s
personality was certainly that of a Heinrich

Neither LaRouche nor any of his associates
had been enlightened by Susan Rosensteil or
any of the other witne'sses to the Hoover drag
shows. I t was self-evident in the nature of the
FBI's political operations that, as individuals,
the top FBI people were depraved.
The Summers book [see box below]does an
admirable job of documenting that depravity.
What remains to be seen is whether the Congress, the White House, and the American
people will launch a genuine effort to restore
the Constitutiohand dismantle the police-state
apparatus.
[END QUOTING]

sters. The Lansky Syndicate covered all of much more difficult to maintain. Walk with Rillrsub,eLt to an FBI .2trng,..framed up, and drrvm
Hoover's horse track bets. When he won, they me, friends, 1 have a very large hand.. .! In born
office.Lyndonr n O u c h e
hsthe begrnnrngof the end
paid him off, and when he lost, they 'forgave" brotherhood, Salu.
of representative self-government in Amerrca.
his debts. Hoover and Tolson attended the
horse races at Del Mar, sitting in a VIP box at
SUMMERS: DISMANTLE T H E been plans to break into Hoover's home bethe finish line. The owner of the box was the
F B I ' s BLACKMAIL FILES
fore he died-perhaps even to murder the
head of the Mattachine Society, one of the fvst
man. The morning Hoover died, when the
homosexual organizations in America, founded
Author Anthony Summers released thefol- undertakers arrived, they found men swarmby members of the Communist Party U.S.A.
lowing comments on his probe of J. Edgar ing through his house, ransacking the place.
All of the regulars at Del Mar knew that any- Hoover on Feb. 16:
Hours earlier, according t o neighbors, two
one sitting in that box was a "fairy"--to use the
Readers will be appalled, first, to dis- men were seen removing a heavy load
terminology of the day. The Soviet intellicover for themselves that Hoover's abuses wrapped in a quilt. Someone, evidently,
gence services and the FBI coexisted inside
were every bit as bad as his critics claimed. thought the directsr had squirreled away
the Communist Party and, according to some And once they take that on board, I think it some of his secrets at home. [H:Please
historians of the Cold War, used the CPUSA as will dawn on them that, for decade after refer t o Jackson letter {starting on Front
a back channel for intelligence collusion.
decade, this man succeeded in pulling the Page).] Meanwhile, despite orders to seal his
In other words, even though Hoover's ex- wool over the eyes of the American people. office, many files were spirited away Erom
ploits were kept from the general public until They will realize the leading role he played in FBI headquarters before Nixon's new acting
long after his death i n May 1972, his homousing the threat of Communism within the director could get to them. Some were desexuality, his protection of the mob, and his
United States-a threat which even he came stroyed by Hoover's longtime assistant Helen
blackmailing of public officials were all well to dismiss in private-to keep the nation in Gandy. Others were reportedly kept by his
known among members of the establishment,
a state of panic. This was a pervasive fear, aide and lover Clyde Tolson, and retrieved by
East and West. To presume, as Summers one which distorts American political life to the FBI when he in turn died.
does, that the key to the Hoover file was his this day. Readers will realize, too, that the
blackmail by organized crime, i s to miss the
man who held himself up as a God-fearing T H E LESSON T O B E LEARNED
fundamental nature of the beast.
standard-bearer of morality, democracy and
Hoover was installed in power a t the point
A congressional inquiry failed to fmd out
the American Way was in reality the very
that the United States was falling under the
opposite-a hypocritical, corrupt man who for sure what happened to the secret and
domination of a n Anglo-American oligarchical institutionalized the suppression of essen- sensitive files that were removed from headcabal, out to overturn everything positive that
tial freedoms.
quarters. I suspect most were destroyed.
the United States had once stood for. The
Hoover was able to pressure Presidents But there's no doubt that the massive file
creation of the FBI, like the creation of the
and make them aware of his power in such a systems still maintained at the FBI contain
Federal Reserve System and the Anti-Defama- way that even when they wanted to remove information that should never have been
tion League of B'nai B'rith, all at the same him, they couldn't. Hoover created his own collected in a democratic society. Some of it
time, signaled the consolidation of enormous massive propaganda department at the Bu- would probably harm prominent people still
power by this faction.
reau, building himself up, through the '30s alive, and certainly there is data that could
J. Edgar Hoover was groomed and elevated
and ,409, as a national figure. A s one Presi- smear the memory of revered politicians now
into the FBI director's job because of his obdent after another discovered, you can't just dead. It i s small consolation that much of
scene profile. He shaped a n institution around turn around and fire a national icon. More the information the FBI gathered was basethat profile, and the institution carried for- importantly, Hoover became an asset to those less gossip. I would second the call Anthony
ward that profile after Hoover's own demise.
in power. Every President from Roosevelt to Lewis made in the New York Times recently,
Nixon-Eisenhower came closest to being that the Clinton administration should
W E TOLD YOU S O
the honorable exception-used the FBI in promptly force all agencies to disgorge their
ways that, if known at the time, would have files on American citizens on request of the
In 1979, when the Carter administration seemed unacceptable to most citizens. By citizens involved. This should be the case
Justice Department and FBI launched Operadoing so, those leaders essentially delivered anyway-had the Reagan and Bush administions Abscam and Brilab, Lyndon LaRouche themselves into Hoover's hands.
tration not castrated the Freedom of Inforwarned that this was the beginning of the end
Newly released White House tapes show mation Act. Finally, and most important, we
of representative self-government in the United that the Nixon administration had been wor- must show that the lesson of Hoover's abuses
States. He called upon Congress and the labor rying-panicking even-about what Hoover has been learned. We should prohibit the
movement to stand u p and resist the blackhad in his fdes. Later, during the Watergate investigation of Americans because of their
-ail and frameups by the federal police. They probes, investigators were told there had beliefs or associations.

...
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request that the two enclosuresbe REPRINTED 1)66508, issued in August, 1967. This 'ObliAS ARE. Thank you. [SeeFront Page and Page gationwwas issued for the purpoae of obtainlo of last week's co-T
for more on this ing CREDIT FOR .
.
1 *ADAM H u m . .
roller coaster ride called "Treasurtgateml]
It was originally intended to be outstanding for a period of 6 months or less. While the
BUCKLEY CASE (TREASURYGATEI terms show on the reverse side as being 1-1/
4 % interest, that rate was only applicable if
the debt was retired within the time frame of 6
months. If the debt exceeded the 6 months, a
4/22/94:
penalty of 24.5% was to be assessed to one
4/30/94 I1 HATOIN
year and the interest paid. The note could go
RE: BUCKLEY C A S E
on indefinitely with interest rising 1% point
Since I want YOU to witness this, Dharma,
each 10 year period. Currently, the interest
I ask that you copy Jackson's letter and also
I am enclosing a copy of U.S. 'Obligationa rate is 16.5% with the note or 'Obligation"
being in the 27th year and the face value of the
33 gillion doliar note on 4-11-94 is:
$803,299,650,005.84. What this shows is the
irresponsibility of our leaders on a national
level and the fraud being perpetrated on and
against all of us-on a daily basis.
While three officers of government fded
affidavits stating the document, and others,
are a scam, why would this and other like
F.C.D.
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE
B.L.C
documents be shown on the "TREASURY"
and "FRB" (Federal Reserve Board) computer
C-D U.S TREASURY B.N.C.
systems as OBLIGATIONS? W E KNOW WHY!
T.L,D FEDERAL. RESERVE NOTE B.C INT~RNATIONAL
/s/ Jackson
TRANSACTlON

J acks0n 0n

.......................................
.
:

NO. 61089793?2219%75.F.L.
V.G. Q S M 7 y11056410R.D.

FEDUZAL LNTERNATIONAL TRUSTY V.C DOLLAR
V.L.J

CALCULATION P R O W

.
A.C.L.F

MONETER TRUSTY

INTERNATlONAL V.LJ

.

DEPARTMENT OF

INTERNATIONAL C.L

V-L.

ITrusty

pcr percent V.C

V.G.

5 Trusty

p a pcrcmt V J

. . . . . . . ,L.3 3.5 % / year
.. . . .. . D
,L
. 3.5 /year
. . . .. . . 3.L 3.5 %/year
. .... . .V, L. 3,) %/year
. . . . . . . ,V.J 3.5 % / year
. . . . . . . ,CH 3.5 % / year
. . . . . . . ,TJ 3.5 % / Year
%

T n a t y pa percent V.H
C.'.. *. Trusty per percent CL
V.11- $ Tnaty pa pacent V J
C.F.

L W ,5640011979734 1 1
-.

::

.-

Deposit U S .$.- 3 3.000.0001000
( Intcmatio~tV.A Trusty Dollar Transaction )
V-U,

'

C.P.

S

D.L.

$ Trusty per pa

Trusty pa

?
3

L
.3

.C lnvtrt V.C

I

3.5 %

/

.3 Ned Carrclt Tramadon

V.L.J

T.L.F

V-C COUNTRY DATE : T i(
V.F ID&IIC D
&

iI ..

3420078686, C t . H

T.L.3,)

:NH

3,5 % ( C.L.3

3.2 % 1

% VAL.

I,O %

Certificate B.L.3,

675008979734
W 1 1 2 3 10786, hL,.C, 43300786 1 109

5uarantcc V.1 Ministry of V.L.H

,67500897979.V.3.053

CJ Finam of Ministry ,56400786861,F.L.T
hmit Na66508
"aL.3 Acoocnt C.H No. 8 8 3 2 2
;:uarantee

I-5V.L
c
W-V
,L
.J
.

,P,67F034: -!! 19675.8-

~%rca&erof the United States
F.J. )bP007868fdJ.F.L
Fedual Resme LN.V Note
,

America, 67500897979.VL.H
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L at est JO URNA L
Goes To Press
Editor's note: Readers, please keep in mind
that it takes a good 8-10 weeks of publication
and printing activities between the time that w e
announce the latest JOURNAL here, only GOING to press, and when that new JOURNAL is
actually completed and available for purchase
through Phoenix Source Distributors. Always
look to the Back Page of CONTACT for JOURNAL availability information.
-

able in the MORE READING box at the bottom of
this page]. We are going to assist them in every
way we can but you must do your homework as
citizens of this world.
INTRODUCTION

I am going to waste no time in blatherings
this morning as too much is transpiring to
attend the time required for more than brief
512194 # l HATONN
personal comments.
Recently we have shared information reCRIMINAL P O L I T B U R O S
garding the crime scene in Russia and it comes
KILLING Y O U R W O R L D
to my attention that more and more i s being
seen in your American press regarding such
This journal shall be identified as:
crime. I s it accurate? Well, you have to know
about YOUR PRESS and then assume SOME
CRIMINAL POLITB U R O S OF IT may be quite accurate. However, as long
you have some members of the journalistic
A N ' O T H E R P U G ~ Sas
crew of the Associated Press who print total
As we speak of that which is smothering lies to 'set people upa as in the Ekker, Phoenix
your world you willfind that crime and corrup- Institute for Research & Education and mytion are s o widespread a s to ovenuhelm the self, in the case of the Institute vs. George
Green in Nevada, you can't depend on any
minds of citizens of every nation.
Within
the
pages of these current journals w e will offer the representation from that resource. However,
who have PROOF and W C P this article which will now be offered seems to
work of
MENTATION ofthese things of which we write. cover a lot of confirmations so we will present
in the it here that you might see things are coming to
fi ~ l run
l the list of Camelot, dead
injustice system, judgments regarding that the surface.
This particular printing comes from ALBUwhich was previously hidden and the integraQUERQUE
JOURNAL,Thursday, April 2 1, 1994:
tion within the U.S. et al. of Criminal Politburos
by
David
Briscoe, The Associated Press.
from Russia and other places, as well as the
players in your own game of disaster. This will
[QUOTING:]
take several volumes which m'll bear separate
identification labels for ease of subject choices
CIA WARNS OF
rather than volume numbers. Readers f i l l
'CRIMINAL
POLITBURO"
need to refer to their own sequence accounting;
IN
R
U
SSIA
w e are not publishers, only *magazinemtype of
dated material presentations.
Is&omRusWASHINGTO'
sia, China and Afiica are forging ties with old
DEDICATION
European and Latin American crime groups to
threaten national economies and world security,
I amUnable to
Other
than thank writers the CIA director told Congress on Wednesday
for contributions and sharing of such critical ( ~20,~
1994).
d
and eyepopping information. A s will be found
R J~~~ woolsey said a ~~h
-a
in this issue, we especially thank and honor: politburos could emerge as a power.d
with the network and resources to deal in nuclear
RONN JACKSON
warheads, while violent drug M c k e r s and other
criminal groups are spreading and coordinating
THE DEATH OF CAMELOT
activities throughout the world. [H:Please realize
that this is coming forth AND IS VERY IMPORGARY WEAN
TANT, READERS. This is actually saying that
A FISH IN THE COURTHOUSE there is a FACTION which is now in wmpetition
with that which has been totally controlled by
the UCOMMITTEES"of power up to this point
MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER
and now is setting up even stronger "arms"
FINAL JUDGMENT
against the tmditional power-brokers. You are
simply witnessing a rising-up of one of the
and
WTitanllw of power who w i l l be wnfronting the
BEST WITNESS
other 'Titanic'' powers that already "bew. I t is
forthis focus and confirmationof that which we
Please obtain their material "if you have brought you prior to this that causes me to
can" [RonnJackson's book is not yet published choose to offer this bit of press.]
Woolsey was the first witness in a two-day
as of this writing; Gary Wean's book has been
confiscated and i s not presently available; series of Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee
Michael Collins Piper's book information is avail- hearings onwhat panel chairman Sen. John Kerry,

..

D-Mass., said is an =invisible enemy" with vast
armies and wealth.
'Its agents have S t r a t e dtens of thousands of
communities on every continent,
-O~~CS
and deadlyweapons of war, gathering &lligence,
buildinn networks of influence and wwer." Kerrv
said.
Assistant Attorney GeneralJo Ann Harris, also
testifying at the hearing, had harsh words for
Colombian Rosecutor General Gustavo de GreiE,
who has called for decriminalization of drug offenses. [H: Herein let it be noted that by power
and oontrol prior to now--there has not been
any power great enough to break into the hold
on these crime profits by the Committee of 300
and greater powerr. These Committees have
had TOTAL "legal" reign over auch trafficking
and cornering of the massive wealth of these
crime trades.]
His policies, disavowed by Colombian Resident Cesar Gaviria, W result in only minimum
sentences upon some of the world's major narcotics traffickers, permitting their organizations to
remain intact and their enormous fortunes untouched," H a n i s said.
She also said that Panama,.despite the U.S.
conviction of former leader Manuel Noriega, "remains a jurisdiction of choice for the deposit,
transfer and shipment of illegally derived monies.'
[H:This f.ct alone PROVES what we have told
you about the REAL REASONS for yo- U.8.
invasionofPanamaandthe involvementofyour
ownAddnWmtion and Elite. It had nothhgto
dowithgoodness,honoror human anythhg4t
was r political umed invasion to protect YOU?
leaders andChvemment brnloasesinthe d r ~ g
trPMcking and money laundering.]
Robert Gelbard, assistant secretary of state for
narcotics matters, said o e d crime is "more
serious than as had assumed... We see -tJ
trends."
Woolsey said the CIA in the post-Cold War era
is giving increased attention to the ties among
international criminal groupa
Russian crime syndicateshave forged ties with
both Italian and Colombian criminal operationq
with the R u h providing h t y for drug tiafl
ficking networks, he said.
Nigerian criminal enterprisesalso play a major
role in drug tdlickjng, with 35 to 40 percent of all
heroin entering the United States carried in by
Nigerians, Woolsey said, Nigerian group also are
involved in carrying South American cocaine to
Europe, he said
Chinese crime groups, called triads, span inte-tional
boundaries, too, and operate "a host of
. . enterprises" wherever there are sizeable
:hinew communities.
Speaking of all international crime groups,
Woolsey said, W e need to understandthe complex
interplay between their illegal activities, their efw

1
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forb to forge international criminal links, their
money laundering schemes and their impact on
local and even national and regional stability."
North America remains the dominant market
for South American cocaine, he said,but Colombiantraffickersare expandinginto Europe, with 11
metric tons seized in Europe already this year,
compared to 16 metric tons for all of last year.
Burmaremainsthe leading exporter of opium,
accounting for 70 percent of the world market, he
said, and half of the refined heroin in the United
States comes from Southeast Asia
Much of Woolsey's testimony focused on
the growing threat of organized criminals in
Russia He said, they often are tied to corrupt
government officials.
He said there are 5,700 organized crime
groups i n Russia, with about 200 large,
sophisticatedorganizations. Theirpayoffshave

caused widespread corruption among government, police and military officials, and u p to
8 0 percent of privatized enterprises have been
victims of extortion, he said.
Russian criminal groups deal in narcotics,
antiques, icons, raw materials, stolen vehicles,
illegal immigrants, weapons and some nuclear
materials. The CIA has not seen significant
quantities of weapons-grade materials being
smuggled out of the country, Woolsey said, althoughthe dangerisgrowing, andtherehave been
reports of thefts of low-grade nuclear materials.
[END OF QUOTING]
I ask you to go back, now, and REREAD
this information. IT I S A RUNDOWN O F
E;VERYTHINO BEING DONE BY YOUR GOVERNMERIT, ADMINISTRATION A I D CIA.

THE PHOENIX PROJECT

THIS I S A FULL TURN-ABOUT TO PRESENT
THE EXACT THING BEING DONE WHILE DISTRACTING YOU TO BELIEVE ALL YOUR
PEOPLE ARE INNOCENT AND ALL THE YBAD3UYSAARE RISING. A S A MATTER O F FACT,
NIGERIA'S ACTIVITIES ARE CONTROLLED
BY THE KGB AID CIA. I think you had best
take this and tarn it about and you will see
the hard-ditch efforts t o cast blame elsewhere as more and more and more cormption comes to the public attention!
Pay close attention these immediate days
to see WHEN Bentsen of Treasury is to be on
Larry K i n g Live!
May GOD allow you insight and may you
awaken in time to PAY ATTENTION!
Gyeorgos C. Hatonn
GIA, Cmdr., IGFF-PC
Phoenix Project

Beware Of Aircraft Bearing
Ones Who Know The Truth!
&phd by the statute ofJdy 4,177& me Lkmkr.atioa o . d e p a n & e

"Wetiie People C o m e t t e e
3& R.Rmkop, &a:-utiwDhttor
1191@CM m a aEwt, #I42

h@up

W-toea, &PosW&~e: M37mOC

April 28, 1994

TO:

FAX TO: (2W)
224-9393
The Honmble Slade Gottan
United States Senator
730 Senate Hart BulMlng
Washington, D.C. 2051OmDC

Re:

TO:

FAX TO: (202) 224-0298
The Honorable Patty Murray
United States Senator

834 Dirksen Senate OfRce Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510/TDC

(1) Congmman McDonald and the alleged shoot-down of KAL Flight 007
(2) ArrosW Air. I n t DC-4 Crash at Girnder, Nwfuundland
iJ)
Pan Am FllgM 103 crash over Lockerbee, Scotland
(4) United S*
Government cornplldty in a multi-faU cover-up
(6)Tredin(1 rrith the Enemy Act of Odober 6, 1917 112 USCS 95a & 95b]

Dear Senator Gorton and Senator Murray:
Tekm the above br theit numbered sequence of order, I am in receipt of a FAX
mmunlcatlon from r Mr. Jack T. Shlndler, Vlce President of the Thomas Company,

MAY 3, 1994

3890 Swensan, Sdte m24,La$ Vegas, Nevada 89119, which purports that he has
received reports from Ukrainian refugees in Canada, that Kwwn AMbes f&h? a07
dW ngt msh El fW as reported by the media, but was instead formd to make a
'water lanndlng' and thst the 289 passengers, the Korean pilots, and United States
Congremen Larry McDonald a n belng held captive in a Siberia prison camp. The
FAX report indithat Congressman McDanald lo thln, but well, and goes on to
indicate lhat m
e 175 Mher persons, primarily Unlted States military ofiqr8, are also
belng held In this camp.
I r m 8 d the FAX crwnmunlcatlon on January 19, 1994, but needed to acquire further
data to confirm the report. Now, after revlewtng other information cancemlng
drcwnstancss hwgM to bear from addMona1 sources, I believe there is compelling
evidence to suggaet'thatthe FAX communication I received in January is genuine. And
H true, there Is not one United States Senator or Representative, or American Citizen,
that caukl not be wwC10ed to the same fate, sl#lsr through some ill concalved covert
operation gone wrong, or autrlght blackmail.

We have grave m c e m that internal or external components of the United States
Government and a wmplidt news media have covered up the fate of those aboard KAL
007, in dmilar maawre as to what accurred concerning the fatal plane crash in Gander.
Newfoundland on December 12, 1985. This tragic crash clslmed the lives of 248 men
and women of the U.S. Army's lOlst Airborne Dlvlslon and the 8 crewmembers of the
AlKM Alr, Inc. charter airline carrying them.
As you may recall, the troops that died in that plane disaster were returning from a
&month tour of dyty in the Sinai Peninsula as "psacekeeplng forces' pursuant to the
Camp Davld Acawds. The aircraft had departed Cairo, Egypt, the day before and
made an intmgdkite refueling s t ~ pin Cologne, Germany, before flying on to Gander,
Newfoundland. 8hPrlly after 6 a.m. H was taking off in the predawn darkness for its final
leg to Fort Campbell, the home base of the 1018t Airborne Division. The plane was
airborne only ebwt 15-second& when it crashed into a ravine a half mlle from the
runway. All 256 p m n s on board perished.

In the Newfoundland inddent, an oversight heating was conducted by the
Subcommittee an Wme of the Camrnlfiee an e Judiciary of the House of
Represmtatlves aC the 1018t Congress. Second Session, on December 4 and 5, 1990.
It is apparent from reviewing thls 907 page document, including the 'Dissenting
Oplnlon" of the CanadIan Government contained therein, of the inescapable conduslon
that a massive cover-up has been perpetrated by those agencles of the United States
Government with ragard to the aolUlcause af the Gander, Newfoundland DC-8 plane
crash. It b dearly apparent that the Canadian lnvestlgatlon was much more thorough
than that of the Ulr)isd States, and that the aircraft d!W oatcrash because of purported
ice cantamlnetlon an the wlngs, thls being only a l k w m H d p m u m p ~ .ln fact, the
majority adduced them wao r*, etaiabus of
on any of the aerodynamic 6;urfaces of
the Arow Alr D M , except for a small amount on en unheated edge of a wlndshleld,
which cwld not Mve affected the flight. Instead, the proof is conclusive that this
aircraft suffered an h-!I&@M a@as@rmfto hwacP, that the power t9 the engines
was lost prior to the wash, and that an in-flight fire was observed emerging from the
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rlgM slds of the akcrsft, which as fudher witnesses testlfled, bemuse of the physical
evidence at the Qaah slb, a u l d only have orlglnated from within the cargo
proves beyond
comparbnent. T H conduslve evidence of the Canadian Got~~rnrnent
any shadow of dMlM that thcl mw Alr DC-8 suffered 'an in-flight fire that may have

re8uIted from d(#cmolkns of undetermined origin which brought abaut catastrophic

system failures.'
Yhia Dw$arntrer,four years wlll have elapsed since the crash of the DC-8 at Gander,
Newfwn$land. HpW longt Sendtot's, must the American people walt, before It is
determined WJbo plsopid the detanation device aboard the ill fated DC4, and those
responsk?lefor ths ~WQWS
of 256 men end women? When will the perpetrators be
brought to the bar pf justice? What lvrwe the pplltloal ramlficationo of thobe persons
mtumlng fram thr 8RaI Peninsula or perhaps the cargo or document8 aboard that
alrcre# that it was c~ncededby erne bureaucrat to eliminate evidence of wrong dolng?
In like manner, eleven years have elapsed sin- the crash of KAL 007 near Sakhalin
Island whidr -chimed
the llves of 269 people, lnduding several Amerlcan
Cltlrens and a UnW States Congressman. Haw long Senator's. must the American
people watt, beforb the true fate of those aboard is determinedAand if a cover-up has
been perpetrated? When will those responslbb be brought to justice?
How many more death trails will be allowed to be mntlnued and covered up by
cornplldi elernenla attempting to hide the truth? Who were the nW pqm&a@olaof
Pan-Am Flight 103, which was blown out of the sky over Lockerbee, Scotland with
several CIA operathee abaard, lncludlng U.S. Army General McKee and other military
parsanwl, whom lvve know were coming back to the United States to testlfy against
George Bush and the Odober Surprise Iranlcontra? What of the highly secret
intelligence group called "Pegasus' that gave files on the CIA criminal adlvltles from
1976 to 1982 to a member of the Jolnt Armed Services Committee, Congressman Larry
McDonald? [See: 434hwdhg Am8n'ca by Rodney Stitch] These files revealed corrupt
acthities by several U.S. presidents, federal officials, the CIA, and other members of
Government. Who was Trenton Parker, and why did the CIA and the Justice
Department W~YMCB
hlm In 19827 Was his incarceration to aid and abet, and protect
an on going government secret scheme called Op@.m#w1S ' Ckwe, the CIA'S
identlflmtbn for th@ several drug trafflddng operations in Central and South America,
under which other covert drug operation8 were ~perated,such as QmiWom W e
TOW#? Why wru, he kept in eolitary confinement in a federal prison for four years . . .
to keep hlm from blQwlng the whlatle to the media? Where is he now? I have seen the
CIA ~ ~ 8 n t ldowment
a l
showlng Parker's ONI and CIA status, which is contained
within tho bodc &mmg Arne&%@.) Trenton Parker stated that Congressman
McDonald let L be k n m to the press that he was going to reveal the statertllng evidence
upon his return M m the Far East, showlng that tha CIA and certain hlgh-ranking public
dfklak were part of on operation responsible for drug treflddng into thg Unfled States
since 1963 from Swheeet Asia. Ofcourse, McDonald boarded KAL A@ht M7f0r his
blp to tho Far Earit, that was allegedly shot down by the Soviets. :"Je now understand
that the alleged *Moot down" was a fake, orchestrated by highly placed government
offIdala both In the Unlted States and the Soviet Union.

-

It I8 truly abhorrent ihat the United States Government, or shadow components wlthln H,
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In conCg(t wlth k
n
m m r n u n l d nations have fpr years been fomenting vlolence and
terrorism worldwMe in the deceptive march toward a - New World Order and the
centmliafion of pawwo. While an the one hand the government makes its surface
appearance that ol o benevolent 'big brother", the incontrovertible evldence proves
mduslvely that ths United States Government has indeed been waging a declared
war of immense plOportlone under the scope and purview of subsection (b) of Section 5
of the 7 i i MiWb TAs G ~ w y
A d of Ocddlu tX 1917. That act is presently
codW Ot Mk 12 USCS. Section QSb, to wit: T i @eailbm, -Batbas,
mb,
Mt=emmardbvrH~m~
4y hamaR&r &km, pwmu&pfBd,

Thawfy&ar 4&mb I, fm' pwswnC to Blre aWbt#)+m f m by s u m n
(b,I ofmc&w 5oftYk A d of t X = h h r6, f$fZ as amantfed [I2 USCS S e n
&mby v v e d and cwfinnapd- '(Mar. 9, 1933, c. 1, Title I, Sectlon 1, 48
Stat. 1.)

H i s q ~ & &wAr#R the lkmgudng t h ? d h e A m ~ ~ o ~ tr0
' a dn l , r p M
m y . Aat hargUrs of the d b c h d st%& of *mtbmt8 m e r g m ufiderwMd,
A/tta&a lnrrsr 4&mm?ibr over slxly p a r s ; # W e h d EK-Hwi
puwms dhal

pePplb, in a&W-rdbw,by na&mhkfng ulrs &I i M m m of dndis (~atrronand
nwnawhg ilk, amam /Bw fmn wr awrl r m . Add&na@, -use
of dhe
w ~ a balaig
r
WWWm
t t~ A I I D p~e q ~ l ktlre ~~nstifut- fw t~ unw
S C r P l b af AnwliCvlbeen elTw#v@@m b a staH,o f s w p a ~and
~ ,as
bvk&W@dby
R W w!
datbd Muwvakr f8 9,@?3,
Phe Am&can
paapb lrow
wakw lbur deaQred sMMb of hatima/ e m ~ c , c Jibr
T the
B?-yeam, &q$hMn@Ma- 4,14W-

The Supreme Court once sald, 'fl &I naC ihe hm&haf our govamrnmt du, keep fie
~fianr~~Oarror;#&isilre~naflYIBC~~tokeepou
g o w m t Ifam W h g &to &mu'. As such, I hereby charge you to repeal
Prodamations 2 3 9 and 2040, and 12 USC %(a) and 95(b), and re-establish the
ConsMuWn for the Unlted States of America to its rightful position in out government
and to its rightful ~ ~ n e rWe.
s the People.

-

If them is any fiber of truth W wlthin either of your capadtles as Ame&a's IksZ and
as Un.W Stabs Senalor's second, I would urge both of yau to investigate the foregoing
atrodtks, and if you can not or wlll not carry out the d u t h and actlans required of your
oath of office, than plgaae, tender your reslgnatlon now so that another may take your
place who is wl~kyl'mdl~
able to do what you are incapable of doing. I remlnd you
bath, that under M i d e Ill, Section 3 of the Canotltutlon, 7mm agar3nd itce U n M
or h adbmfqg to the?
@'M&# #itemA# and Comhbrt.' Need we say more?

a-

W o h n R. ~rukob
Executive Director

"Qnaryou Kmw bhe TN~YI,dhe law w'Ifsetyou F m f w
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it was the Light of the world. She went down
amid a great shock and a great wave; and it
shall be that she shall come up the same way

SIPAP U ODYSSEY ::rif
..,

;~~~2g~~.~fg~g

the way shall be as the eagle flies from the
place which is Upper Virginia three hundred
Editor's note: The following is another man's desecration of Earth's most sacred ar- miles due east; and a t this point it shall be one
excerpt, from pages 4 1 4 4 (last excerpt is in the eas; the human faces carved onto the face of thousand and eight hundred feet from the
4 / 19/94 CONTACT),of the veryfirst work by magnificent Black Hills (one of the Indian's waters; and not a n entrance through the land
"Dharma' called SIPAPU ODYSSEY. ~ t t tirne
h ~ most sacred spiritual places). Diana was shall there be to the east, for it is not for them,
it was openly sobbing and Bob could not stop the which are to be the remnants, to communicate
of its writing, .bout seven years
flow of tears from his eyes. Somehow he knew by water; for it shall be with a new science, and
thought to be a
Of Fantasy' Howewr'
as the subject matter would not get easier as the a new method shall be given unto them. For
timepasses~slPAPU is a p p r e ~ a t e d f oits
r vivid evening progressed. He would be correct in there is not a place which is that shall remain
message from God's Hosts and its 'timingw that assumption.
the same in its present state.
clues for various events in the major planetary
'And not a person shall be left which i s not
transition now well underway on Earth-Shun.
FUTURE REVELATIONS
prepared for that which shall be. And there
See Back Page for ordering information.
are many called but few are chosen: for there
John, too, was accompanied by projected are none which have been chosen which have
ANCIENT REVELATIONS
visual holograms which made a n individual not been carefully prepared; and they have
have the feeling of actual participation within been unto themselves true, and they have
By Dorushka Maerd ('Dharma")
the scene itself. A s he spoke, appropriate given credit where credit is due. And now it i s
visualizations moved with his verbal illusions. given unto them to be the seed of the new
It was evening when the groups began to
He said he would simply be giving a de- Civilization which shall come upon the Earth.
'And within the time which is left before
gather u p the canyon for hologramsand speak- scription of things a s directly handed down to
ers. A s Steve and the Earth group joined the him, without personal comment. He then this shall come upon the Earth, it shall be that
many will be called: and they shall doubt; and
audience they noted many people whom they launched into his teachings.
'And it is said there shall be winds, and they shall fear; and they shall faint; and they
had not seen before. The gathering was situated in a widened area and those in atten- there shall be, in the time when it is winter; shall fall by the way; and they shall be in no
dance s a t clustered facing a sheer cliff wall and the trees shall bow down their boughs, wise, for it i s given unto man to fear that which
he does not understand-and for that does he
with a n outcropping of rock at i t s
wait.
base. As the natural light faded,
'And it is said there shall be
it was replaced by a 'spot-light"
winds, and there shall be the winds,
from the space craft which lit the
and they shall be as none the Earth
'stage" area. It was wonderful as
h a s known; and they shall be as
the sky was visible above the
the winds from the sea and from
stream of light. They could watch
the land all rolled into one great
the stars take their places in the
tempest. And they shall be as the
universe while waiting for the
winds of the North and the South
session to begin.
Spotted Eagle climbed to a
and East and the West, and they
shall tear that which is in their
point near the middle of the rock
path and they shall be as the reaper
outcropping and raised his hands
who mows down that which is in
to the Heavens. There was the
his path. And they shall sing with
scent of smoke wafting on the air
the bitterness of the cold. And they
and Spotted Eagle carried some
shall be as the elements of the
feathered items, in addition to a
beautifully decorated, longEarth, for they shall contain both
rain and wind; and the hail shall be
stemmed pipe. The audience fell
as big as bird eggs, and it shall split
into immediate silence as he took
his place and prepared to speak.
that which it hits.
'And it shall be that the sufferSpotted Eagle spoke of the
ing shall be great upon the Earth,
Ancient Ones and of the relationfor it i s given unto man to know
ships of every creation on Earth;
suffering. And he h a s not known
of the relationship of humans to
such suffering before, and, when it
dl of those creations. He spoke
is come upon him, he shall fall
~f the beauty and harmony of
down and shall cry for mercy.
Earth as our mother, and as he
'And it shall be that the winds
spoke the cliff became a huge
too small be great upon the E d 'screenw upon which was prothey shall blow East, West, North
jected a collage of action pictures.
and South and not a place shall
He continued to natrate as scene
after scene was illuminated before the group. and the winds shall sting with the cold; and there be upon the Earth which shall escape
The projections .showed the devastation there shall be great suffering among the people the winds which bloweth; and when this tribulation h a s come upon the Earth, it shall be
perpetrated by man on the two beautiful con- and they shall fall down and cry for mercy.
tinents known as the Americas. Among those
'And there shall be a mighty earthquake that there shall be many who have kept within
things shown were consequences of acid rain and it shall split in twain the country of North the law.
"And with the coming of the winds and
with dozens of examples of streams, rivers, America, and it shall be as nothing the world
large and small lakes, and oceans being pol- h a s known before, for it shall be that there belching of fire from within the Earth there
luted and destroyed; there were pictures of shall be a great part of the great land of the shall be-MOREl"
John continued by telling of how things
forests being poisoned by pollution, devas- North Continent go down and a great s e a shall
tated by man for industry and cleared for form within her center part from the Dominion would be. He said that no one would be
responsible for the words of another nor would
agriculture. The consequential terrible flood- of Canada into the Gulf of Mexico.
ing from the stripped watersheds was shown.
'And there shall be great ocean liners, any man take upon himself that which would
He showed pictures.of dozens of electric power liners which shall travel within its waters, be done by another. Each entity would be
plants, oil refineries, chemical and industrial which will be propelled by solar energy of the responsible for his own. He said man had lost
plants belching forth pollution. He showed next age. But with this they shall be unable to his identity with the Father God which had
the destruction resulting from mining activi- travel east to west or from west to east, through sent him and that if he would not awaken and
ties (there were also demonstrations of earth what is now the Atlantic Ocean, for it shall return to the Father he would surely perish.
John spoke on for a very long time giving
coliapse into some of the underground mine have amountain range which h a s been thrown
shafts as the earth shifted). The examples u p from the bottom of the Atlantic; and it shall illustration after illustration. He concluded
seemed endless.
be extended into the air to the altitude of ten by saying it was time to talk more about the
Spotted Eagle even showed examples of thousand feet and it shall be the City of old, for present.

New Gaia Products
GAIANDRIANA

Gaiandrianais anon-alcoholic health tonic
which provides basic 'foods" to help cells,
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to
return to a state of health.
The better our cells function, the greater is
the stamina returned to our internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral invaders. The end result is a feeling of wellbeing by, of course, being well.
The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as
'chondriana* in the Biological literature) are
capable ofintelligent, organizedattack against
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it a s a
'pac-mad operation of sorts. However, beyond that, the Gaiandriana are capable of
stimulating cellular structural repairs due to
damage caused by, for instance, free radicals
and cumulative levels of so-called 'background" radiation in our modern environment.
Healthy DNA and RNAwithin the nuclei of our
cells then lead to properly formed and concentrated enzymes, upon which healthy cellular
function depends.
Gaiandriana liquid is made entire*: from
wholesome natural ingredients.
AOUAGAIA

Complementary to the Gaiandriana product, AquaGaia is also a non-alcoholic health
tonic which provides basic 'foods" to help
cells, weakened by the stresses of modem life,
to return to a state of healthy function.
AquaGaia contains mitochondria. These
are the major biochemical energy 'processors"
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes
begin the breakdown process of organic nutrients (like fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to
intermediate substances such as amino and
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next 'bucket brigade" step, these various acid molecules are
processed within the mitochondria to release
chemical energy recognized asadenosine tripho s ~ h a t eIATPI.
bout 95% of the energy needed to "run
the machinew that keeps each cell going and
healthy is produced in the mitochondria.
Unfortunately, the mitochondria are particularly damaged by free radicals and cumulative
levels of so-called 'background" radiation in
our modem environment, These compromised
mitochondria, Like half-dead batteries, then
lead to impaired cellular functioning and
health. Thus is the importance of AquaGaia,
with its
'
" table supply of healthy mitachondria- like "fire& batterieg for the body's cells.
The better our cells function, the greater is
the stamina returned to our internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral invaders.

GAIANDRIANA & AOUAGAIA

To help in understanding the workings of
these organic 'pac-men" you must realize that

there is a protein covering 'cap" on viruses.
The protein cap is centered on a charged zinc
atom and is the part of the virus that recognizes and binds to DNA-in turn allowing the
virus to reproduce.
AquaGaia, in conjunction with t h e
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (asimple
'charge" change), which renders the protein
ineffective. This is a breakdown of 'parts" of
the Gaiandriana male-female DNA structure
which releases many working variants but
frees the Gaiandrionettes or 'killers" to take
out that zinc atom and pass right into the
affected cell. Without the 'cap", the virus
cannot reproduce and infect more cells-further, the damaged virus feeds the Gaiandriana
unified cells and the circulating mitochondria.
Healthy cells are not affected because they
lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the virus.
These "Gaia" compounds have an effect on
cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on
the cancer cells from producing a 'messenger'
molecule that blocks a second enzyme from
attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The compounds (Gaia)have been seen to actually take
out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer
cells. We have no claim to anything other than
stating that people utilizing these simple and
natural substances do show improved wellbeing and do report feeling generally and,
often remarkably, improved as to state of
health, thought processes and stamina.
The obvious conclusion is that there might
well be good reports of better health and faster
recovery, following infection by other viruses,
than those mentioned above. Allviruses known
react in generally the same manner.
It is known that many diseases are due to
retroviral DNA and these are the most affected
viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crystal forms). We, again,
make no medical claim*
-

we are simply reporting in an effort to explain
WHAT takes place within the cellular structures of living organisms.

NOTE
If any product you receive has a n unpleasant odor - it is from the finishing culture
process. Leave the bottle open to air andit will
quickly dissipate. Then, depending on taste
and preference-refrigerate after opening and
reclosing.
IMPORTANT: Do not mix t h e two,
Gaiandriana and AquaGaia, together for storage u t h e AquaGaia (mitochondria) are aggressive and begin t o "eat" t h e Gaiandriana
for fuel. Once ingested, they go about their
appointed tasks, but in bottle prisons they
are not particularly compatible once t h e
available fuel supply is exhausted. Juices
are excellent t o take with t h e AquaGaia
because t h e mitochondria must have t h e
fuel derived from same, the most effective
juice being from t h e tropical "Guavaw fruit.
Any juice is fine, however, and is most
pleasant t o intake. Diabetics should utilize
whatever juices are available on their food
plan t o keep within t h e safe guidelines for
calories and other requirements.
The most innocuous and easy intake
available is simply a few drops under t h e
tongue, both products taken a t t h e same
time or a t different times of t h e day. Once
t h e "initiala program is completed, and t h e
maintenance level of intake is being followed, certainly t h e drops under t h e tongue
are t h e least annoying t o any daily regimen.
GaiaLJIte

GaiaLyte is brought forth from Kargasok
Tea. This I S the basic component of MO-GU
tea as we have used the tea by that name. The

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 Quart)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 Quart)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each)
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes
COST: $1 50 (for CONTACT Subscribers onlv)
$180 (for non-subscribers)

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 Quart)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each)
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix
COST: $90.00 (for CONTACT s u b s c r i b e r s onlv)
$1 15 (for non-subscribers)

New Gaia Products
P.O.Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
For credit card orders, call:
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
W accept Dkwver, V i i 8; Masts Card
Please make all checks and money orden
payable to: New Gaia Products
(See Next-To-Last Page for Order Form)
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GaiaLyte is a fully integrated electrolytic liquid. The 'drink" i s a "concentrate" (3 to 1
minimum-as much to one as you like maximum). It contains EVERYTHING supplemental to Gaiandriana-INCLUDING A GROWINGPROGRAMMING BASE OF GAIANDRIANAAND
BASIC DRIANAS. It also contains enough
Carbragaia to equal a full schedule of what i s
beinn used i n Mexico-(shark-fin cartilage). If
you &e using M o - ~ ~ l k e on-it
e p
c& 6niy
enhance yourfull-rounded i n t a k e b u t it WILL
NOT be the same. However, the 'new" drink
will supply all you need without it. This i s NOT
A MEDICAL PROGRAM OF ANY KIND. We are
not physicians as in Medical Doctor; we are
not anything-except hopefully, sharers of information.
The GaiaLyte h a s a full spectrum of vitamins, minerals, Ginkgo, Echinacea, Chlorella,
Oxygenators, Aloe Vera-everything necessary
to "program' the cells in the tea membrane
AND the Gaiandriana included. This does not
reolace the Gaiandriana used otherwise. This
is a PERFECT medium to enhance the ability
of the Gaiandriana you already take to enhance itself-reinforcement fuel, if you will.
You can dilute the concentrate with water
AND/or anything you like. May we recommend apple juice and/ or Cranberry. The apple
juice i s to flush out the gallbladder and the
cranberryjuice flushes out the bladder (urine).
You may use as much as you like of either OR
both and we would hope you would do so on a
continuing basis because of the value of these
two products and their focus of use.
We believe you will find it a very tasty
beverage but we ask that no matter how 'good',
just keep to the 'program" amounts or you
may find yourself a bit "woozy' immediately
after intake. This i s due more to the Aloe Vera
present than the tea itself-but as you know,
even the MO-GU tea can make you quite lightheaded. There i s no alcohol in the beverage
although you may very well think so as the
body rushes to uptake the fuel supply. This i s
not a medical-chemical concoction so you could
take the entire bottle without damage or hazard-but you might well not feel so great for a
bit afterward and it i s totally UNNECESSARY
for any expected positive response.
This is not like taking an antibiotic with flu or
sore-throat. This is a well-body systemic enhancement. It sometimes, as with other persons'
elixir-takes weeks or months to feel anv difference. ONCEbalanced, however, you w i l l note that
at onset of infection, cold, etc., if you take around
six ounces of Gaiandriana and double up on the

GaiaLyte-you will probably note positive response
in about an hour. Remember--you are activating
the enhanced immune system and it takes a while
to accomplish this task.

h e , isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, phenylalanine,
ornithine, tryptophan.
The suggested daily consumptionis3 grams
Per dRYFCHIRACEA GOLD PLUS

ALOE JUICE
(Whole Lea& Cold P

(with American Ginseng)
In recent yean few medtcind plants
have garnered u much attention u
Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history that ~ c h i n i e e r(Echinacea Purp urea and
spans hundreds of &turies,-countries and cul- hkhinacea Angwtvolia).
Echinacua is R non-specific stimutures, and appearsincountless'folkremedies' as a
lant to the immune system. Claims for
plant revered for its healing qualities.
Aloe Juice is ahole-leafconcentrate prepared Echinacea thcluder stimulation of teukomild antibiotic actirity, antitinfiomthek~harvestedleavesofthe&mbcsdensis *em,
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Mitler d o e Vera plant. Aloe Juice guarantees a
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minimumof 10,000mg.ofmucopolysadmidesper adrend wfidin-complement aptam, interferon-like .
liter.
The nutrients nported in Aloe Vera include a c t h i e , *tim~latimaof gemed ceuUlrt.
immanie* and * m t b h ' d I-W~~Y*
Inte**
mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides
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(glucomannans), glycoproteinq glucose, mannose, P*l p"epuatiom am
m - 9
galadme, xylose, arabinose, tannins,steroids, or- -ed*
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ganic acids,a n t i i t i c principles, g l u c d c acids, ~
Qoldenseal
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enzymes (oxidase,c a t a h e and amylase),trace sugpopdw herbs iP the
ars,calcium oxalate, a protein containing 18 amino
acids, tm,undhealh& hormones, biogenic stimulafood muket*
an
tors, saponins, vitaminsB1, B2, niadn, B6, choline, numerous, indudbg but not limited tos
folk acid, chloride, mlfhte, iron, calcium, copper, antiseptic, hemortatic, diu~etic,-asodium,potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many tive, and toniuf anti-infiammatory fortha
xhucous mambraaex, hemorrhoids, nasal
other metabolism-assistingcomponents.
congestion, mouth and ~ \ r m
sorsrr and
eye
afflictions.
CHLORELLA
Few medicinal plants in the world
pouess Ginseng'ancur-lu~ndargstatus.
Chbnlla is anutritionally balancedwhole food Dating
of
its hb
andgrowthofhuman tory of use in the Orient records thenand conmbutesto the
cells like no single vitamin or mineral possiily can.
trmging
it
patic
ChlonlIaisexlremelyhighinpmtein (60%)and ,,, nt,
dododkmPsMd by
contains more than 20 vitamins andminerah, 19 of
Wpana,am.
When fatigued, Ginseng
the 22 e s s e n l and non-essential amino acids, rep,,rtedIy'
both p h y + i e ~and
enzymesandchlo&&rowth factor. It isone ofthe ,nt. functions
peak
richest sources of RNA and DNA known and has
remla+
~mprorerresistme. to
~ntytimesasrnuchchlomphyUasalfalfa,
lotimes disease and sf-,
American Ginseng*s
more than other edible algm including spirulina,
name Pan= ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ f
and 10 times more than barley grass.
Over 40,000 speaiew of mushroom8
Chlonlla is a natural vitality enhancer. The e t , many of which am 1~lr;edlu medivitamins found in chlorellacellsinclude: vitamin C, cine+. ofp a d i a l w
a= mu& ~ I P I
pxwitaminA, Bcatotene,chlorophyU-A,chlorophfl- edier pr
a d ergot-b.red axB, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2), pyridoxine (B6), tncb rued in mfiZrrine treatment, to
n k h (B3),pantothenic acid, folic acid, vitamin B- -me a few. E e g n s i m m e a r c h ha. beem
lipoic acid, dona with one mushroom in particuhr,
12, biotin, choline, vitamin K,
inositol and para-aminobenzoic acid. The minerals p~mely,~ e b h i .This mp.hrwm ir now
include: phosphorus, potassium, iodine, magner tried m d true immune SJI
sium, sulphur, iroh, calcium, manganese, copper, tern fortifier.

d
A h V m Concentrate)

*@

,
,

zinc and cobalt
The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, argi-

nine, asparticacid, threoinine,=rine,gluWacid,
proline, glycine, alanine, cystine, valine, methion-

Echinace

&@*

OXY TODDY

Made from pure Aloe Vera juice from
organic Aloe
plants, this product is
oxygen-enhanced with 35% food grade hydrogen peroxide, minerals, whole Aloe Vera
pulp, 60 colloidal plant minerals (an aqueous solution), and natural flavors.
One ounce of 0- Toddy contains ap~f 35% food grade
proximately 20 drops of
hydrogen peroxide. This product contains
no sugar, f d e r s or starches and is cold
processed to ensure maximum enzymatic

era

G o l d Plus
P~US/~-!
fiY?
$
.a$!'
$20.00 per bottle (regular price $24.50)
Order 12 or more and receive t h e "case
price" discount: $18.00 per bottle.

To order
Toorder
c a12:
A d

1-800-639-4242

MAY 3. 1994
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For
Water Purification

N e w Gaia Product Update%
~aia-mrn[see3/ I/ 94 CONTACT, p. I 0, for description]

To purify water (of viruses as well a s bacteria and other
critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops of 35% Food
Crade Hydrogen Peroxide per gallon of water and agitate
container enough to mix well.
Locating the 35% Food Crade Hydrogen Peroxide can be
a problem as the Elite effort to close down everything that
promotes health, from products to therapies. Food Grade
Hydrogen Peroxide is necessaryas the drugstore (3%) variety
ntains additives and stabilizers not good for ingestion

Since it will be meveral weeks before some of these
products become available to order, pleame keep your
e y e o n this box for availability updates!

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
LasVegas, NV 89126

For credit card orders, call 1 (800) NEW-GAIA(639-4242)
We accept Discover, Visa or Master Card.
Please make aU checks and money orders payable to: New M a Prdncra

(NAME)
(ADDRESS-PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY)
(CITY)

(STATE)

(ZIP CODE)

(TELEPHONE)

CREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card o r Discdver)

ITEM

Qrv.

GA'ANDRIANA
OZ. WUID

PWUNT
u scrl ers $12.50
NOn-:U~s~r~~e~s
u scrl ers

GAUNDRIAW 16 oz. UQUID
GAIANDRIANA 32 oz. UQUID
(Mitochondria) 8 oz. WID

AQUACAIA
[Mitochondria) 16 oz. LIQUID

AQUAGAlA

IMltot&&ial

32

CAlALYTE (2 liters)

$64.00
$12.50
Non-subscribers $16 00
Subscribers $25.00
Non-subscribers $32.00
Subscribers $50.00
Non-subscribers $64.00
Subscribers
15.00
Non-subscribers
20.00

CHLORELLA (1/2 LB.) (500 TABLE~S/SOO mg.Ek)
E C H I M A W COU) PLUS- (90 TABtETSf
S P E C ~ -Ltnatk= on prevtws paget

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
(1 80 TABLETS/40 ma. EA.)
*+OW TODDY (1 qt.) (LEMON-LIME)
(CRANBERRY-APPLE) (CHERRY-BERRY)

5 18.00

m.

'$3fipc44lt
$24.95

$18.00

SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

S 0-100
S 101-200
0 201-300
S 301-400
6 401-500
$501-600

$6.00
$7.00
$8.00
$9.00
$10.00
$11.00

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA
S 0-100
S 101-200
S 201-300
S 301-400
S 401-500
S 501-600

S 8.00
S 9.00
$10.00
$11.00
$12.00
$13.00

ALASKA & HAWA11 PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES

GAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Pure Spelt)

S 3.50

1
1
2
4
5

$32.00

$ 3.50

4 Ibs. 8 $l.ZS/lb
10 Ibs. @ $1 .25/lb.
2 Ibs: 8 $1.25/lb
4 Ibs. 8 S 1.25/lb
8 Ibs. 8 $1.25/lb.

WHOLE GRAIN SPELT FLOUR

-.

TOTAL

$149.00

GAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Whole Wheat & Spelt)

+

$24.95

ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY.
ASK ABOUT OUR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
-ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER ALOE PRODUCTS.

FOR:
W 4 O R A&
MT. UT. ID, CO, NM,
W, NV.

-

f

$16.00

PER UNIT

WHOLE SPELT KERNELS

-.

ALOE VERA CONCENTRATE) 1OX
**ALOE JUICE (1 6 02.) (WHOLE LEAF ALOE
VERA CONCENTRATE) 1SX

ITEM
HlTACHl (HBI 01) BREAD MACHINE
(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

$16.00
$25.00

Subscribers
Non-subscribers
Subscribers

-ALOE JUKE (1 Uter) (WHOLE LEAF

I

lWrAL QTY.

Non-~U~scr~n

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant formula (1 80 TABLEfS)

I*

(EXPIRATION DATE)

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
Bottle Caiandriana (1 qt.)
Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
Audio-cassettes

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

{ ::g
10.00

$ 180.00

$1 50.00 for
CONTACT
subscribers
only.

:

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND (202)
NICOTINE,
CAFFEINE ,
ALCOHOL
SUCROSE,
STARCH ,

'22for

ACT
subscrlben

-

-

S 6.00 each

-

$ 15.00
GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK
FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.
PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING
SHIPPING FOR U NON-BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES
New Gaia P l ~ d Y t t ~ .
and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES.

NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska,
please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations,
please call for rates.
**
Foreign orders, please, contact
our office in writing for specific rates
as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product
call for shipping rates.

--

SU 6-TOTAL

** SHIPPING

(ALL ORDERS)

NEVADA RESIDENTS PLEASE
ADD 7% SALES TAX

TOTAL

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS
AND HAVE BEEN WFU'ITEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE OF
LONG-STANDINGDECEFTIONSAND
OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. SINGLE
JOURNALS ARE $6.00, ANY4 JOURNALSARE$S.SO EACH, 10OR MORE
JOURNALS ARE
$5.00 EACH
(Shipping extra - see right).
* These markedJOURNALS a m out
of stock until fbther notice.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA
3. SPACEGATE, THE VEIL R E
MOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
*5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET
FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9.
SATAN'S DRUMMERS
"10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
*ll. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
*12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
PHOENIX
*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
*14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENL
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
-16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX

"18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
9 0 .THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
-1. CREATION, THE SACRED
UNIVERSE
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
9 4 .SHROUDSOFTHE SEVENlN
SEAL
9 5 .THE BITTER COMMUNION
9 6 . COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY
NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
9 8 .OPERATION SHANSTORM
3 9 .END OF THE MASQUERADE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
SO. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
-

55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE UYlTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000,
DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. 'REALITY" ALSO HAS A
DRUM-BEATI
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
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